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ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
September 11, 2003

Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Buscho, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel, Senator Parker (tardy, excused), Senator Teske, Senator White and Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: none

Approval of the Minutes.

Open Forum
Senator White welcomes the visitors to the Senate Meeting. None of the visitors wish to address the Senate, so the meeting moves on.

Senator Fieman moves to suspend Normal Order and go to New Business.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-045: ASUPS Committee Appointments. President Frost and Vice President Barrans make a few friendly amendments, to add names to the list of people in the committees. Jon Fulwiler is added to the Budget Committee, Nigel Finley to the Elections Committee, and Vanessa Drivenes is also added to the Elections Committee. Megan Buscho is removed from the Media Board, and Laura Anderson is removed from the Elections Committee. Senator White reads through the names, and any of those on the list who are present at the meeting stand up, and give a brief introduction. Senator White moves to vote, and the docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-047, Honor Court. This Docket has not yet been approved, so Senator Fieman moves to bring it to the table. Representative Hoppe asks that this Docket be brought to the table because there are some cases that need to be taken care of by the Honor Court, and the sooner the Docket passes, the sooner the cases can be taken care of. Senator White moves to vote. The Docket is brought to the table with Senator White abstaining. President Frost mentions that the first two names on the list for Honor Court are already a part of Honor Court. Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Representative Hoppe swears in the new members of Honor Court who are present at the meeting.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-038, a Finance Allocation to RANDOM. Vice President states that she has the formal proposals from the club for the finance allocation if anyone is interested in reading it. Senator Bernhardt asks if the club representative has anything to say. Nothing is said, and Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.
Senator Bernhardt moves to Docket #03-039, an Allocation of Funds to Casino Night. Senator Bernhardt states that this is a good event with a good cause. Senator Fieman yields time to a representative of Casino Night who says that this year, Casino Night is a part of the Homecoming activities, and that all of the proceeds are going to go to charity. Senator Fieman moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-042, The Women’s Voice. President Frost states that the group has a long history, and that they should be able to be recognized as a club. Senator Wrencher yields time to the representative of the club who speaks about the goals of the club, and about the club in general. Senator Groggel moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Wrencher and Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-043, Recognition to “DORK.” President Frost also makes a friendly amendment to make the Docket read: “The DORK.” Vice President Barrans states that the club should be registered, and not recognized, meaning that they won’t be able to have a specific budget. Senator Fieman yields time to The DORK who then talks about the club. Senator Groggel wonders why the club shouldn’t be allowed to be recognized, so that they can grow and prosper. Vice President Barrans explains that most of the members are seniors, and she is not sure about the club continuing after this year. Discussion about whether or not the club should be recognized or registered persists. Senator Fieman suggests that perhaps the club should make the decision based on how they feel the club is going to expand and such. Vice President Barrans then states that she would like to amend the Docket to say “registered” instead of “recognized.” Senator Wrencher seconds the motion. Senator White moves to vote on the amendment. Senator Teske, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Groggel and Senator Fieman are against the amendment, Senator White, Senator Buscho, and Senator Parker abstain, and the amendment passes. Senator White then moves to vote on the Docket as amended. The Docket passes with Senator White, Senator Wrencher, Senator Parker and Vice President Barrans all abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-044, the Recognition of Swing Out, the UPS Swing Dance Club. Vice President Barrans states that the club has been holding regular meetings, and practices for the past year. Vice President Barrans yields time to Will Schindler, the club’s president who states the goals of the club, and how the club will function with free dances, and lessons to try to get swing dancing out to more people. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-041. Senator Bernhardt states a friendly amendment to the Docket, so that the title will read: “Capital Contingency Allocation by Alex Bernhardt on behalf of the Math Club.” Senator Fieman yields time to the representative of the Math Club. Senator Buscho then moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.
President Frost moves to Docket #03-046, stating that Megan Buscho will be on the Budget Committee. Senator Groggel moves to pass the Docket. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Bernhardt moves to Docket #03-040, The Finance Allocation to the Internationalist. He also announces a friendly amendment to cross off the “nine” in front of the statement: “Two thousand, two hundred dollars.” Senator Fieman yields time to the representatives of The Internationalist who then speak, and give an overview of what the magazine is. The representatives also explain that the amount of money that has been allocated is not enough.

President Frost applauds the effort that the group has put into this project, but also goes on to explain the tight situation ASUPS is in with regard to the budget. Vice President Barrans mentions that they have been allocated more funds than they need for the publication costs. Senator Groggel yields time to a representative of the magazine who explains that The Internationalist would like to have more money allocated because they would like to be funded for more than one issue. Vice President Barrans then states that ASUPS is happy to fund the one issue, but that proof of the success of the magazine needs to be seen before ASUPS will feel comfortable with allocating more funds to the magazine for more publications. Senator White points out that due to budget issues, the Yearbook has already been ‘killed’ and he feels that this is not the appropriate time for another ASUPS-supported medium. Senator Bernhardt yields time to representatives for further discussion. President Frost yields time to David Koppy, of Finances who explains how they feel about the allocation. He explains that the magazine is asking for 8% of the funds that have been allocated to all of the clubs for the entire year.

After more discussion, Senator White announces that he will take no more questions or comments unless it is an amendment, or pertaining to an amendment.

Senator Fieman moves to amend the Docket to allocate $3155.00, the price of one full issue. Senator Parker asks where that money would be coming from. Senator Bernhardt explains that it is coming form the Finance Committee, and that the figure is about 20% of the budget. Senator Teske seconds the motion to amend. The amendment is voted on, and passes with Senator Bernhardt, Senator Wrencher, Senator White and Vice President Barrans abstaining. Senator Fieman moves to vote on the Docket as Amended, Senator Buscho seconds, The Docket Passes with Senator Wrencher, Senator White, and Vice President Barrans abstaining.

Executive Reports

President’s Report
President Frost announces that President Thomas will have a meeting with the Senate at a Fireside Dinner on Tuesday, October 21.

President Frost announces that the Round Table meeting was a success, and that he is confident that it will be ever better next year.
President Frost announces Governance is having a meeting tonight, and there will be finishing up the construction of this year's By Laws.

President Frost asks the Senate to encourage people to use the new website.

**Vice President's Report**

Vice President Barrans announces that she is working on Capital and Capital Expenditures, and that a meeting for it is scheduled for September 25, and that a Docket for the Full Budget will be at the meeting on October 2.

Vice President Barrans announces that the elections are coming up, and there seems to be a lot of interest.

Vice President Barrans thanks the Senate for all of the hard work, and assures everyone that they are doing a great job.

**Dean of Students Report**

Representative Hoppe announces that the ResNet sweeps are continuing, and that they should be finishing up soon, although they are having problems with the Campus Houses, and residents being home. ResNet has decided that once the sweeps are over, those who did not have their computers checked will have to take their computers to ResNet to be checked there.

Representative Hoppe announces that he will be absent from the meeting on Tuesday September 16th.

Representative Hoppe announces that on Wednesday September 17, the Deans will be on retreat, but there will be emergency numbers where they can be reached.

**Chair Report**

Senator White thanks the Senate for hanging on through the meeting. Senator White announces that he finds his swear word in last weeks minutes “beautiful.” Senator White thanks Senator Buscho for submitting information about herself to go on the ASUPS web site, and then encourages the other Senators to do the same.

**Liaison's Report**

Senator Wrencher asks when the new Liaison appointments will be made. Vice President Barrans answers by stating that the new appointments will occur after the Fall elections.

Senator Wrencher announces that she will post last Spring’s appointments so that the Senators are sure of what clubs they need to be in contact with until the new appointments are made.

**Committee Reports**

none
New Business

none

Announcements

Senator Wrencher announces that on Saturday there will be a car wash, proceeds will go Greek Life. Water Day is also a Greek-sponsored event that is taking place on Saturday.

Senator Bernhardt and Senator Groggel announce that they are working to have an on-campus sauna.

Vice President Barrans yields time to a student who has met and talked with the director of the Harry Potter movies. The director has said that he would agree to presenting a lecture on campus, and so far the only thing that he wants in return is compensation for his plane ticket.

Senator Parker apologized for her tardiness, and explains that it is due to traffic; she was stuck coming back to campus from her new job.

Steve Larson announces that he is on the Student Concerns committee, but was not mentioned.

Senator Bernhardt announces that he and Senator Buscho have a radio show now to try to get ASUPS in the media.

Senator Fieman moves to adjourn, and Senator White agrees.

Meeting is adjourned at 7:30.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
September 18, 2003

Call to Order 6:10
Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Buscho, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel, Senator Parker, Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: none.

Approval of Minutes.

Open Forum:
Julie Ann on behalf of Andrea’s Voice takes the floor, and states that if anyone has questions about the Finance Allocation Docket to please ask her now, as she must attend to other business tonight. Seeing no questions, the meeting progresses.

Solomon Chau addresses the Senate about the Vetoed Docket that had allocated extra funds to The Internationalist. He recounts the decisions that were made at the previous Formal Senate Meeting (9.11.03) when the Docket was passed, allocation the Internationalist $3150.00 instead of the original $2200.00. He admits that the $2200.00 with the additional funding that the magazine had already received would be enough for the first issue of the magazine, but states that the extra funds that had been requested were going to go towards the second issue. He states that with factors such as Winter Break to consider when considering fund raisers, and then stated that without the additional funds the magazine would most likely die in its infancy. He states that once the magazine is shown as successful with two issues printed, then national sponsors would be more likely to consider sponsoring the magazine. He also goes on to discredit the ideas of online journals, and “cheap and dirty photocopy packets.” He goes on to say that the extreme majority is needed in order to nullify the Veto, and then reminds that an abstention is like a vote against the cause. He makes a final point by saying that there will never be enough money, and budgets will always be tight. He also points out the diverse group of people who came to show support for the magazine, and then states that voting in favor of The Internationalist is like voting to support students and their ideas.

Senator White moves to Old Business

Old Business
Vetoed Docket #03-040, Finance to The Internationalist
President Frost states that he is very excited to see so many people at the meeting, although he wishes that they were at the meeting for happier reasons. He tells the students that they are always welcome to come to ASUPS meetings, and that the Senators are always happy to have students at the meetings. President Frost goes on to state that he has received several e-mails about the Veto, and he wishes to make it clear that ASUPS is indeed supporting The Internationalist and that ASUPS had determined that $2200.00 was sufficient to fund one issue, and that The Internationalist would be have some future funds because of the other funding that they had received from other sources.
President Frost goes on to state that ASUPS is not in a position financially to allot the $5000.00 that The Internationalist had originally asked for. President Frost wishes to make it clear that he did not veto all funding, but only the additional $950.00. President Frost states that he thinks that The Internationalist is a great project, and that the hopes that ASUPS and The Internationalist will be able to work together in a positive manner.

Senator White states that in a 2/3 vote, an abstention is considered a vote against.

Vice President Barrans states that for the Veto to be overridden, a Senator must bring the Docket to the table.

Senator Fieman moves to bring the Docket to the table. Senator Teske seconds.

Vice President Barrans advises the Senators not to vote to bring the original Docket to the table, but to wait for Docket #03-052, this would allow for more discussion, and for the clearing up of any confusion that may have come from last week’s meeting.

Senator Fieman yields time to a professor form both the comparative Sociology Department, and the International and Political Economy Department who states that both of his departments gave money to the magazine, the departments thought that if they were generous with the finds, then ASUPS would be generous with funding, he believes that this is a worth project of all of the funding.

Senator White engages in discussion about the Veto. Senator Groggel questions the representatives, about funding the second issue, and if $3155.00 would be enough with the other funds to have two issues funded. He then asks how they plan to raise money for a third issue, he worries that after the two issues there may not be any more funds to collect for a third, and the project will die. The representatives state that after two successful issues are produced, then national sponsors will be able to consider the magazine as something that they may want to sponsor. They also state that when it comes time to publish a third issue, they will be in a better position to work together on fund raising.

The representatives state that they will be publishing 1000 issues, and that it will cost $3155.00, plus $300.00 for photos, which they are not asking ASUPS to fund.

Representative Hoppe suggests that perhaps they ask for the lowest amount of money that they need right now, and then ask for another finance allocation when the time comes. Dave Koppy of the Finance Committee states that they had requested a lump sum, and that the large initial allocation was their idea, but if they were to make another future proposal that they could be considered for more funding. Vice President Barrans adds that the representatives of the magazine had said that if they received the $5000.00 that is will be a one time contribution, but since this is not what they are receiving, then the funds that they receive will not be a one time contribution.

Discussion persists.
Senator White states that when considering whether or not to nullify the Veto, to take into consideration the amount of student support that this magazine has, he points out that this has never happened with any other club or organization before. Senator White state that he would stretch the budget to support this magazine, and 11 of these students even if it made has to affect things in other clubs.

Vice President Barrans again stresses to keep the Veto, and start with the new Docket.

Senator Fieman states that he feels as though ASUPS can handle the financial burden.

Dave Koppy speaks about the budget. He states that the budget started out as $29929.00 and with allocations pending, there is a remaining $24783.75. This is just two weeks into the fiscal year. The Internationalist is asking for 20% of what is left of the budget, and there are 25 remaining weeks in the fiscal year.

Senator Buscho states while it is good to look to the future, it is also good to support these students who are obviously passionate about this project.

Vice President Barrans states again that not all of the funding has been cut, and that there is still enough for one issue.

Senator Bernhardt states that since the sources are available, then it is a good time to spend the money.

Senator Wrencher states that The Internationalist will actually still be short $450.00 even if they receive the $3155.00 from ASUPS.

Representatives form the magazine state that they plan to make up the other funds form faculty donations.

Senator Fieman points out that he feels as though both he and Senator Bernhardt support the nullification, and since both Senators are on the Finance Committee, that should say something to the other Senators.

Senator Groggel states that he was very disappointed with the way that the representatives form The Internationalist reacted to the Veto, and that the spread of misleading information that put ASUPS into a bad light was very unprofessional, and uncalled for.

Representative Hoppe states as an advisor to the Finance Committee that the money should be allocated on smaller amounts on more of an “as needed” basis.

Senator White moves to vote on the Vetoed Docket: Senator Fieman, Senator White, Senator Parker, Senator Teske, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Groggel, and Senator Buscho
vote in favor of the nullification. Senator Wrencher, Representative Hoppe, and Vice President Barrans vote in opposition of the nullification. The Veto is therefore nullified.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-048, a Finance Allocation to Andrea’s Voice. Senator Teske seconds. Senator Fieman states that this program is for bulimia awareness, and that those in charge of the presentation had asked for $300.00, and that a copy of the proposal can be found on the back of the Docket. Senator Fieman states that the Finance Committee would like to granter her the full amount. Senator Buscho moves to vote, and Senator Parker seconds. The Docket is passed with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost motions to resume Normal Order, and Senator Wrencher seconds. Normal Order is thus resumed.

Executive Reports:

President’s Report
President Frost announces that Governance has finished the bi-laws, and that they have been submitted toe the Board of Trustees along with the Constitution for final approval. Everything will become official after their meeting in the beginning of October. President Frost also states that if there is anything that any of the Senators would like him to relay to the Board of Trustees that they should get in touch with him as soon as possible.

President Frost announces that tonight the Senate will start to figure out charges for Committees for the year.

Vice President’s Report
Vice President Barrans announces that all of the Clubs, Programmers, Committees, and Media are looking at the Capital Expenditures, and that they will be making decisions with the Budget Committee soon. The Dockets concerning all of this will be at next weeks Formal Senate Meeting.
Vice President Barrans announces that tomorrow at 8:00am, the Senate positions will be officially open, and that everyone who would like to run for offices needs to sign up. Vice President Barrans also states that Senators will need to volunteer time at the Election table when the time comes.

Senator White announces that Douglas Cannon, of the Philosophy Department will be filling in for Representative Rickoll as the Faculty Representative, beginning next week.

Dean of Students’ Report
Representative Hoppe announces that the first meeting concerning the schedule for next year was held, and there are a lot of concerns with the Orientation Program and how it is going to fit into the schedule next year with school starting sooner. There are concerns with people not wanting to work on a Sunday. There are also concerns with potentially
having to shorten the Orientation program by one day, which would be difficult because it is a very set program.

Representative Hoppe announces that his job was posted today, but that his position will be slightly broken apart: Shane Dateweiler will take over the Residence Life Director aspect of the Dean of Students position.

Representative Hoppe announces that this was one of the toughest Senate meeting that he has even seen. He states that he is impressed with how the Senate worked though the meeting, and he hopes that any animosity can soon be forgotten, and that everything with ASUPS will remain in good favor.

Chair Report:
Senator White suggests that Seniors apply for Representative Hoppe’s job.

Senator White tanks the Senators for working through the meeting so well. He states that ASUPS must always be able to work like this within itself in order to keep the organization well.

Senator White announces that Fall Election are coming soon, and that the Senate will need a new Pro Tempe. Senator White also states that the Senators will need to make time to sit at the elections table. He also encourages the Senators to get the student body interested in voting, because voting is imperative.

Senator White announces that Primary Elections will be held on October 7th, if they are needed.

Liaison’s Report:
Senator Wrencher announces that the Senators need to contact their clubs, and that the Senators will be held accountable for club reports next week.

Senator Wrencher asks if Stitch and Bitch was approved again for this year. Vice president Barrans answers by stating that they just need to fill out a new form.

Committee Reports
Vice President Barrans announces that Governance met, and that they are therefore done until the next meeting.

Senator Groggel announces that the Media Board heads look really strong this year. He states that he feels as though they are going to do a great job, and says to expect great things form both KUPS and the Trail.

Senator Wrencher announces that due to a class conflict she will no longer be able to go to the Food and Safety meetings. She asks if there is another Senator who would like to fill the position. She states that the meetings take place at 8:30am on thursdays, and that free breakfast is provided.

Senator Parker takes the position.

Senator White moves to New Business
New Business

Senator White moves to Docket #03-054, Awards and Scholarships. Senator Fieman seconds, and adds a friendly amendment Fieman seconds, friendly amendment, adding the words “Appointment to” to the beginning of the title of the Docket. President Frost yields his tim to Jenny who introduces herself, and states that she is happy to be a new part of this committee, and thanks the Senate for the appointment. Senator Wrencher asks if Jenny enjoys spending money, and Jenny answers that yes she does within a budget. Senator Fieman asks if Jenny herself has ever been granted an award or scholarship. Senator White and Senator Fieman immediately state that she need not answer the question. Senator Bernhardt moves to vote, and Senator Parker seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-053, Appointment to Food and Safety. Senator Wrencher seconds. Senator Wrencher yields time to Frank Prince who introduces himself, and expresses thanks for benign put on the committee. Senator Bernhardt tells Frank to enjoy the free bagels. Senator Wrencher expresses positive words about Frank, and states that he is perfect for the committee because he works with Dinning and Conference Services. Senator Fieman moves to vote, and Senator Parker seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost thanks all who stayed at the meeting even after the business concerning The Internationalist had concluded; he finds their staying at the meeting “touching.”

President Frost moves to Docket #03-051, Finance to Administrative Account. Senator Wrencher seconds. President Frost announces that this summer, Sarah Bodnar went to a conference in Washington D.C. having been told that ASUPS would be covering it. The Docket however needs to be amended form stating $288.25 to $228.85. Senator Parker moves to vote on the amendment, which passes with Senator White abstaining. Senator Fieman expresses concern about such a decision being considered, and essentially made without the whole Senate to discuss it. President Frost promises that it will never happen again, and that the only reason why it did was because it was summer. Senator Parker moves to vote on the Docker as amended, Senator Wrencher seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White and Senator Bernhardt abstaining.

Senator Parker moves to Docket #03-048, Finance to Women’s Voice. Senator Teske seconds. Senator Fieman announces a friendly amendment: add the date September 16, 2003 to the top of the Docket. He goes on to state that this is to give a budget to Woman’s Voice, a club that was recognized last week. Senator Parker yields time to a representative of Women’s Voice who speaks on some of what they group has planned, and especially about “Love Your Body Day.” She also states that money from the budget will go toward expanding the library at the Diversity Center to include information about gender issues. The money will also go toward supplies to make posters and the like. Senator Groggel moves to vote, Senator Wrencher seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.
President Frost moves to Docket #03-049, Finance to SPURS. Senator Bernhardt seconds. Senator Fieman explains that this is so that SPURS can attend a conference in Denver, Colorado. He also explains that this finance allocation is the bare minimum, because they have taken out the cost of food and the cost of transportation to and from the airport. Senator Fieman then yields the floor to a representative from SPURS who explains that although SPURS was traditionally just for Sophomores, it now allows Junior and Seniors who were a part of it to remain a part of it, and that by doing this, it will cut back on the amount of training that they need to do. Senator Parker moves to vote, Senator Wrencher still has a question. She asks the representative how she feels about the allotted amount of money, and she states that the club is happy with it. Senator Groggel moves to vote, and Vice President Barrans seconds, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to Docket #03-055, Fall Elections Guidelines, this Docket must be voted to the table. Senator White asks the Senate to please allow the Docket to come to the table because it must be passed before the election process can begin. Vice President Barrans apologizes to the Senate for the Docket not being on time in accordance with the bi-laws, but then explains that it was unavoidable, because there wasn’t an Elections Committee any sooner. Senator White states that Vice President Barrans’ apology is “well noted.” President Frost asks Senator White how something can be “badly noted, as opposed to well noted.” Senate Secretary, Amanda Corbyn, interjects that she could “badly note things.” Senator Groggel states that the interjection should be kept in the Minutes, and the meeting progresses. Senator White then brings the Docket to the table. Senator Fieman moves to vote on the Docket, and Senator Wrencher seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator White moves to Committee Charges, but before they are discussed, Senator Parker addresses the remaining people who are attending the meeting to make sure that they do not wish to address the Senate. Seeing that they don’t, Committee Charges are discussed.

**Committee Charges:**

**Media Board:**

Senator Groggel suggests that high quality of work should be stressed to the members, he also suggests that Media Board should work on advertising, and on making sure that students know that Media Board exists.

Senator Buscho suggests that all of the members of Media Board have a good concept of what they are doing, and when their deadlines are.

President Frost states that he believes that one of the main objectives for Media Board this year should be to work on objectives, and go through the bi-laws.

Senator White charges *The Trail* to bring back “The Combat Zone,” but to make it humorous. Senator Buscho states that “The Combat Zone” will be back, but she cannot promise humor.

**Food and Safety:**
Senator White suggests that students should be informed about off-duty officers who will be patrolling the campus.
Senator White suggests that there should be a committee that works to help to make off-campus parties more favorable in the eyes of the surrounding community.
Senator Wrencher brings up the issues with safety and traffic, and suggests that the Safety committee looks for left over traffic signs from the construction of Wyatt, and use the signs on campus.
Senator Fieman suggests that parking regulations should be made more well-known to cut down on the amount of tickets that are given out due to confusion about parking regulations.
Senator Wrencher suggests that there should be something done about all of the spills that occur in the SUB, and that they should be cleaned up more efficiently. Senator White states that there should be a mop provided, and that students should clean up their own spills.
---Any other personal concerns can be discussed at the committee meetings.

Student Concerns:
Senator Bernhardt suggests that perhaps it should be a Senate Project to have clubs with similar goals to work together, and collaborate on events.
Senator Busho suggests that there should be something done about the Voice Mail to make it work better, or to make it more user-friendly.
Senator Fieman suggests that students should be questioned about their concerns, and then a list should be generated form what they say and then taken to the meeting.

Off Campus Committee:
President Frost states that while there is at this time no Off Campus Senator, there is a group who works with off campus concerns.
Senator Parker suggests that the Off Campus group creates a good relationship with the Tacoma Police so that student arrests at off campus parties can be avoided.

Announcements
Senator White announces the Heart Walk this weekend. Greek Unity is sponsoring the Heart Walk, and they still need some volunteers. He states that it is a great event with great community involvement, free food, and bubbles.

Senator Wrencher reminds the Senate about Campus Films

ASUPS and KUPS are hosting a free concert on Saturday in the Rotunda.

President Frost announces that he is going to Iowa for the weekend.

Vice President Barrans announces that she will be singing the National Anthem at the first home football game this Saturday.

Senator White announces that Senator Groggel receives tonight’s best dressed award for the pink shirt. Meeting is adjourned at 7:30.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
September 25, 2003

Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Buscho, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel, Senator Parker, Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher.

Members Absent: Representative Hoppe (excused)

Senator White announced the new Faculty Representative, Douglas Cannon, of the Philosophy department.

Representative Cannon states that he is glad to be the Faculty Representative for ASUPS, and tells the Senators that he is involved in curriculum matters, which pertain more to students than many of the other concerns of the Faculty Senate.

The Senators welcome Representative Cannon to ASUPS.

Approval of Minutes

Open Forum
none

President Frost moves to go to New Business, Senator Parker seconds.

New Business

President Frost moves to Docket #03-0557, Recognition of the Jewish Student Organization (JSO). Vice President Barrans states that JSO is a club that hasn’t been recognized for many years, but due to issues in leadership last spring, they were not able to renew their recognition; they wish to renew now. Senator Fieman yields time to Rachel, the acting President of JSO, who explains the clubs goals, and the events that the club sponsors. She explains that while it is the Jewish Student Organization they accept people form all religions into their club, and at their events. They also focus on spirituality, and the issues that people face with their spirituality when they reach college age. Senator Groggel asks about the number of members in the club. Rachel states that the roster has 16, 12 usually come to meetings, and at events for holidays, as many as 60 people. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-056, Finance Allocation to The D.O.R.K. Senator Fieman seconds. This would allocate $170.00 to The D.O.R.K. Senator Bernhardt states
that they came to the Finance Meeting on Monday, and that the Docket was discussed on Tuesday. The requested money will go toward purchasing gaming materials. Senator Groggel questions the representative from The D.O.R.K. about what they have been using for gaming before. The representative states that they have not been playing actual games yet, their meetings have been informational. Senator Groggel goes on to ask if the games will remain with ASUPS, and the representative assures him that they will. Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Representative Cannon, Senator White, Senator Wrencher, and Senator Bernhardt abstaining.

Executive Reports

President’s Report
President Frost announces that Governance and Student Concerns met this week, and that he will report on what took place at the meetings during the committee reports. President Frost announces that ASUPS is working with The Trail to get discount on ASUPS advertising in The Trail.

President Frost announces that Budget Task Force is coming up. They are beginning to develop proposals for projects, one of which is bring back the yearbook. President Frost states if any Senators have any ideas concerning proposals for Budget Task Force to see Vice President Barrans, or himself.

Senator White questions President Frost about the yearbook. He wonders if perhaps the student cost for the year book will go up in order to support the yearbook, or is ASUPS will be paying for most of it again. President Frost answers that if the year book does come back into existence that the student fee would be higher, and that ASUPS will decide how much of the funding that they are going to contribute.

Vice President’s Report
Vice President Barrans announces that the last report for Capital Expenditures was turned in at 6:00pm, and that the Dockets concerning Capital Expenditures will be drawn up by the Next Tuesday. She comments that there were a high number of requests, and that she will not be accepting any late requests.

Vice President Barrans announces that tomorrow night at 6:00, the meeting for the Candidates for the Fall Election will be held. She states that 13 people have signed up, and that there are only 8 positions available. She adds that there are still some positions that no one has signed up to run for, and that most of the people who have signed up are wanting to run for Freshman Senator. the amount of people who have signed up for the same position will cause there to be a Primary Election on October 6th. Vice President Barrans advises the Senate to make sure that they students understand that with the Primary Election, they will be voting twice.
Faculty Report
Senator White asks Representative Cannon if there is anything that he would like to report. Representative Cannon states that he has already said all that he would like to say for the meeting.

Dean of Students Report
Senator White announces that Representative Hoppe’s last lecture is on Tuesday night, and that everyone should go to it.

Chair Report
Senator White stresses that all of the ASUPS positions must be filled in the Elections. He encourages Senators to go out and recruit people for the positions, especially the positions for which no one is currently running. Senator White then thanks Senator Groggel and Senator Buscho for getting so many Freshmen involved.

Liaison Report
Senator Wrencher announces that all Committee reports are due next Wednesday by 8pm, and that all Senators will get an e-mail reminder the day before.

Committee Reports

Governance Committee: President Frost announces that Governance met on Tuesday night and finalized the Financial Report, and Governance is therefore done until again needed.

Union Board: Vice President Barrans announces that Union Board had a discussion about the Totem Pole, and that they decided it will go in the loft area of Marshall Hall on the South West wall, non-enclosed.

Faculty Senate: Senator Parker announces that ELEMAC is considering charging students for (excessive) printing.

Food and Safety: Senator Parker announces that at the Food and Safety meeting she learned that she is the Committee Chair. She announces that Campus Greens is looking to have more organic foods at the SUB. She also announces that they are working through issues involving sidewalks.

Senator White advises the Senate to be vocal with their concerns about charging for printing, because there have been pacts made in the past about students never being charged for printing. He suggests that students be at the forefront of this issue.

Student Concerns: Senator Groggel announces that they had their first meeting tonight, and that they set up goals, and talked about student relations with the faculty and staff,
the role of the President, and the ability for students to have more of a vice in decisions. Intramural Sports, Athletics, and the Orientation Schedule for 2004 were also discussed.

**Announcements**
President Frost announces that 8:00 tonight, there is a performance by Alma de Cuba, a theater production sponsored by ASUPS Cultural Events.

President Frost announces the E.B. Wong lecture tomorrow, and that the admission is free to ASUPS members, (which should provide EXTRA incentive to go).

Senator Parker announces that tonight is ASK Night, which is an opportunity for students to talk to Alumni about possible jobs that students may have in the future.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Campus Film this week is *The Italian Job*, and reminds the Senate that ASUPS members get in for free.

Senator Parker announces the annual North Quad Ramon Ramble is this weekend, and that South Quad is also invited.

Senator Fieman motions to adjourn.

President Frost expresses concern that the Senators have been rather eager for meetings to end recently.

Senator Buscho announces that the first issue of *The Trail* is out tomorrow. Senator White adds that there should be a lot about ASUPS in the issue, and that the Senators should “check it out.”

Senator White announces that Senator Bernhardt is best dressed. Senator Groggel states that he thinks that he should be considered for Best Dressed because of the shorts that he is wearing. Senator White then decides that it is a dual award between Senator Bernhardt and Senator Groggel.

Senator Fieman motions again to adjourn, and Senator Teske seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 6:30 pm, PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
October 2, 2003
Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Buscho, Senator Parker, Senator White, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: President Frost (excused) Representative Hoppe (unexcused) Senator Fieman (unexcused) Senator Groggel (excused) Senator Teske (unexcused)

Approval of Minutes

Open Forum:
none

Senator Wrencher moves to suspend normal order and go to New Business.

New Business:
Senator Wrencher moves to Docket #03-062, Finance Allocation to Lighthouse. Senator Wrencher yields tome to representatives form Lighthouse. Max Fischer, and member of Lighthouse introduces himself, and the members who are with him in support of the organization. The organization is asking for $500.00 for a retreat this weekend. He states that this retreat is very beneficial to Lighthouse because it allows the members to become closer. Senator Bernhardt yields time to another representative who states that she feels as though Lighthouse is just as eligible for funding form ASUPS as any other club or organization, and that she feels as though each of their meetings is a presentation to the community. She also states that while it is more of a Christian group, people of all faiths are welcome to the meetings, and do often attend the meetings, Senator Wrencher moves to vote, Senator Parker seconds. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Wrencher moves to Docket #03-063, Capital Expenditures for 2003-2004. Vice President Barrans states that these were discussed last Tuesday, but that she is open to any questions. Senator Parker moves to vote, Senator Wrencher seconds and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Vice President Barrans moves to Docket #03-059, Finance Allocation to LaCrosse. Vice President Barrans states that this was first brought to Finance and was looked at as a Capital Expenditure, but did not qualify as such; therefore it is a proposal form the Budget Committee. Vice President Barrans goes on to explain that this finance allocation is for $400.00 to go to the team’s coaches for travel expenses. Senator White yields time to Scott, a representative of the LaCrosse team. Scott states that this allocation will go toward paying for travel and hotel expenses for the teams new coaches. He believes that these new coaches are doing a great job, and he feels as though they deserve the funds since they are taking so much time out of their all ready busy schedules to coach the team. Senator White expresses a slight concern about the coaches being from PLU. Scott assures him that there is no animosity from the coaches despite the fact that they are
form the cross-town rival. He also states that they are helping the over-all image of the LaCrosse team. Senator White encourages the Senators to support the Docket, and then moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Parker moves to Docket #03-060, Finance Allocation to WOTA. Vice President Barrans announces a friendly amendment to change the name on the Docket to be spelled the correct way, the correct way being: Wynne. Vice President Barrans states that Senate is happy to support a presentation by the OT program if it is open to the whole campus. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Vice President Barrans moves to Docket #03-061, Finance Allocation to Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. Vice President Barrans states that they are a recognized club that hardly ever comes to ASUPS for funds. In this Docket asks for some scholarships for come of the members of the club to go to a conference. Finance decided to split the cost of the conference for the students who needed money. Senator Wrencher yields time to Carol, the president of the club. Carol states that she feels as though this conference is a great conference, especially for Freshmen. Vice President Barrans asks Carol how she feels about finance splitting the cot. Carol states that the club is grateful for anything, and that they find the allocation quite generous. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator White moves to Normal Order

Executive Reports

President’s Report:
President Frost is at the Board of Trustees meeting.

Vice President’s Report

Vice President Barrans announces that President Frost says “hello,” and sends an apology for not being able to attend the meeting, he is at the board of trustees meeting where he is going over Finance Code, the bi-laws and Constitution for 2003-04.

Vice President Barrans announces that there will be a Formal Senate meeting next Tuesday to pass the Finance Code, the bi-laws, and Constitution. She states tat corpum will be absolutely imperative. She states that the Dockets and the documents will be in Senate boxes by Sunday night so that they concur with 48 hour rule.

Vice President Barrans states that Elections are going slowly, and that campaigns are not very visual at this point. She encourages Senators to spread election information word-of-mouth, and to encourage candidates to campaign more. She also announces that students have stepped down form the ballot, and some have been found non-eligible to run for some of the positions, and there will therefore not be a primary election. Vice President Barrans then reminds Senators that the elections will be held on October 10 and 11, and that the Senators need to sign up to work the voting table.
Vice President Barrans states that Capital Expenditures went well, and that everyone is happy with them.

Vice President Barrans announces that the speeches and debates for candidates will take place after the Senate meeting, and that senators should have questions prepared for the candidates.

Faculty Report:

Representative Cannon states that the Faculty is busy grading papers, and therefore he has nothing to report.

Dean of Students Report
Representative Hoppe is absent

Chair Report:

Senator White encourages Senator to talk to everyone about running for offices, and try to get as many people as possible, even if they have to be dragged to the ASUPS office to sign up.

Liaison Report:

Senator Wrencher reports that she only received one report, and that it was late.

Senator Wrencher encourages Senators to read the revised Finance, Bi-Laws, and Constitution because there were some heave revisions this year.

Senator Bernhardt announces that he was not able to turn in his report because none of his clubs returned his e-mail.

Committee Reports:

Food and Safety
Senator Parker announces that Food and Safety met on Tuesday with the owner of the Papa Giki Heart Healthy cookies. The cookies are now being sold in the SUB.
Senator Parker announces that Food and Safety is having some problems with the charges form ASUPS, but that there is a meeting scheduled with the Committee, and President Frost to clear things up.

Media Board
Vice President Barrans announces that things with Media Board are going really well, except for some miscommunications about the charges. Vice President Barrans goes to to explain that there will be a meeting tomorrow that may prove to be interesting due to
the miscommunications, but hopefully the meeting will clear up any issues. Other wise, Media Board is going well, with an advisor who is actually coming to meetings.

Senator White asks about the concerns that Media Board is having.

Vice President Barrans states that the concerns were a miscommunication that can easily be clarified with the ASUPS Bi-laws; Media Board though that ASUPS was being too controlling.

**Announcements**

Vice President Barrans announces the Alumni Luncheon that is two Saturdays form this Saturday. She announces that in order to go, one must sign up at the Info Center. The luncheon will be in the Field House form 11:00-1:15 and will include free food, and games. Vice President encourages Senators to go and show ASUPS support.

Senator White announces the Campus Film this weekend: “Bruce Almighty,” a film that he has not seen.

Senator Buscho announces that she has removed her name from the Ballot.

Vice President Barrans asks Senator Parker to review the Faculty Senate meeting in regard to ASUPS funding.

Senator Parker announces that Faculty Senate asked for a report of how much funding ASUPS gives to students for conferences, paper to advertise presentations, and to have speakers come to campus. ASUPS funds $6000.00 for research, and conferences and the like, and $4000.00 for speakers to come to campus. Faculty Senate requested the report due to concerns they had ASUPS not funding anything for students.

Senator Wrencher moves to adjourn, and Vice President Barrans seconds. The best Dressed is Senate Secretary Corbyn. Meeting is adjourned at 6:30.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
October 7, 2003
Call to Order: 6:00

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Hoppe, Representative Cannon, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Buscho, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel, Senator Parker, Senator White

Members Absent: Senator Teske (unexcused) Senator Wrencher (excused)

Approval of Minutes

Open Forum:

President Frost announces that he feels that since there is a formal meeting tonight, that there should not be a Formal Senate meeting on Thursday. Senator White states that he is fine with that as long as those Senators and Representatives who are resigning don't mind that this is their last Senate Meeting. Seeing no objections, it is decided that there will not be a Senate Meeting on Thursday.

Executive Reports:

President's Report:
President Frost announces that tonight the Dockets to approve the Formal Documents will be the main order of business. He states that the Formal Documents have been approved by the Board of Trustees. He goes on to state that the Constitution must be approved tonight because of a time constraint, the other Documents may be approved at the next meeting is necessary.

President Frost announces that the Board of Trustees retreat was very nice. They presented the plans for the new science center that is to be built within the next years. President Frost also states that the Board of Trustees is very happy with the Senators and ASUPS.

President Frost announces that he will be at a meeting on Thursday morning to discuss the changes and new developments in Tomonawas; if Senators have any questions or ideas concerning Tomonawas to contact him.

Vice President's Report:

Vice President Barrans announces that there are still positions open on the Ballot.

Vice President Barrans introduces Cameron, one of the candidates on the ballot. Vice President Barrans asks the Senators to please spread the word about elections.
Faculty Report:
Representative Cannon announces that he has two things to mention about what the Faculty Senate is doing. Representative Cannon announces that the Faculty Senate has been discussing some things about Study Abroad, and that Senator Parker may have more to report in regard to the discussion.

Representative Cannon announces that the Curriculum Committee has been thinking about academic scheduling for the 2006-07 school year in regard to when to begin school so that the semester can be done with and not have an impact on the beginning of Winter Break, and Christmas. Right now it is against policy to give final exams after December 21st. This policy might make the school year start the last week of August. Representative Cannon states that there is one student on the Committee to discuss this, but that other students may want to be in on the discussions pertaining to this.

Senator White asks when the Faculty Senate meets. Representative Cannon announces that they typically meet once a week, but that it may be a few weeks before the next meeting. He states that he will find the date, and e-mail it to Senator White.

President Frost states that he has the name of the student involved in the Committee, and that he would be happy to relay that to anyone who would like to address the Calendar issue.

Dean of Students Report:

Representative Hoppe announces Homecoming events this week: Casino Night is Saturday night, and “Hallidayz” is Saturday morning. The Faculty Lip Sync is on Thursday night.

Representative Hoppe announces that RHA is continuing to meet, and that they are discussing the Orientation Schedule, and that at this point it looks as though the best compromise will be met, and that it looks positive.

Representative Hoppe announces: “I don not have secret meetings with the Tacoma Police Department.”

Senator White asks which Holidays the different residents halls have for Hallidayz. Senators mention the Holidays that they know are being celebrated by the different halls.

Senator Groggel asks Representative Hoppe if he will be performing a song at the Lip Sync. Representative Hoppe answers “yes,” but provides no other information.
Chair Report:
Senator White asks the Senators who will remain with ASUPS after elections to send him their Senate Project proposals.

Senator White thanks all of the Senators and representatives who will not be returning to ASUPS for all of their hard work, but reminds the Senators that they need to come back and help those who will be filling their positions to ease into their offices.

Senator White announces a student concern: recycling in the Mail Room. He suggests that this could perhaps be a Senate Project.

Committee Reports

Media Board:

Senator Groggel announces that Media Board met last Friday at 8am. He states that one of the things that was discussed was the issue with The Trail and their outstanding bills form the end of last year. There was a proposal for ASUPS to cover the cost which totals to $3200.00. ASUPS said that it would play the bills, if in turn ASUPS would get that amount of money in good advertising space. The Trail turned down the proposal, but now Media Board doesn’t think that it is fair for this year’s staff to have to deal with the issues caused by last year’s staff. The Trail is thinking of some way to pay for the bills, other than selling advertising space.

Faculty Senate:

Senator Parker announces that she was at the Faculty Senate meeting but that she did not bring her notes about Study Abroad with her tonight.

President Frost reports what he knows about the Study Abroad issue: they are trying to have a better task force within Study Abroad, and the Intern Committee. There are so many people wanting to study abroad this year that they feel that they have to look more closely at the applicants, and the student selection program. They are however happy overall with how everything is being conducted.

Food and Safety:

Senator Parker announces that at the Food and Safety meeting, they went over the charges, and discussed parking issues. In regard to paring, they came up with some ideas, such as not letting freshmen have cars on campus. Most find that solution too harsh though since there really is parking available, even if students have to park by the Field House, or on other perimeters of the campus.
Senator Parker announces that issues with off-campus living and with students getting in trouble with the Tacoma police. Students need to realize that just because they are students, it doesn't mean that they are exempt from being in trouble with the police if they are being disruptive. The University does have the right though to get involved when students are in trouble with the police.

Senator Parker announces that some $20,000.00 is lost per year due to students stealing dishes. The Committee plans to put up flyers encouraging students to return dishes if they have taken them, and also to not steal the dishes in the first place.

Senator Fieman suggests that there be a designated parking spot for a carpool from Greek Row, and off-campus houses. Senator Parker explains that there can be no guaranteed parking because we do not pay for parking, and we would like to never have to pay for parking. Representative Cannon suggests that perhaps the use bus system is encouraged.

**New Business:**

President Frost moves to Docket #03-065: Finance Allocation to KUPS
Vice President Barrans states that this Docket was brought to ASUPS just last night, and so it is technically under the 48-hour rule. Vice President Barrans yields time to Ryan Cunningham who states that this finance allocation is to pay to stream the radio online. This is something that has been done in the past, but last year KUPS did not have the funds to do so. He states that right now there is a $570.00 fee for the radio streaming, and that it needs to be paid by mid-October. He also states that as far at 2004 is concerned, the fee wouldn’t have to be paid again until mid-October, so that which is paid now would cover online streaming for Spring Semester as well.

Senator White states that a 2/3 vote is needed to bring the Docket to the Table. President Frost moves to bring the Docket to the Table, and Representative Hoppe seconds. The Docket is brought to the table with Senator White abstaining in the vote.

Senator Fieman asks how many people can listen to the online music at one time. Ryan Cunningham answers that IOS will allow 10 streams, but then states that this is rather large, and that even big, radio stations only use 20 streams. Ryan goes on to say that this is primarily for friends and families of students to be able to listen to the KUPS broadcasts. Ryan goes on to say that this stream is for anyone; even people in Denmark could listen to KUPS if they so desired. Senator Bernhardt asks when the online stream could start assuming that the Docket passes. Ryan answers that it would start as soon as the check is received.
Vice President Barrans moves to vote, and Senator Buscho seconds. the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Ryan Cunningham thanks the Senate.
President Frost moves to Docket #03-064, the Formal Document changes. President Frost states that tonight the most important part to take care of is the Constitution. Senator White asks if there is any discussion on the Constitution and on the changes made to it. Senator White states that the Senate will take some time to look over the changes. Representative Hoppe asks about the General manager in the Financial Matters. President Frost states that the position is no longer needed. Vice President Barrans asks if amendments can be made now. President Frost states that they can. President Frost also reminds the Senate that representatives form Governance Committee are at the meeting to answer any questions. Senator Buscho asks the Governance representatives if there are any major changes that the Senate needs to be aware of. Governance Representatives state that there are no major changes, and that changes mostly pertain to making things consistent.

Senator Bernhardt questions about Article 6 Section 3, President frost states that it was a redundancy, and the proper change was made--it was moved. Representative Hoppe asks about the addition a Staff member. President Frost states that the Faculty Senate was happy about the addition. He states that there could now be problems if a vote was ties because with the addition, there would be 16 people in the Cabinet. It is figured that either the Chair would remain unbiased, until needed as a tie breaker, among other options.

President Frost reminds the Senate that only the Constitution must be approves today. The Senators decide that they feel comfortable about all of the Formal Documents, and Senator parker moves to vote, Vice President Barrans seconds. The Docket for the Formal Documents passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost asks Representative Hoppe to please stand. President Frost announces that since there will not be a Senate Meeting next week due to the ASUPS Centennial Celebration this is Representative Hoppe’s last Senate Meeting. President Frost speaks about how much Representative Hoppe means to the ASUPS organization, about all of the great work that the has done and about how much he will be missed. With this, President Frost presents Representative Hoppe with an engraved ASUPS plaque with a gravel on it (“Carved by Senator White”).

Representative Hoppe: “Thank you all very much, I have enjoyed nearly every second of it.”

Announcements:

President Frost announces that Homecoming is this weekend. He announces Homecoming events: Thursday SongFest, Friday Comedian performance in the Field House, $5.00 for students. Saturday: Hallidayz, Alumni/Leadership picnic, Parade in Jones Circle at 1:00pm (he asks about an ASUPS float...) Football game at 1:30pm against Lindfield, and Casino Night at 7:00pm where Vice President Barrans may very well have a pie thrown at her face, depending on how much money students donate to
Kids Can Do. President Frost finishes by stating that for more information about the events, one should visit the ASUPS web site.

Vice President Barrans announces that at half-time at the game on Saturday there will be an Elvis impersonation contest, and to the winner goes a DVD player.

Senator Fieman announces that this week has been Sigma Chi Derby Days, and that President Thomas was even at their first event. Senator Fieman announces that Wednesday is the date auction where one can purchase a date with himself, Senator White, or the other members of the Sigma Chi Fraternity.

Senator Fieman also announces that this is his last Senate Meeting. He thanks everyone for the great four years. He also asks the Senate to make sure to encourage him to be involved in the future so that he doesn’t turn into an uninvolved Senior.

Senator White announces that with the Sigma Chi date auction, the Fraternity is trying to raise $6000.00 for the Make a Wish foundation.

President Frost announces that he and Senator Buscho went to a meeting with the Neighborhood Council, and he states that if anyone ever wants to meet neighbors when they are not mad, then to go to one of the Neighborhood Council meetings. At the one that he and Senator Buscho were at, the neighbors talked about ASUPS, and how ASUPS has made the world and the University a better place for all.

President Frost thanks the Senators who are not returning for all of their hard work, and states that they have done well.

Senator White deems Senator Fieman Best Dressed for his collared shirt. Representative Hoppe moves to adjourn, Senator Fieman seconds.

The Meeting is adjourned 6:50 PST.
Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon (tardy), Senator Anderson (excused tardy), Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher.

Members Absent: Senator Hines (excused)

Approval of Minutes

Open Forum: none

President Frost moves to New Business, Senator Bernhardt Seconds.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-066, Committee Appointments. Vice President states that since the Senators chose their committees there should be no discussion about the Docket. Vice President Barrans states (jokingly) that if there are problems regarding the committee appointments then there can be discussion after the meeting with her fist. Senator White asks if there is anything to change; no one states any changes, and with that Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White and Representative Cannon abstaining.

Executive Reports

President’s Report:

President Frost announces that ASUPS has two tickets to the Urban League Dinner. The Urban League is something that is found in many large and thriving communities such as Tacoma. President Frost asks if there are two Senators who are willing to go to the Dinner to represent ASUPS. Senator Bernhardt, and Senator Groggel both show interest, and are instructed to talk to President Frost directly following the meeting.

President Frost announces that there has been a lot of hard work on Tamanwas, and that there will be a meeting with President Thomas on Tuesday to finalize the financial details.

President Frost announces that the ASUPS Budget Ask Force proposal will be in on November 18th. At this point the recommendations for funding will be shared with President Thomas and with the Board of Trustees. These recommendations are in regard to the amount of funding that ASUPS will be seeking next year. President Frost tells Senators to look for Dockets soon concerning the BTF, and tells them that if they have any concerns to please talk to the Budget Committee.
President Frost announces that the ASUPS web site is “growing and thriving.” He tells the Senators to look at the club section where there are great new links for the clubs, including e-mail addresses for the club members and such. This new feature is conducive for clubs to update their events, meetings and such on the web site themselves. President Frost encourages Senators to check the web site to see if there any mistakes. He also encourages Senators to frequently visit the web site.

President Frost announces that Marta Palmquist Cady, Associate Director of Orientation will be the new ASUPS Representative who is taking over for Representative Hoppe.

President Frost announces: “As to my attire, if you are in school spirit attire, it is a long-standing tradition that you are excused from the formal dress, and by long-standing, I mean the past 15 minutes.”

President Frost announces that the exercise he gave out will be discussed later in the meeting.

**Vice President’s Report:**

Vice President Barrans scolds President Frost for his bad attire, which is setting a poor example for the new Senators.

Vice President Barrans begins a discussion on the issue surrounding posters on campus, and how there isn’t a method of approving posters that are hung places other than in the SUB. She also brings up issues as to what it means to be an ASUPS club and what privileges come with that in regard to advertising. Senators discuss having designated places to hang posters, and having a process that anyone wishing to hang posters must go through in order to have their posters hung, this includes posters from outside sources.

Vice President Barrans commends the Senators for their presence and behavior at the President’s House, and that they did well discussing the charges that they were given.

Vice President Barrans announces announces that with the changes on the web site that there will be no excuses for not being in touch with the Liaison Director, and that these changes provide a great way to always be in touch with clubs.

**Faculty Report:**

Representative Cannon states that he has nothing to report.

**Chair Report:**

Senator White states that if any Senators have any questions or ideas concerning Senate Projects to please e-mail him.
Senator White encourages Senators to sign up for Office Hours, and then tells the new Senators that they are always welcome to just to spend time with other Senators, and to get to know Ann Marie.

Senator White announces that the positions for Senate Chair, Liaison Director and Pro Tempe are up for election. The nominations for the positions need to be in on Tuesday, and the actual elections will be held on Thursday; this is an internal election. Vice President Barrans asks where descriptions of the positions can be found. Senator White answers with: “Probably on the damn web site.” Senator Wrencher points out that descriptions can also be found in the By-laws.

Senator White thanks the Senators for being at the President’s House last Tuesday.

Liaison Report:

Senator Wrencher has a list of all of the clubs, which she passes around. She states that each Senator needs to sign up to work with six clubs, preferable clubs that they have had personal experience with. Senator Wrencher also states that the Senator Senators may sign up first. Senator Wrencher states that the web site can be used to keep in touch with the clubs, and therefore there are no more excuses for not submitting reports to her.

Announcements:

Senator Groggel states that everyone should take the time to read the e-mail form Professor Gordon. He states that it is well-written and makes several good points. the e-mail is in regard to the black facing.

Vice President Barrans states that there is a lovely choir concert this Saturday at 7:30 in the Concert Hall.

Senator Gibson states that at 7:30 there is a free performance/dress rehearsal of Iphegenia at Aulis

Senator Wrencher announces that there is pumpkin carving at 7:00 in Marshall Hall, that this is Fall Family weekend, and that The Matrix Reloaded is the Campus Film.

Senator Mitchel announces that the Safe House film, Free Millennium is showing in the Rotunda.

President Frost wishes to discuss the Defining Exercise. He states the same exercise was given to the Board of Trustees, and the University Cabinet. This exercise has to do with the University at the National Level. President Frost thought that it was appropriate for the Senators to look at the Exercise and see what ASUPS can do to help any of the issues that arise in the exercise. The Senators discuss different qualities of UPS. Qualities include:
Class sizes, quality of professors, academic standards, research opportunities, student involvement in clubs, the wet, rainy, but green atmosphere, location, architecture, diversity of opinion, diversity, free parking, living opportunities, diverse personalities, programs (nontraditional), theme houses

The Senators Discuss aspects of UPS that are not great qualities: School spirit, lack of on campus activities, inability to have fun, undiverse student body, lack of communication, small endowment, poor alumni relations and lack of community communication.

Academic Standard is chosen as the number one “pro,” and the Senators decide that all of the “cons” should be discussed. The Senators decide that they need to work on promoting the good, and attacking and eradicating the bad. Senators discuss the different programs on campus, and how they need to be better advertised, they discuss having more activities in the Fall, and especially around Homecoming, Senator Mitchel points out that if Homecoming is rather like a typical high school homecoming, then more freshmen will get involved. The Senators also discuss making sure to make clear those programs that are represented by ASUPS so that ASUPS can be seen as a prominent and important aspect of UPS. President Frost states that he would really like to see the Senators work together to help to promote the “good” list and to attack and destroy the “bad” list.

Senator White announces that the Best Dressed award goes to all but President Frost. Senator Groggel moves to adjourn, Senator Wrencher seconds.

Meeting Adjourned at 6:45 PST.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
30 October, 2003
Call to Order  6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice president Barrans (excused tardy), Representative Cannon, Representative Pomquists, Senator Anderson (excused tardy), Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Hines (tardy), Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt (excused), Senator Wrencher (excused)

Approval of the Minuets

Open Forum

President Frost moves to go to New Business, Senator Groggel seconds.

New Business:

President Frost moves to Docket #03-067 Committee Appointment, Off Campus Committee. Lindsay, the appointee states why she wants to be on the committee, and that she thinks that as an off-campus student she would add a beneficial viewpoint to the Committee. She also states that she is concerned with how off-campus students get along with the Campus Community, and with the on-campus students, not so much with the off-campus police. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with no abstentions.

Senator Groggel moves to Docket #03-070, Finance Allocation to Sisi Tupo. Senator Bernhardt is not present to speak about the Docket, Vice President Barrans arrives tardy, Senator Groggel yields time to a representative of Sisi Tupo. The representative explains that this is an African Interest group with 20-25 members, all of whom are interested in African culture. This Finance Allocation will go to bringing Mya Solea, a group of African dancers to campus to give a presentation.

Senator Groggel states his appreciation for the club’s joint cooperation with ASUPS. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-068 Finance Allocation to Rugby. Vice President Barrans addresses the Docket in Senator Bernhardt’s absence. Vice President Barrans states that this was discussed last Tuesday, the Rugby team needs a little extra money to rent vans for the team to go to their tournaments. They cannot use the ASUPS vans because they’re already booked. The team will therefore use Enterprise Rent-a-Car, but because they are not open on Sundays, the team will have to pay some extra fees for an extra day’s rent. The team also owes some money to the league form 1999. Vice President Barrans states that the team is also planning on raising some $1300.00 over the course of the year, and she therefore feels that the Docket should be supported. Senator
White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White and Senator Gibson abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-069, Finance to RSA
Vice President Barrans addresses the Docket in Senator Bernhardt’s absence. She states that this is money for RSA to go to a national conference, and that RSA is trying to attain national recognition. Vice President Barrans feels that supporting this Docket will also help ASUPS to get national recognition; something that ASUPS is also wishing to attain. There is some discussion on the Docket, with Senator Mitchell being concerned about giving RSA money when they have their own budget. Vice President Barrans states that RSA was told they could not use that money for conferences, and that the conference would take up 30% of their budget. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Mitchell opposing, Senator White, Senator Groggel, and Senator Gibson abstaining.

Senator Gibson asks if the Budget Report states the amount of money in the Budget until the end of Spring Semester. Senator White answers in the affirmative.

Senator Groggel moves to Docket #03-072, Finance to ASUPS Programmers
Vice President Barrans addresses the Docket in Senator Bernhardt’s absence. Vice President Barrans states that this is for Programmers to go to one of the strongest conferences for programmers in the nation. This is also a great conference where Programmers can sign contracts, and get great ideas. Senator Groggel asks that they Programmers who go to the conference come to an Informal Senate meeting after returning from the conference in order to report on the conference. A Programmer agrees to the request.
Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White, Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, and Senator Groggel abstaining.

Vice President Barrans moves to Docket #03-071, Finance Allocation to University/Smith RHA. Senator Bandy states that the RHA is requesting money to make posters to publicize a dance that they are holding that will be a collaborative effort between Greek and non-Greek students, with the proceeds from the dance going to charity. There is discussion on the Docket concerning weather or not ASUPS should fund the RHA when this is money for a party, and since they are ambiguous about the date of the event. Senators question the representative of University/Smith RHA if other money sources have been consulted. She states that she is looking into them. The Senators are reluctant about passing the Docket because of the ambiguity of it, and because of the promotion of a party. After much discussion, and consideration, Senator Groggel moves to vote, and Senator Bandy seconds. The Docket passes with Senator Tyson, Senator Mitchel, Senator Groggel, opposing, and Senator White, Senator Parker, Senator Wilkerson and Senator Anderson abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-073, Liaison Appointment. Senator White states that Senator Wrencher has worked out the list of appointments, and that there cannot be any friendly amendments without Senator Wrencher present.
Senator Frost asks if “Neuavo Mexico” can be changed to “Neuavo Mexico.” The change is made so that the Docket states the club’s proper name. President Frost moves to vote, and Senator Anderson seconds. The Docket Passes with Senator White abstaining.

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:

President Frost welcomes Representative Palmquist on behalf of the Senate.

President Frost announces that there will be a meeting next week with staff members to discuss how Homecoming can become more of a collaborative event, this being something that was discussed at Senate last week.

President Frost announces that the search for a new Associate Dean continues; there are candidates for the position, and in the next weeks there will be luncheons to meet said candidates.

President Frost announces that after revising the Committee Officers, there are four open positions for Students-at-Large, one in each of the following committees: Union Board, Media Board, Governance, and Elections. If anyone is interested, they can learn more from the web site, or talk to Vice President Barrans, or himself.

President Frost announces that next Tuesday, at Noon there will be an Open Forum about the Master Planning, and the calendar.

President Frost announces that Senators need to go through the Budget Report, and think about things that need to be discussed in regard to the Budget Task Force at the next Informal Senate Meeting.

President Frost announces the new Collegiate Plus cards that allow UPS students to have discounts at several local businesses.

President Frost announces that the Cabinet of the University just approved a new advertising and corporation policy, and since the University wishes to remain nonprofit, all clubs who state that they have corporate sponsorship need to be reviewed to make sure everything is in accordance with the new policies.

President Frost states that this has been a good week, but that he is glad that it is nearly over, and then thanks Senators for being at the meeting.

Vice President’s Report:

Vice President Barrans states that she loves following the President’s Report, because President Frost talks about everything, and then her report is short.
Vice President Barrans announces that there are poster guidelines: anything that is hung up anywhere around the Campus need to be in accordance with a set of guidelines. These guidelines have not yet been decided on, and neither has the type of certification that all posters need to receive. Vice President Barrans states that this would be a great Senate Project if anyone is interested.

Vice President Barrans announces that there has been discussion about what it means to be an ASUPS club, especially in regard to Budget with it being BTF time.

Vice President Barrans apologies for her tardiness, her rehearsal went long.

Faculty Report:

Representative Cannon states: “I have an even shorter report...that was it.”

Dean of Students Report:

Representative Palmquist states: “Didn’t even know I had to do this!”

Chair Report:

Senator White reminds Representative Palmquist that she must raise her hand to speak, or she will get the gavel.

Senator White asks the Senators to please talk to the Liaisons as soon as possible, especially now that the approved list of Liaisons has been made; Annamarie has the approved list, or one can find it on the DAMN web site.

Senator White welcomes Representative Marta Palmquist, and states that the Senate is happy to have her as a part of the Cabinet, but that Representative Hoppe will be sorely missed.

Announcements:

Senator Groggel announces that he and Senator Bernhardt attended the previously discussed Banquet, and that they were very underdressed amongst top hats and suede suits. He states that the best dressed people in Tacoma are a part of this group, and that they are doing great things, and it might be a good thing for ASUPS to get involved in.

President Frost shows the Senate the Student Concerns Box, and states that it has been in the ASUPS office for many years, but now it is going to be used. The box will be at the Info Center until there is permission from Union Board to place the box in the middle of the lobby. Tell people to put their concerns in the box, or to go to the meetings on Tuesdays at 7:30 in WSC 212.
Senator White alludes to the fact that the Student Concerns box was a Senate project of his, and he points out that the box can be locked, and chained up if necessary.

Vice President Barrans states that Media Board is doing wonderful things, and that they are decided what it means to be a medium. If anyone has any ideas about Media Board, then one should contact Representative Pomquist, Senator Groggel, or herself.

Senator Parker announces that Food and Safety is making fliers asking students to bring the trays and dishes back to the SUB. They are also working on issues with off-duty police officers, and with the Off-Campus Committee. She also states that Food and Safety went over the revised charges form President Frost.

President Frost announces that everyone involved in ASUPS is subject to a background check and that in order for the check to take place, each member must sign a permission slip. He asks the Senators to make sure that the Students-at-Large know, and that everyone signs the permission slips as soon as possible.

Senate Elections will be healed after the meeting.

Senator Groggel moves to adjourn, Senator Tyson seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 6:45 PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Boardroom
Call to Order 6:05

Members Present: President Frost (tardy, excused), Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon (tardy, excused) Representative Palmquist (tardy, excused), Senator Anderson (tardy, excused), Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher.

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt, Senator Parker

Approval of Minuets
Open Forum
none

Executive Reports:

President’s Report
President Frost is “still running around somewhere.”

Vice President’s Report:

Vice President Barrans reports that tonight at 8:00 the Budget Task Force Proposal will be finalized. She states that if anyone has any more concerns or last remarks to let her know as soon as possible.

Vice President Barrans reports that Media Board has been working on charges; especially discussing how to add and/or remove a media. There is a proposal for such actions on the floor, and Vice President Barrans encourages Senators to look at and to give input.

Vice President Barrans reports that the new phone directory has been printed and distributed. She then shows off the lovely ASUPS advertisement on the back; designed by President Frost himself. Vice President Barrans then points out that every student who leaves the phone directory with the front facing down will inevitable stare at the ASUPS advertisement.

Senator White encourages everyone to flip over their phone guides.

Chair Report:

Senator White states that Senators need to talk to their clubs and liaisons and be able to report on Tuesday. He tells the Senators to ask their clubs if they wish to put a cap on the number of members in their clubs. He then points out that there may be a cap that is just for the number of members who are going to be involved in the budget, and that such a cap is different form a cap to perhaps non-budgeted members.
Pro Tempe Report:

Senator Tyson asks Senators to please report about projects; he has made extensions about said reports, and he would like to know about all Senate projects as soon as possible.

Liaison Report:

Senator Bandy asks Senators to contact their clubs, and then states that she is not going to do this for any of the Senators.

Senator Wrencher exclaims: Powwow!!

Committee Reports:

Senator Wilkerson reports on the Off-Campus Committee, and states that they have some good ideas for more communication between on- and off-campus residents.

Union Board is thinking about getting rid of the stamp machine outside of the mail room, and replacing it with a computer kiosk so that students can check for packages with more ease. Union Board is also discussing options regarding the Totem Pole. There is also talk of an Info Center Bowling Tournament.

Senator Groggel reports on Student Concerns Committee. He states that they are working on how to improve communication between students, faculty, and the President.

Senator Mitchel reports on Food and Safety: they have approved several fliers that will hopefully encourage students to return dishes and trays to the SUB. He then states that there is an idea to simply take the dishes away for a spell so that students may learn what life would be like with out dishes.

President Frost returns!

President’s Report:

President Frost states his profuse apologies foe the cancellation for the picture. President Frost then states that it was one of his major mistakes for the week, but then states that he will make no more major mistakes. President Frost states that he has talked with Ross, the photographer, and Ross is free on Tuesday November 11 at 6:45 for the Senate Picture. Many Senators express time conflicts, and after heated discussion, it is decided that the picture will be taken on Tuesday, November 18 at 6:45. President Frost then states that all should wear their best for Tuesday the 18th, when “everyone will be immortalized by a picture.”

Faculty Report:
Representative Cannon has no report.

Senator White to Representative Cannon: “How are you?”

Representative Cannon: “Okay. I have a new shirt for the picture.”

Dean of Students Report:

Representative Palmquist gives some thought, and then states that she has nothing to report.

President Frost asks to give a Committee Report; Senator White obliges. President Frost reports that the Faculty Senate Committee has proposed an Interim Committee to be a part of the Study Abroad Office. Said committee would look at places to study, and look into other programs. The Committee would also review students more carefully. The committee would also include student representatives who would not be involved in the reviewing of study abroad applicants.

President Frost reports that the Calendar for 2004-2005 has been approved, and the Wednesday before Thanksgiving remains a school day.

Announcements:

President Frost announces that no one should forget about the “Laramie Project” which is showing in Rausch Auditorium. Also the Wind Ensemble/Adelphian Singers concert on Friday—it will feature some certain members of the Senate.

Senator Gibson states that he went to see the Israeli Diplomat, and that he found the talk to be quite interesting. Senator Wrencher was also there, and she concurs.

Vice President Barrans states that RDG tickets are on sale, and that the show is going to be GREAT! Senate Secretary being a dancer with RDG concurs.

Senator Hines announces the football game on Saturday at 1:00 against U. Oregon, with soccer games both before and after the football game.

Senator Wrencher announces that if there are any Senators who are interested in a leadership workshop that hey should stay after and talk to her for 7-10 minuets.

Vice President Barrans moves to adjourn. Senator White announces Representative Cannon and Representative Palmquist as Best Dressed. Senator Wrencher seconds the motion to adjourn.

Meeting adjourned at 6:20 PST.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting, Murray Boardroom
20. November 2003
Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon (tardy)
Representative Palmquist (tardy), Senator Anderson, Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt
Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker
Senator Tyson, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher.

Members Absent: Senator White (excused)

Staff Representative Jane Brazell joins Senate tonight.

In Senate Chair, Dave White’s absence, Senator Tyson acts as Senate Chair.

Senator Gibson states that he is amused by the President’s rendition of the Minutes.

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum:
none

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:

President Frost alerts the Senate that the Budget Task Force was presented last Tuesday.
He states that he hopes that everything about it is all right. Senators will be able to view it soon.

President frost extends his welcome to the new Staff Representative, Jane Brazell. He states that he believes that this is “the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”

Vice President’s Report:

Vice President Barrans states that she has been at a lack of sleep in this crazy week. She states that there have been lost of meetings, and leadership meetings in search for the new DOS. She states that ASUPS members should also go to these meetings so that they can have some say in the choosing of the new DOS, since whomever is hired will be working directly with ASUPS.

Vice President Barrans states that Media Board is looking at changes in the Bylaws. They will vote on any changes tomorrow, and then they will come through Senate and Governance.
Vice President Barrans states that she will continue to go sleep deprived until Thanksgiving.

**Faculty Report:**

Representative Cannon states that President Thomas will soon announce is plans for the selection of the new Dean, and that there will be at least one student on the committee that makes the decision.

**Dean of Students Report:**

Representative Palmquist strongly suggests that ASUPS Senators attend the meetings with the DOS candidates.

**Staff Report:**

Representative Brazell introduces herself. She has been on staff for six years, and served fours as an interpreter for ASUPS. She works with Communication Services, she is a new member to the Staff Senate, and Represents Jones Hall. She is also on the By-Laws Committee.

Representative Brazell states that the new By-laws are coming along very slowly, but that they hope that the new By-laws will be done by the end of the academic year. They are making changes to the culture and wording of the By-laws, and it is shaping slowly as change doesn’t occur overnight.

Representative Brazell announces a Winter Bazaar that the Staff will be having in order to raise money to purchase academic books

**Chair Report:**

none

**Pro Tempe Report:**

Senator Tyson asks Senators to lease e-mail him their Senate Projects.

Senator Tyson states the he didn’t know that Senator White was going to be absent tonight.

Senator Gibson states that if anyone needs a Senate Project that he has an extra idea.

**Liaison Report:**

Senator Bandy announces that she needs club lists with all of the members, and with a report of what the clubs are doing. She states that she needs last weeks reports from Senator Groggel and Senator Gibson.
Committee Reports

Vice President Barrans reports on the Paint Project. She states that there will be accent walls and new furniture all to match the new carpet that will be in Marshall hall, and that it should all be done by the end of Winter Break.

President Frost allays any Senate fears by stating the Senate Office will remain its lovely current color.

Senator Hines states the Student Concerns committee is using the Student Concerns Box! Also, they continue to work on inter murals, and staff/student relations.

Senator Wilkerson states that in February, the Off-Campus committee will have a Forum to discuss the amount of communication needed within the neighborhood, and that she is looking for some one to moderate the discussion.

New Business

Senator Parker moves to Old Business

Old Business

Vice President Barrans brings back Docket #03-076- Stage and Musical Club Recognition. A representative from the club is at the meeting, and she explains that this is a club that is made up of musical lovers. They hold movie nights, and organize trips to see musicals in Seattle. They have plans to put on a musical variety show at some point, as well as have talks from music professors.

Senator Groggel moves to vote, Senator Mitchel seconds

The Docket passes with Senator Wrencher, Vice President Barrans, and Senator Tyson abstaining.

Senator Parker moves to Docket #03-079, Phi Alpha Delta: Law Fraternity to be a Recognized Club. Senator Wrencher seconds.

Becky, a representative from the club is at the meeting to explain about the club. They have lawyers come and give talks on campus; they also are interested in promoting strong alumni connections. They would like to be a recognized club, as they may be seeking funds in the future, perhaps for educational trips and conferences. Representative Cannon asks what connections they have with prelaw. Becky states that they work closely with prelaw, and also with the law department at the University of Washington. Representative Cannon then states that he would like to make a shameless plug for the Philosophy department by stating that it is the BEST undergraduate degree that a prelaw student can have.

Senator Groggel moves to vote. Vice President Barrans states that she is hesitant to vote because of the status of an account the club holds. She is not sure if they can be a
recognized club because of this account. Becky is not sure if this is a university account or not. Much discussion about different accounts, and the difference between registered and recognized clubs persists. Vice President then proposes to pull the docket until more is known about the club’s account. Senator Wrencher seconds the motion to pull the docket. The Docket is pulled with Senator Bernhardt, and Senator Groggel abstaining.

New Business

President Frost moves to Docket #03-083: Finance to Sisi Tupo
Senator Bernhardt states that this is for the Explosion of the Arts program this weekend. Sisi Tupo is bring a human rights activist to camps. He also states the questions about this Docket were answered last Tuesday. Discussion about allocating $300.00 to the event begins, as there is a possibility that the club could get this money form other sources. Senator Groggel states the he is positive that there are other recourses for the club, and other places where the money could come from. The issue is discussed. Vice President Barrans states that this is a community event, and that it would be nice if ASUPS Supported it. Senator Groggel moves to vote, and Senator Parker seconds. Representative Brazell raises concern with the way that ASUPS Senators vote, and states that the Chair should be the one who moves to vote after he is sure that there is no more discussion. Senator Tyson, acting a Chair then moves to vote. The Docket passes with Representative Plamquist, Representative Brazell, Senator Hines, Senator Anderson, Senator Wilkerson and Senator Tyson abstaining.

Senator Groggel yields time to the Phi Alpha Delta representative who has since talked with the club’s treasurer, and states that the account is a Student Development account.

Vice President Barrans then brings the Phi Alpha Delta Docket back to the table. It is seconded. Senator Tyson moves to vote. Docket #03-079 is therefore voted on, and passes with Senator Tyson abstaining.

Announcements:
President Frosts announces the slew of Saturday activities: Explosion of the Arts, the Women’s Soccer game, to which the first 200 guests will receive free admission, courtesy of ASUPS, and also the Logger Basketball Tip-Off Classic.

Senator Groggel announces that tonight the Chinese Acrobat performance is in the Concert Hall.

President Frost states that he would like to make next Tuesday Formal Senate because of Thanksgiving. Senator Parker states that she won’t be there. Neither will Senator Wilkerson, or Representative Brazell. Senator Anderson states that she will be late.

Senator Parker moves to Adjourn, Senator Groggel seconds.
Meeting is adjourned at 7:00 PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
25 November 2003

Call to Order: 6:00


Members Absent: Vice President Barrans (excused) Representative Palmquist (excused) Senator Parker (excused) Senator Wilkerson (excused)

Open Forum
none

President Frost moves to suspend Normal Order and go to New Business

New Business

President Frost moves to Docket #03-086 Finance to Alpha Kappa Psi
Senator Bandy yields time to a representative. The representative explains that this allotment would go toward registration for nine members to travel to a conference that is about professional business. The representative, in answer to questions from the Senate explains that this allotment would go toward the registration for the conference, and that those who will attend the conference will be paying for their airfare, and for their share of a room where they will be staying. The representative then explains that the Professional Business Fraternity, Alpha Kappa Psi puts on workshops on campus about business etiquette, web site building and the like. Senator White move to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White, Senator Tyson and Senator Groggel abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #03-087 Finance to the Schiff RHA.
Senator Bandy yields time to a representative who explains the reasons for this finance allocation. He states that this is to bring in a Warren Miller film to be shown at the Concert hall on the evening of the last day of classes. They would charge students $2.00 to see the film, and everyone else $5.00. This admission charge would help to pay for the projector. Senator Groggel asks how much of this cost may be covered by the Schiff RHA account, and the representative states that here is $20.00 in the account. The representative states that last year this event was well attended, and he believes that it will be again this year. he also believes that it would serve as a good alternative to other activities on the last day of class/ Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White, Senator Bandy and Senator Tyson abstaining.

President Frost states that since Vice President Barrans is very ill, a Docket did not get written. President Frost would therefore like to bring Docket #03-088 to the table.
Docket #03-088 reads: “The ASUPS Senate hereby appoints Colin Meagle to the ASUPS media Board.” Senator White states that there must be a 2/3 vote to bring the Docket to the table. Senator White therefore moves to vote to ring the Docket to the table. The Docket is brought to the table with Senator Tyson and Senator White abstaining. Senator Groggel makes sure Colin if he is aware that this committee meets at 8:00am on Fridays. Colin then introduces himself as a Freshman from San Francisco who served with his high school Student Council, and media for four years. Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White abstaining. Senator White congratulates Colin.

Executive Reports

President’s Report:

President Frost states that ASUPS is going well, and nothing much has changed since Thursday.

President Frost states that Media Board discussed changes that they are making, and he will talk on this farther, at the end of the meeting.

President Frost, in answer to Senator White’s question regarding the Budget Task Force, states that ASUPS always has a hard time with the BFT, but that the proposal meeting went well. This year ASUPS is asking for an increase of $9.50.00. This is a large increase, and therefore the board will be hesitant, but he is hoping for the best. In answer to Senator Bernhardt’s question, President Frost states that decisions regarding the budget increase will be made by Winter Break.

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Barrans is quite ill, and therefore not at the meeting.

Dean of Students Report:

Representative Palmquist states that there is another Associate Dean Candidate on campus, and then encourages the Senators to go to the open session with the Candidate tonight at 7:30 so that they can meet him. She then reminds the Senators that whomever is hired will be working directly with the Senate, and that it breaks her heart that when that day comes, she will no longer be a Representative in ASUPS.

Representative Palmquist announces that Mistletoast is Friday December 5th! Also that the last day of class is quickly approaching on December 10th. She states that on the last day there will probably be a Wee Ours event.

Faculty Report:
Representative Cannon states that there will be no classes on Thursday and Friday, and then discusses with the Senators their feelings about not having the Wednesday before Thanksgiving also free from class obligations.

Staff Report
Representative Brazel is not present.

Chair Report

Senator White apologizes for not being present at last Thursday's meeting; he was very ill.

Senator White wishes everyone a safe and happy holiday. He also tells the Senators to give thanks. Senator White then states the he especially gives thanks to his grandmother, with whom he is going to “hang out with” because she is “the finest person in the WORLD!!!”

Senator White states that Senator Groggel, Senator Gibson and Senator Bandy need to discuss Senate Projects.

Liaison Report:

Senator Bandy has nothing to report other than for the Senators to contact their clubs.

Announcements
Senator Groggel states that the Explosion of the Arts went over really well. He also states the he thinks that having it sponsored by ASUPS Popular Events also helped. He is very enthusiastic about the success of the event, and states that he would like to do it again.

Senator Wrencher announces that the work with Student Nation Conference, which is made up of local student governments form high schools in the Tacoma area is going really well. She states the a Docket to fund a field trip for these students to spend a day at UPS to see presentation and such will be given to finance a week from Monday.

President Frost states that Athletic Coordinator Amy Hacket sent a great e-mail about the ASUPS sponsorship of the Soccer game last week. He states the eh e-mail was a nice gesture.

Senator Groggel tells Senators to pick up last week’s Combat Zone from The Trail. He states that it is a humorous piece on a member of ASUPS....Tiffany....

Senator Gibson announces that the Chinese dancers were really cool!

Senator White announces that Best Dressed to Senator Tyson....of course.
President Frost states the Media Board has decided to amend its By-laws so that there will be a proper way to add or remove a media. He states that this proposal needs to go to Governance to make sure it is in accordance with the Constitution. He states the official vote for weather or not the amendment will be accepted will be in February.

Senator Tyson moves to adjourn, Senator Bandy seconds.
Meeting is Adjourned at 6:45PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
4 December 2003

Call to Order: 6:03

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Cannon (tardy), Representative Palmquist, Senator Anderson Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt (tardy) Senator Gibson (tardy), Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker Senator Tyson Senator White Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher (tardy).

Members Absent: Representative Brazell (excused), Senator Groggel (excused) Senator Hines (excused)

Minutes Approved

Open Forum
  none

Executive Reports:

President's Report:
President Frost thanks the Senate for a wonderful semester, and states that he is wearing the special ASUPS tie; a tradition at the last meeting of the semester.

Vice President's Report:

Vice President Barrans announces that this week preparations for the Spring Elections will begin. She then gives an itinerary for the Spring Elections, announcing that the first week back from Winter break, the Senate will vote on the guidelines. The elections will be open the second week after break. The Docket concerning elections will be given to Senators next Tuesday so that it is in accordance with all guidelines.

Vice President Barrans tells Senators to enjoy break and to be safe.

Faculty Senate Report:

Representative Cannon announces that there has been more discussion about the Fall calendar. He states that there were thoughts about having a holiday for Veteran's Day, but that it was immediately rejected because 1. There are already too few MWF class meetings in the Fall Semester, and 2. If one day in the week is canceled, then the science labs for the entire week are canceled, and the Science Department can’t afford any fewer labs. Representative Cannon also announces that there is some talk about the 2006-07 calendar for Winter Break to begin on December 20. He also announces that there has been some talk about not having class on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving, but there is no definite change in the works.
Dean of Students Report:

Representative Palmquist announces that the candidates for the Assistant Director of Residential Life will be here on Friday, Tuesday, Monday and Thursday, and encourages the Senators to meet them.

Representative Palmquist announces that Mistletoast is on Friday, and that there will be a slew of holiday events on Friday.

President Frost announces that the calendar for the holiday events will be on the DAMN web site.

Chair Report:

Senator White thanks the Senate for the wonderful service in the Fall Semester, and then kindly reminds Senators that their terms do indeed carry over into the Spring Semester. Senator White gives thanks and his appreciation to Representative Cannon and Representative Palmquist for their service with Student Senate this Fall.

Senator White announces that at the Holiday Fair tomorrow he will be dressed up as an Elf while helping with the Santa Pictures. He encourages Senators to come by the SUB between 3 and 6pm, if anything to be able to hold something over his head. He states that there may be a picture of his new look on the DAMN web site.

Pro Tempe Report:

Senator Tyson commends Senator Parker for her participance on a Senate Project. Senator Tyson asks the Senators to keep him informed about their project progress.

Senator White asks Senator Tyson if he has put together a list of the Senate Projects that have been completed. Senator Tyson answers that he has nearly completed the list.

Liaison Report:

Senator Bandy states that Senator White needs to contact his clubs. She then thanks everyone else for their reports. Senator Bandy states that she will e-mail any officers who are failing to communicate with the Senate.

Committee Reports:

Union Board
Representatives from JSO have expressed concern about the Christian Holiday decorations. Union Board discussed this issue, and talked about the other Holiday decorations that are put up for other Winter Holidays. There was also discussion about the fact that the semester ends conveniently in time for Christmas. The Senators discuss
this for a while. Representative Cannon states that if students are having conflicts with classes on holidays, then they should be able to contact their professors, and that professors should understand about students missing classes for religious reasons.

Food and Safety
Senator White states that Food and Safety is thinking about ways to encourage students to only eat in Marshall Hall. One possible idea is to hold all functions in Trimble Forum instead of in the Rotunda. Doing this would allow the Rotunda to always be open for student dining. Senator White also states that Food and Safety is thinking about ways to encourage students not to take dishes out of the SUB, or at least to return the dishes in a timely manner. Senator White thinks perhaps there should be a covert ASUPS takes back all of the dishes from the dorms operation.

President Frost announces that there is a Governance is meeting tonight.

Senator Bandy questions about Docket 03-084 Senator Tyson to be appointed to the liaison duties for Phi Alpha Delta, under the 48 hour rule. Senator Tyson moves to bring the Docket to table. Senator Wrencher questions the necessity of the docket as it concerns liaison appointments. Senator White states that it does indeed need to be a docket. Senator Tyson remotions on the Docket. President Frost then brings the Docket to the table. Senator White then moves to vote on the Docket after seeing no need to discuss anything. Senator White abstains, and the Docket passes.

Senator Parker moves to bring Docket 03-088 to the table, Finance to Amelia and Joy. Senator Bernhardt states that he recommends passing the Docket. Senator Wrencher yields time to Amelia who explains that this finance allocation would allow she and Joy to go to a conference to present biological research that they have been working on for the past year and a half. She also states that she and Joy will come back with information for students who are interested in similar conferences. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket 03-082 to the table: Senator Mitchel to be appointed to the liaison duties for Drummers for Peace. There is no discussion. Senator White moves to vote. The Docket passes with Senator White and Senator Gibson abstaining.

President Frost states that over Winter Break, the web master will be finalizing a program that will make sure that the Docket numbers are never mixed up again.

Docket 03-085 is brought to the table: Senator White to be appointed to the liaison duties for Phi Sigma Biology Honor Society. President Frost asks about Senator White’s connections to biology. Senator White states that he is a Psych major, and that he took Bio 101. Senator White continues to state that he knows what a cell is. Senator Bandy makes sure that Senator White will be able to handle one more club, despite the fact that he never reports on the clubs that he is involved with currently. Senator White assures her that since he is turning in his thesis on Monday that he will have all the time in the
world. Senator White moves to vote, the Docket passes with President Frost opposing. Senator White congratulates himself.

**Announcements**

Vice President Barrans announces that there are multiple concerts this weekend, and that many members of the Senate will be performing in these concerts. These include Holiday Choir concerts, and the Lessons and Carols service in the Chapel. Senator Anderson announces the Holiday Craft Fair that will take place in the SUB tomorrow, and that she has crafts that she will be selling there.

Senator Parker announces that Student One Acts opened this week.

Senator Wrencher announces Mistletoast, and the Swing Dance lessons that will take place tonight.

Senator White states the Best Dressed goes to every lady in the room, and also to President Frost for his tie.

Senator Tyson moves to adjourn, and Senator Gibson seconds.

Meeting Adjourned at 6:35pm PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Broad Room
22 January 2004
Call to order: 6:00

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Palmquist, Representative Brazell, Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchell, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher (tardy)

Members Absent: Senator Anderson (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum
Senator Bernhardt, who tonight bears an amazing resemblance to Buddy Holly welcomes everyone back.

Executive Reports:

President's Report:

President Frost announces that the large maroon flag bearing the letters UPS came in two days ago. This flag will help to promote school spirit at athletic games, such as the basketball games. President Frost goes on to state that there is gin got be a basketball game on the 30th. He also states that the Athletic Department absolutely loves said flag.

President Frost states that one-half of a person has taken the ASUPS Challenge attempting to have his books paid for by ASUPS. President Frost refers to him as a half because there is no rule for him, and because ASUPS is looking into having a Classics Club, and if the club was in existence, then the books would not have to be paid for by ASUPS.

President Frost announces a great question and answer session about ASUPS that he and Vice President Barrans had. In actuality, only one person was present at the session.

President Frost announces that everyone should have a copy of the new By Laws. This is the actual draft that will be given to the Board of Trustees to approve. Once it has been approved, then Senate will vote on it to make it official.

President Frost announces that the BTF recommendations were also sent to everyone. There will be a $10.00 increase in tuition. This is money that will go to Tamanawas, the yearbook, so that it can once again be in existence. Senator Groggel comments that this is a rather large sum of money that would be going solely to the yearbook. Vice President Barrans states that only $9.00 would be going to the yearbook, and also states that it costs about $57 thousand to
successfully print and produce a yearbook.

President Frost announces that there have been more discussions about Homecoming events. There are some changes potentially in the works; if anyone has any ideas or questions they are too see President Frost. In answer to Senator Bernhardt’s question regarding Alumni involvement in Homecoming, President Frost states that they will still be involved, but in different ways. Much of the goals and decisions for Homecoming are still in preliminary stages.

**Vice President’s Report:**

Vice President Barrans announces that Maroon 5 tickets went on sale today, and that of the 1000 that UPS was allotted to sale, over 600 have been sold. UPS is going to look into getting more tickets; Ticket Master has announced that the Maroon 5 concert is the hot item of the week. Vice President Barrans encourages anyone who does not have tickets to buy them before they are sold out.

Vice President Barrans also states that there are rumors that Oar will be making an appearance on campus. She states that despite the fact that they have put this on the web site, no contracts have been signed yet. Vice President Barrans asks that no one talks about this until official contracts have been signed.

Vice President Barrans states that as of today, there are 66 ASUPS clubs, which is nearly double the 39 clubs that existed prior to the Frost/Barrans term. She goes on to state that text week there will be multiple club dockets.

Vice President Barrans states that there are many committees that have open positions on them. She encourages Senators to begin looking for people whom they believe would be good members of committees. She also states that the University invites students to be a part of their many committees, and that the University can eliminate the student positions if no students show interest.

Vice President Barrans states that ASUPS still has several Collegiate Plus cards, and that the Senators should be passing them out to try to get ASUPS more recognition. She then commends Senator Groggel for passing out cards to people who were standing in line for Maroon 5 tickets.

**Dean of Students Report:**

Representative Palmquist announces that the new Associate Dean will be on campus on February 2nd, but that she will continue to serve with the Senate so that the new Dean can see his son’s last wrestling matches, and also to finish out President Frost, and Vice President Barrans’ term.

Representative Palmquist announces that the applications for leadership positions, such as RA,
CC, Passages and Perspectives are due soon; also there are interest meetings for these positions next week.

**Staff Report:**
Representative Brazell announces that Staff Senate met last week, and that at the Staff Recognition Luncheon Carrol Curtain was announced as the Staff Member of the Year.

Representative Brazell announces that there were meetings with President Thomas regarding the By Laws. A new purpose statement was also discussed. She also states that a place for an ASUPS representative will be found for discussing By Laws.

Representative Brazell states that the Staff Senate also looked over the BTF proposal. She states that there is a raise in tuition, but not in salary. Also staff members are not allowed to share sick leave.

**Chair Report:**
Senator White states that his report is that he has to leave. He thanks the Senate for their time tonight, and welcomes them all back. He hands off control of the meeting to Senator Tyson.

**Pro Tempe Report:**
Senator Tyson states that he went out a welcome back e-mail, also with a request to send in updates on Senate Projects. Senator Tyson requests that the Senators state where they are in their Senate Projects as far as progress is concerned, and also to tell him if the projects are completeable by the end of the year.

**Liaison Report:**
Senator Bandy announces that she met with the president of VAVA, and that the president didn’t even know who VAVA’s ASUPS Liaison was. Senator Bandy then encourages Senators to be in contact with their clubs.

**New Business:**
President Frost moves to pass Docket #04-002: “Election Guidelines”
Vice President Barrans states since the Docket was distributed before Winter Break, and therefore there shouldn’t be too many questions about them. She states there there weren’t many changes made, therefore the guidelines should be about the same as they were in the Fall. The changes that were made are in regard to where nominees can and cannot be on election day. Senator Tyson moves to vote, and the Docket Passes.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #04-001: Senate Project, Senator Hines and his t-shirts. Senator Hines states that he feels that this is a fun way for ASUPS to gain some popularity and
recognition. He has even provided a design for the shirts on the back of the Docket. He wants them to have a baseball shirt look, with the last names of the Senators and a number on the back. The Senator’s positions will be put on the arm of the shirt. He states that the shirts will be black with white lettering. President Frost suggests that Senator Hines make a few friendly amendments to the Docket, seeing as it is not possible for a Senator to allocate money to himself. Senator Hines takes his name out of the Docket. Senator Hines then changes the dollar amount to $175.00 so Representatives may also have t-shirts. The original number was the dollar amount for only the Senators to have t-shirts. Senator Tyson moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

President Frost wishes to add to his report the Inauguration of the Rausch Auditorium will be healed tomorrow at 4:30. He strongly encourages the Senators to be there, and for them to be there in maroon, seeing as it is also Maroon Friday. Vice President Barrans states that perhaps the Senators should wear their ASUPS shirts.

Senator Parker states that there is an opening on the Food and Safety Committee if anyone know anyone who is interested. The Committee meets at 8:00am on Wednesdays.

President Frost announces that he and the managers of the Cellar will be having a meeting to discuss the future of the Cellar; ASUPS has say in this because ASUPS owns half of the Cellar, and DSC runs the rest of it. It has been three years since the contract was drawn up, and now it is time for a reevaluation. President Frost states that if any Senator have any ideas about the Cellar to please talk to him.

Senator Bernhardt asks President Frost: “Whatever happened to beer at the Cellar?” To this President Frost responds that there never was beer at the Cellar, and then states that the University has policies about alcohol, and where it can and cannot be seeing as there are several students under 21.

Announcements:
Palmquist announces that after Women’s Recruitment there are now 76 new female members of the Greek Community. She goes on to state that Men’s Recruitment will be this weekend.

Senator Hines announces that any male interested should go out for Men’s Recruitment. He then states that he would like the Senators to stay for a few minutes after the meeting to get t-shirt sizes.

Senator Groggel gives congratulations to Senator Bernhardt for becoming the new University-Smith RA.

Senator Hines motions to adjourn, Senator Gibson seconds.

Meeting Adjourned at 6:45pm PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
29 January 2004
Call to Order 6:00

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Palmquist, Senator Anderson, Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher, Senator Hines (very tardy)

Members Absent: Representative Brazel

Approval of Minutes

Open Forum:

Senator White welcomes Karen Goldstein and the Budget Task Force.

Dr. Goldstein, the President of Finance states that she would like to peaks about the process of the BTF, and also the recommendations that the BTF is going to make. She states that the BTF makes recommendations to President Thomas, and then he makes the recommendations to the Board of Trustees. She states that the BTF starts working in September with two students, two faculty members and two staff members. They look at the economic picture, and talk to the president about the issues and the parameters of the budget. Then they look at all of the departments and look at all of the budget proposal. This is what helps the committee decide where money is needed. She states that this year has been very difficult because the University is loosing funds. She states that there are many issues with the economy, and endowment, she states that there weren't nearly as many freshmen, transfers, and graduate students as they had planned for. Dr. Goldstein also states that there are more student going abroad than ever before. She points out that UPS is very tuition-dependent, and this lower enrollment is truly hurting the budget.

Student Representative, Ted passes out a handout, and explains then different things that rae in need of money. He states that the equation did not balance out this year, and tells that there have been some very deceased revenues. He states that there re some unexpected cost raises, such as new technology, health benefits, utility costs, matinence, and computer viruses.

Student Representative Colleen gives the recommendations form a student perspective. She states that there was an increase in the Freshman discount, and more money was added to freshmen scholarships, simply to try to get more students. There is going to be a 5.99% tuition increase, and a 5.16% room and board increase. She states that there is going to be $18,000.00 for LogJam, there will be more money to Academic Residential programs such as the Humanities Program. There will be more money to study abroad. Three also be $15,000.00 to the Football team because of increased costs in the league, and also to send to football tam to CA and CO for games. There will also be more money to the debate team, and to the library.
more money to study abroad. Three also be $15,000.00 to the Football team because of increased costs in the league, and also to send to football tam to CA and CO for games. There will also be more money to the debate team, and to the library.

The Football money raises a large discussion, surrounded around whether or not the football teams deserves so much money.

Dr. Goldstein then asks questions about the yearbook, and whether or not it is worth reviving. The Senators discuss the yearbook, and agree that they would like to see a yearbook, or some sort of yearbook-like record made of the school at least as a form of documentation. Some think that the yearbook never should have left.

President Frost moves to go to New Business, Senator Wrencher seconds.

New Business

President Frost moves to pass Docket #04-003, Recognition of UPSTART. Vice President Barrans states that this is a discussion about whether or not to recognize a new club, and then yields her time to representatives form UPSTART. Caitlin Hawkes, the president of UPSTART states that this ia s clu for animal rights that was started about two years ago. She states that there is an active membership of 15-20 at the weekly meetings. She also states that they have a member list of over 100 people. She states that the club is also about vegan and vegetarian outreach. She states that they promote animal-friendly lifestyles in regard to food, clothes, and animal protection in general. SHen states that the club has had a strong start, and that she believes the being recognized by ASUPS is the next logical step. Senator Gorggel apologizes for eating chicken fingers in front of them. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White and Senator Wrencher abstaining.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #04-004, Recognition of the Investment Club. Vice President Barrans yields time to the president of the club, Harlan Smith. He states that there is a small membership in the Investment Club. He states that the club spent the last semester working on organization, and that they will have their first meeting of the semester at then end of next week. He also states that they are already working on a web site, and arranging for guest speakers. Senator White asks if they guarantee money. Harlan Smith states that they do not, and that they are at this time a learning community. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to bring Docket #04-007, Committee Appointment to the table under the 48 hour rule. Senator White moves to vote to bring the Docket to the table. The Docket is brought to table with Senator White abstaining. President Frost states that this Docket is to Appoint Hannah to the Food and Safety committee. It is under the 48 hour rule so she can be there next Wednesday. Hannah introduces herself as a person who wants to be more involved, and as a vegetarian with UPSTART who would like to work with Food and Safety to help promote vegetarianism. Senator
Parker makes sure that Hannah can meet at 8:15am on Wednesdays. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining. Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-006, Finance Allocation to ASUPS Leadership Conference to the table under the 48-hour rule. He states that this must be under the 48 hour rule, because the conference is going to be this Saturday, and that due to the registration for the conference, they couldn't draw up a Docket with any exact costs before now.

Senator Hines comes to the meeting VERY tardy.

Senator White moves to vote to bring the Docket to the table. The Docket is brought to the table with Senator White, and Senator Gibson abstaining. Senator Tyson states that there is a packet with the Docket to explain the costs for the conference: a Senate Project put together by Senator Tyson, Senator Wrencher and Senator Hines. Senator Wrencher tells amount the activities planned for this conference for high school students who are in leadership roles. There is extensive discussion about where the funds are going to come from, seeing as there is not enough money in the ASUPS budget, and since they did not try to find funds elsewhere. The Senators recognize that the funds must be found since the conference has already been set up, and they therefore must follow through with it, so as not to harm the ASUPS name. Discussion persists. President Frost states that they could get some of the money from the Finance account. President Frost suggests an amendment: the title of the Docket is to include "Allocation," and the Docket is to read: "The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates $400.00 from the Senate Fund to the ASUPS Leadership Conference." Senator White moves to vote on the amendment. The amendment passes with Senator White abstaining. Senator White moves to vote on the Docket as amended. The Docket passes with Senator White and Vice President Barrans abstaining.

President Frost 04-008 "Finance Allocation for the ASUPS Leadership Conference." "The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates $100.00 for the ASUPS Leadership Conference from the Finance Account." Senator White moves to vote to bring the Docket to the table. The Docket is brought to the table with Senator White abstaining. White moves to pass the Docket. The Docket is passed with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #04-005, Approval of Financial Code Changes. President Frost states that the Senate is not officially voting on the changes, but voting to send the changes to Governance for approval. He states that the only big change is the $10.00 raise in tuition for the yearbook. Senator White moves to vote: the Docket passes with Senator Groggel opposing, thoroughly.

President Frost moves to normal order, Senator Bandy seconds.

President's Report:

President Frost states that the Leadership Conference is a good idea. He reminds all Senators that if ever they have questions, or need help with a Senate Project to talk to the Senate Chair or Pro Tempe.
President Frost states that he loves process! He states that they are working on the yearbook, Homecoming, By Laws, and neighborhood relations.

President Frost welcomes Dr. Goldstein tonight, and thanks her for all of her years of service.

**Vice President’s Report:**

Vice President Barrans tells Senators to look for Budget Packets for the mock drop through e-mail. She asks Senators to please look over the packet.

Vice President Barrans states that elections and nominations are out, and encourages Senators to publicize the elections.

Vice President Barrans reminds the Senators that there is to be no food, and asks them to please look formal for the Senate meeting.

Senator Mitchel asks Vice President Barrans to please not title the e-mail with the virus title.

**Dean of Students Report:**

Representative Palmquist passes out fliers for HoopFest, and states that the sign ups for HoopFest will be at the door of the basketball game this Friday. She encourages everyone to come to the game, and to be appropriate sports-like fans.

Representative Palmquist then passes around a list of the Conspiracy of Hope events.

Representative Palmquist states the the new Associate Dean of Students will be here next week.

**Chair Report**

Senator White apologizes for his attire, and then states that ASUPS does things correctly, and that it includes proper dress.

Senator White states that next week the Senators should be committed to handing out cards, and to working on the elections. He states that he will send e-mail reminders with the times for election work that the Senators signed up for. He states that everyone signed up for two different times, although they only really needed to sign up for one. He states that he finds it great though that the Senators want to work for both days.

Senator White states that there will be some exciting basketball action against PLU on Friday.
Pro Tempe Report:

Senator Tyson asks Senators to keep working on and finishing Senate Projects

Liaison Report

Senator Bandy thanks Senators for contacting her and for contacting their clubs.

Committee Reports:

Senator Wilkerson states that the Off Campus Committee is having an open forum on Monday at 7, and she would like a Senator who is also in the Greek System to be there.

Union Board

The Cellar is going to promote the Superbowl by offering specials on pizzas, and showing the game on big screen TVs.

Drummers for Peace is doing 64 days of peace from tomorrow until April.

Announcements

Senator Hines, apologizes for attire and for his tardiness; it is because of Rush.

Senator “Sexy Beast” Bernhardt announces that it is Senator Bandy’s birthday on Sunday, and the Senators sing “Happy Birthday” to her.

Love Actually is showing this weekend for Campus Films.

Best Dressed goes to Senator Tyson and to Senator Mitchel.

Senator Tyson moves to adjourn, Senator Parker seconds.

Meeting adjourned at 7:30 PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
5 February 2004
Call to Order: 6:00pm

Members Present: Vice President Barrans (tardy, excused), Representative Palmquist, Senator Anderson, Senator Bernhardt Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker Senator White Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher (tardy)

Members Absent: President Frost (excused) Representative Brazel, Senator Tyson (excused) Senator Bandy (unexcused)

Approval of the Minuets

Open Forum:
none

Executive Reports:

President's Report:
President Frost is absent.

Dean of Student's Report:
Representative Palmquist announces that there are cards that have been delivered to all of the mail boxes telling students to nominate other students for leadership awards. She states that there are General Leadership Awards, ASUPS Awards, and Greek Leadership Awards. She encourages the Senators to nominate people, and also to encourage others to nominate others. She states that they are not due until March 23, but that it is good to get them in soon. In answer to a question from Senator Gibson, Representative Palmquist states that there are leadership awards in clubs, organizations, athletics, arts, and such as well. Senator White states that these are nice awards, and that he has 15 of them.

Chair Report:

Senator White thanks the Senators for distributing ASUPS cards, and for encouraging people to vote. He states that Senator Hines was especially enthusiastic about everything. Senator Gibson states that he felt rather hurt, because his group "deserted" him.

Senator White states that there will be a mock Senate Meeting on Saturday for the high school kids who are attending the ASUPS Leadership Conference. It will be at 6:00pm in MacIntyre 103. He states that he might even make mock questions for the Senators. Following the mock meeting, there will be a dinner banquet in Murray Board Room.
Committee Reports
Senator Hines' cell phone rings.

Student Services
Senator Hines states that Student Services met on Tuesday night and discussed ways that they might bring different groups and clubs together.

Vice President Barrans arrives late.

Senator Hines states that they have been getting a lot of letters.

Senator Mitchel moves to suspend Normal Order so Vice President may give her report. Senator Gibson seconds.

Vice President's Report:

Vice President Barrans thanks the Senate for allowing hr to come in late, and states that she was at a formal dinner, and that she had to sneak out.

Vice President Barrans states that there is a lot going on with personnel changes. She states that if any of the Senators hear anything about these changes, m good or bad to tell either her or President Frost.

Vice President Barrans states that ASUPS is in the thick of elections. She states that there still needs to be a candidate for junior Senator, and that she would like to see more candidates in the other positions.

Vice President Barrans apologizes for not having the Budget Timeline yet; she states that she has been having to fill in for DPR, and therefore has not had time to work on the timeline.

New Business:

Vice President Barrans moves t Docket #04-099: Finance Allocation to Intravarsity. This is for 22 students to attend the Shalom Conference on Feb. 27-9 in Portland. Senator Groggel expresses concern about whether or not this conference is going to benefit the campus, and also he is concerned seeing as this would be the third Christian conference that ASUPS has paid for. Discussion about the Docket concerning the funding of Religious groups takes place. Vice President Barrans states that the religious groups don't get ASUPS budgets because then they may loose money from other sponsors. Senator Groggel yields time to the representative form Intravarsity who explains that this is a conference with presentations by people who believe that they were wronged by Christians, and she feels as though it is a good conference to attend. Discussion continues. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Wilkerson opposing, and Senator White, Senator Groggel, and Senator Hines abstaining.
Vice President Barrans moves to Docket #04-010 Committee Appointments: Jessica Malow to the Student Concerns Committee. Jessica introduces herself, and states that there are two main reasons why she wants to be on Student Concerns: 1) Her sister attends CU, and while she was visiting her sister, Jessica felt as though there was always something to do, and somewhere to go. 2) She knows a lot of kids who want to transfer, an she wants to get them to stay here! Senator White states that these are the best reasons he has ever heard. There is an amendment to the Docket: Mike Gold to ASUPS Off Campus Committee, and Erin Cronshaw to ASUPS Food and Safety Committee. Senator White moves to vote on the amendments. The amendments pass with Senator White abstaining. Senator Groggel moves to vote to vote. In the move to vote, Senator White abstains. The Docket is then voted on, and passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Gibson, moves to Docket #04-011: Treana Graham and Michael Lucia to the ASUPS Elections Committee. Senator Gibson they are very excited about being on this committee, and that Mike who cannot be here tonight is very excited to be involved. Time is yielded to Treana who states that she works in ASUPS for work study. She knew that there was a need for people on committees. She states that she would have liked to run for a position, but she is studying abroad for one semester next year. She therefore thought that Elections Committee sounded exiting, and is very interested in being involved with the elections. Senator Groggel states that since ASUPS needs someone to run for Junior Senator that she should run, and then resign in the fall. Senator White states that Vice President Barrans was originally involved in ASUPS through work study as well. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Announcements
Senator Parker apologizes for not being there to hand out cards on Wednesday, she is getting ill.

Senator Wrencher also apologizes for not being there on Wednesday and that she had food poisoning.

Senator White states that they should be good to the high school kids who will be here in Saturday.

Vice President Barrans states that there are only 30 student tickets left for Maroon 5.

Senator White states that Senator Bernhardt and Senator Gibson (with a red shirt) are the best dressed.

Senator Bernhardt moves to adjourn, Senator Hines seconds. Meeting Adjourned at 6:30pm PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting SUB 101
12 February 2004
Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: Rep Brazell, Senator Anderson Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Groggel (tardy), Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker Senator Tyson (tardy) Senator White, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: President Frost (excused) Vice President Barrans (excused), Representative Palmquisit (excused), Senator Bernhardt (excused), Senator Wilkerson (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum:
none

Senator Tyson comes in tardy

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Frost absent

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Barrans absent

Dean of Student’s Report:

Representative Palmquisit has nothing to report

Staff Report:
Representative Brazell announces that the nomination process for incoming Staff Senators has begun. She states the these elections are more involved than the ASUPS elections, and therefore will not be complete until April. The new Senators will take their seats in May.

Representative Brazell announces that the Staff Senate is working on the By-Laws, and that the process has gone to the subcommittees; by the end of the year, they should be done, and ASUPS will know what kind of representation they will have in the Staff Senate.

Representative Brazell announces that coming soon, there will be a new scholarship.

Chair Report:
Senator White states that the Formal Senate meeting for next week will be on Tuesday as the
Senate has been invited to the Conspiracy of Hope dinner. The dinner is on Thursday at 6:30, and it will have wonderful food.

**Pro Tempe Report:**
Senator Tyson asks senators to be diligent in helping other Senators with their Senate Projects, and also to follow through with their own Senate Projects, as well as to report to him when they have completed Senate Projects.

Senator Groggel comes in tardy.

Senator White states that Representative Brazell will be excused form the next meeting, upon her request.

**Liaison Report:**
Senator Bandy states that she has heard that there are clubs who feels as though they are being forced to give out information. She asks the Senators if it would be helpful if she sent letters to the clubs about the information giving process once again. The Senators state that this would be helpful to both the clubs and to the Senators if such a letter was resent.

**Committee Reports**

**Student Services:**
Senator Hines states they met on Tuesday. The survey about conflict and involvement is done, it is getting ready to be distributed.

Senator White encourages Senators to please let everyone know about the student concerns box.

**New Business:**

Senator Parker moves to Docket #04-013 Finance to UPSTART
Senator Bandy yields time to representative: Caitlin Hawks. Caitlin states that UPSTART is asking for $75.00 to cover the fee for two sweatshirt signed by Maroon 5, which they will be raffling off after the concert. There will also be come cards and posters that will be given away in a drawing. She states the the members of Maroon 5 are vegans, and they were therefore willing to accommodate. Senator White reminds he Senators that UPSTART just got recognized, and they therefore don’t yet have a budget. Senator Groggel moves to vote, Senator Gibson seconds. The Docket passes with Senator WHite abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to Docket #04-014 Finance to JUST and to Drummers for Peace.
Senator Bandy yields time to Drummers for Peace They state that they are requesting funds to have a guest speaker who is actually a UPS alumni. She is the founder of Freak Out, and now she works with a Student INVolve ment Groups for International Issues. On campus, she would be giving a talk about student involvement and peace. The finance request for $250.00 would be
or her airfare. Senator Groggel commends the group form bringing alumni back to campus. The representative goes on to explain that the talk will be mostly centered on the Middle East. Representative Brazell encourages the group to contact the Alumni director, and see if there could be an article about the talk in *Arches*. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White abstains.

Senator Bandy moves to Docket #04-015 Finance allocation to Ted Meriam
Senator Bandy states the Ted is here, but she would also like the Senate to know that this trip is the only alternate spring break trip. Senator White states that while he does not have the official financial breakdown, the budget is doing rather well and that it is mostly on track. This trip is a trip to a Shakespeare Festival. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator White and Representative Brazell abstaining.

Senator White is happy to know that his name is now off of the damn web site.

Senator Parker moves to Docket #04-012 Finance to to Ben and Chad, South Quad
Senator Bandy states that this finance allocation is to take $10.00 off the cost of going paint balling. She states the cost is $35.00, and this allocation would lower it to $25.00, a price that Ben and Chad believe will attract more students. Senator White reads an e-mail that they wrote staring that they think this program will be a success. Senator Bandy states that ASUPS dies like to encourage student activity. Senator White moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Wrencher, Senator Tyson, and Senator Mitchel opposing, and with Senator White, and Senator Anderson abstaining.

**Announcements**

Senator Wrencher states that Maroon 5 is performing tomorrow and that the doors open at 7:00pm. Also, OAR tickets on sale today. Happy Valentine's on Saturday.

Senator Hines announces that the sun will come up tomorrow, and Senate shirts will come in tomorrow---he will put them in the respective Senate boxes!

Senator Tyson, states that one of his friends is having a grand opening of her second gourmet cookie shop where she will be giving away free cookies. The cookies shop is at 1724 Pacific Ave. The grand opening will last form 1-4pm on Saturday. Senator Whites states that these cookies are so good that everyone should eat 12 hundred of them.

Representative Brazell announces that on Saturday, the sign language performance of *The Vagina Monologs* in Schneebeck Concert Hall.

**Best Dressed** goes to Senator Anderson, Senator Hines, and Senator Gibson

Senator White implores Senators to look at the DAMN web site.

Meeting adjourned 6:35pm PST
Call to Order: 6:00

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Palmquist, Senator Anderson, Senator Bandy, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: Senator Gibson (excused), Representative Brazel (excused), Senator Groggel (unexcused), Senator White (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum: none

President Frost moves to New Business, Senator Parker seconds

President Frost moves to Docket #04-022: Finance Allocation to The Trail

Senator Bernhardt states that there are representatives here from The Trail and that this Docket was discussed on Tuesday. This is to send an editor from The Trail to attend a conference in March. Vice President Barrans asks Meg, the representative about the budget, and weather or not the budget included more than 20 issues. Vice President Barrans states that there should actually be enough for 24 issues. Meg states that there may be some discrepancies in where the money went, and that the money probably went to the $3000.00 debt that The Trail was in from the staff last year. Senator Tyson questions the decision to send seniors to the conference. Senator Wilkerson wonders if perhaps The Trail actually has the money since they are only putting out 20 issues. Vice President Barrans states that the money was otherwise allocated. Senator Tyson moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Wilkerson opposing, and with Senator Tyson abstaining.

President Frost moves to Docket #04-023: Finance to National Eating Disorder Week

Senator Bernhardt states that this is a great program, and that the group has done a great job. Senator Parker commends the representative of the group for holding such a fantastic week. Senator Tyson moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Tyson abstaining.

President's Report

President Frost states that he spoke with a lady who lives nearby who has expressed interest in possibly being an advisor for Tamanawas. She is a professional yearbook advisor, and she seems like a nice lady. She will be on campus in two weeks to meet with Media Board and to discuss the position with others. President Frost hopes that she will ensure the strength of Tamanawas.
President Frost announces that a Cabinet Meeting will be held to discuss the calendar. If approved, this new calendar will be the University's only calendar, and all will be happy.

President Frost states that he talked to Mr. Hagerling, Director of Tech. Services. He would like to come to a Senate Meeting assuming the Senators are interested to present everything about the calendar.

President Frost states that the Infinite Monkeys Festival is going on, currently. IMF is an ASUPS club. One of the plays, "This is My Play," has received some comments due to some racial and religious issues in the play. There will be a Talk Back on Friday at 5:00pm at the Theatre Theme House. President Frost encourages the Senators to let anyone with concerns know about the Talk Back, and encourage them to go. President Frost also encourages all to go and see the shows.

President Frost asks the Senators to please remind everyone about OAR. They will be here in nine days, and therefore President Frost encourages Senators to remind everyone to buy tickets.

The Rugby Club has been having some difficulties, and it is a question weather or not the Senate wishes them to continues to be an active club this year. They need to turn in the league registration and dues within the next year. This is about 6-8 hundred dollars, not unmanageable, but sizable. There are also questions about their ability to manage themselves. If they are not going to exist in the near future, do we want to file and pay the fees—these dues and papers are already one month late. Vice President Barrans states that last fall clubs were looked at and the requirements were considered. The Rugby Club has not met any of the requirements; theory have not turned in a team list, there has been no proof of first aide training, and such. The club also has planned a tournament during Spring family Weekend without consulting anyone as to whether or not that is acceptable. The Senators express their concerns about the club and their poor behavior.

Senator Hines leaves as he is a Security Guard and he must let someone into their room.

President Frost also discusses the issues with the Rugby Club's account, and whether or not ASUPS should keep letting this happen, or if they should take action to have some boundaries until the Club shows that they can handle itself responsibly. President Frost proposes to freeze the account, and he asks to suspend Normal Order and go to New Business. Senator Wilkerson seconds.

President Frost: Docket #04-025 Freezing Rugby Account: "The ASUPS Senate hereby freezes the ASUPS Rugby Club account until all requirements as stipulated by the ASUPS VP office are met." President Frost moves to pass the Docket. Senator Wilkerson seconds. President Frost states that the have not paid dues, they have not turned in a team roster, and they will therefore not be allowed to play, and there will be no tournament. President Frost also states that the account may be unfrozen, and
then deems Senator Bernhardt the Rugby Czar. Senator Tyson moves to vote, and the Docket passes with Senator Tyson, and Senator Anderson abstaining.

President Frost moves back to his report, and states: “Thus concludes my report.”

**Vice President’s Report:**

Vice President Barrans states that her report will be nice and short. He states that Elections have gone well, and the count will be tonight. The results will be on the website, probably around 1 am. Vice President Barrans states that there is a 36 hour rule about releasing the outcome of the election that can be used, but that no one seems to want to use it. Vice President Barrans states that just over 50% of the eligible voting students have voted, which is an amazing turn out.

**Dean of Students Report:**

Representative Sazel asks: “May I talk about Rugby Club?” Then states that he has nothing to report.

**Chair Report**

Senator White is absent

**Pro Tempe**

Senator Tyson commends Senator Hines and his great shirts. The shirt are really turning heads, and there have been several of remarks about elections after seeing shirts.

**Liaison Report**

Senator Bandy has nothing to report

**Committee Reports**

Senator Wrencher states that there is a Governance Meeting on Sunday at 9:00.

**Media Board**

Representative Palmquist states that the Media board meeting should be reported, and since Senator Groggel is not at the meeting she gives the floor to Colin Nagle from Media Board. Colin states that there was a debate about the issue of the Trail and having formal endorsements for the election candidates, and weather or not that is ethical. The Senate may need to issue a blank amendment that states that all media can issue such endorsements. Media Board would like to discuss this more at their next meeting and also to discuss this with the Senate.
Student Concerns
President Frost defers to Senator Hines. Senator Hines states that Student Concerns went to the Student Athletic Council and passed out flyers for leadership groups from which they are getting good responses. President Frost states that this has been a positive way to have ASUPS reach out to clubs.

Announcements
Vice President Barrans announces that March 9 is inauguration at 6pm in the Rotunda, and that all Senators are invited to the ceremony where they will be honored.

President Frost thanks Senate Secretary of over one year, Amanda Corbyn for all of her hard work. Ms. Corbyn will no longer serve as the Senate Secretary as she will be studying in Germany next year.

Vice President Barrans states the the invites for the inauguration melted in the printer.

Senator Tyson, on behalf of Senator White thanks all Senators and states that next Thursday is the LAST formal senate.

Vice President Barrans decrees Amanda Corbyn as the best dressed.

Senator Tyson adjourns the meeting at 6:44pm PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Minutes – 3/4/04

Roll

Senators Present:
Frost
Barrans
Palmaquist
Bandy
Bernhardt
Gibson
Groggel
Mitchell
White
Hines

Exe

Introduce executive elects: VP Magee (clapping)
Elect Cunningham

Open Forum

Trail – Megan Buscho
Concerned about proposed amendments to election by laws
Look at tabling
- Head editors at conference, want dialogue that included those members
- Feeling that it has been rushed, lack of time for senators to talk

David Droge
- Introduction
  - Did not attend MB, but would like to summarize Greene’s point of view
    o Censorship is charged word
    o But when ideas have influence, we must be careful about restriction
    o Faculty: policies taken in response to particular events tend to be regretted—ineffective amount of time for discussion
    o If the goal is to attempt to prevent collusion, it will be ineffective anyway (if people really want to collude, they’ll do it anyway)
  - Adds: have been in conversation with other advisors throughout NW, can’t find anyone who thinks it’s a good idea
  - Real conflict: funding from government, traditional idea that newspapers should watch gov’t
  - Urge to be cautious about attempt to control expression
Barrans: forms of spirit and banter that are possible and positive. Limit profanity, be witty, remember the children.

White: would like to see smaller allocation to SAAC, use money for Trail, but not as big and no big posters.

Barrans: Proposing that not a 4 week run? What is plan for posters?

R: 

Hines: agrees with White. Thinks issue is basketball-specific

R: Not just basketball

Hines: So is heckling a part of sports?

R: Yes, but not swearing in front of a 2 year old or 4 year old. Should be self-censored.

Parker: Supports fliers, thinks there is such a thing as “smart” heckling, has seen it at games. Fliers a smart idea.

Tyson: Liaison groups are in support.

Palmquist: A good campaign. Very positive. May not make huge sweeping changes, but at least the effort is put out by students to be supportive. Worth the money.

Groggle: Worried that ads are in spring, if the top three sports will have been past. Better to do it next fall or next winter?

Barrans: Important to nip it in the butt now. May need another reminder later.

R: The number four is good. Repetition in Trail important

B: Move to vote

Ty: second

All but Hines in favor, groggel & bernhardt opposed

Frost: Suspend normal order, old business

Bandy: Second

04-024 Motion to by law changes 

Mitchell: move to table on behalf of the representation for the senior staff of the trail

Bandy: second

Discussion:

Tyson: discussed substantially on Tuesday, feels it will be tabled for quite some time, concerned over length

Barrans: Have until next October until it applies. only 2 new senators, everyone else is informed

Gibson: agrees with Barrans, even if it will take some time, we have until next October. Big deal—touches on constitutional rights, wants more time

Groggel: yield to Colin

Colin: Thanks. Thinks MB yesterday went very well. Professor Greene came with interesting points from outside perspective. Voted unanimously that amendment should be tabled: need more time, Trail editors not present, complicated issue, Senators don’t necessarily have access to same information that MB has.
MB feels it could take time, but there are several months and they should be flexible.

White: Disagrees, thinks senators have much more info than people in MB themselves. Urges senators to vote for how they feel at this time. If the language is unclear, vote it down. If you feel it solves a problem, urges to vote at this time.

Parker: Important for senators who are sticking around. Don’t bite the hands that feeds you. Sees Trail as criticizing admin too much

Gibson: Senators here to represent constituents. Affects all organizations, but affects Media the most. Media all voted to table for further discussion, so we should listen. Trying to push it through before senators leave is unwise.

Groggle: Knowledge is not a bad thing. Four members of editorial staff of Trail are at a collegiate press conference (national). Committed to asking other advisors about how they’ve handled the issue on this campus—that fact alone should be enough to table docket.

Hines: Thinks that the docket will always be argued over, no matter how long it is tabled. The by-laws need to be looked over again. Doesn’t want to table, wants to vote it down. Then wants to figure out a better way to make it fit better. We should start fresh.

Tyson: Agrees with Hines and chair. Needs to get a grounding on where to go and better commitment. If kept like this, we will talk until we’re blue in the face; quite possibly until next election.

Vote to table:

Pro: Gibson, Bandy, Bernhardt Palmquist Barrans Groggle Mitchell
Opp: Hines, Chair
Ab: Parker

Barrans: encourages Trail reps to stay. Most leave.

Floor to Frost: Extends welcome and congrats to Ryan and Wes.

But—not gone yet

Events Calendar: approved by cabinet on Tuesday, approved to be adopted as sole university calendar. Speaks to dedication of DTS Josh Haberman.

Formal rollout Monday with announcement to Campus.

Clubs Room: now has locked storage space for clubs for supplies, etc.

Have large and small.

Tamanawas: made contact with potential staff advisor
Meeting with MB, as well as Ryan, Wes, and Dean Bartnen
Left: MB needs to hire editor, get staff in line
Thanks: senate chair White for attire, thanks Trail for being in attendance, thanks all senators for their engagement this year. Praises senate as a wonderful group of people. Formally thanks Tiffany for a wonderful year and time on Senate—one of the more capable VPs of recent memory.
Final thank you and farewell.

Barrans: Basketball game Saturday night. DCS offered 50 boxes of popcorn for most spirited attire. Wants senate to help distribute coupons.
Next Formal Senate: new chair, new VP will be in effect. New positions will be up next week.
Paid positions: currently accepting applications for DPR, DTS, DBR. Due Mar 10
Budget requests: online. Clubs should know, but make sure
04-024: Thoughts on changes for record because she will not be able to share when voting:
Initially: thought article was inappropriate, poorly written, caused a lot of conflict for elections. Did not, at first, think this was a good thing.
Research: Has done research on case law and has talked to Haltam, and is her impression that it is legal, but should be checked.
But: difference between can and should. Trail shouldn’t endorse because of dramatic conflict of interest and should reconsider, but Senate shouldn’t take right away even if they have the ability. Should not take first step in censorship. Need to evaluate position carefully.
Thanks: Had amazing term. Appreciates support and challenges.
Remembers first senate and being horrible at Robert’s Rules. Appreciates challenge and opportunity to get to know rules and more. Thinks senate has come a long way this year: encourages to continue extending the polling to all constituents on this campus. Encourages senate to do door-to-door knocking, and supports for currently being active.

White: questions? No. Student’s Rep:

Palmpquist: Crosscurrents due, Passages/Perspectives due, OAR this weekend, basketball this weekend, Props to tiffany for budget online. Encourage to tell clubs that budget is online, due two days after spring break. Congratulates Darrel and Tiffany on being exceptional executives, has enjoyed herself in her role.

White: Inauguration is Tuesday in the Rotunda. All invited to enjoy fine cheese cake. Thanks to Frost and Barrans, thinks they have been best representatives of senate and students.
Pro Tem: Thanks senators for best term as far as projects go. Challenges senators to think of possible appointments, projects for upcoming senators.

Bandy: Contact clubs about heckling, Trail, budgeting before spring break.

White: Committee reports?
Announcements?

Groggle: thanks Darrel and Tiffany, sees big sweeping change. Thanks Bernhardt for two years of service in senate. Doesn’t think senators get enough recognition.

Pro Tem: liaison emails thank D & T for a great job, very impressed with administration and senate. Thanks to Dave White for four year commitment

Barrans: Words from 2 senators who will not be returning?

Bernhardt: Been a pleasure to work with all of you. Two years have been life changing. May not make it on Tuesday, but if not, much love.

White: Best dressed to Groggle.

Motion to adjourn, second.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
11 March 2004
Call to Order: 6:00 p.m. PST

Members Present: President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Representative Palmquist, Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchel, Senator Tyson, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Johnson, Senator Anderson, Senator Wilson

Members Absent: Representative Brazell (unexcused), Senator Parker (unexcused), Senator White (unexcused), Senator Leis (unexcused)

Open Forum:

Executive Reports:

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Magee announces that he and President Cunningham spent the last two days interviewing applicants for DPR, DPS, and DTS positions. Tomorrow, letters will be sent out to the applicants alerting them as to whether or not they were hired.

Vice President Magee wishes to remind everyone that applications for Media Heads and Programmers are in the ASUPS office, and he reminds the Senate to think of potential applicants and encourage them to apply.

Vice President Magee also expresses that he and President Cunningham have had a good first two days in office, and that they are trying as hard as they can.

Dean of Students Report:
Representative Palmquist wishes everyone a good spring break.

Chair Report:
Vice President Magee states that he and President Cunningham have made “interesting progress.”

Vice President Magee also states that he and President Cunningham aren’t entirely familiar with rules, and that people such as Senator Tyson are “much appreciated.”

Pro Tempe Report: did not catch what Sen. Tyson said

Liaison Report:
Senator Bandy states that she hasn’t received e-mails from the other Senators, but that it is excusable as it is the first meeting of the new term. Senator Bandy reminds the Senators to please ask their clubs for summaries of what they’ve done this semester. Senator Bandy also states that there will be a mass e-mail sent out later this month reminding the Senators to be in contact with their clubs, and also reminding new Senators of their training appointments.
Committee Reports:

New Business:

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-027: Finance Allocation for CPR Training Course. This course would cover CPR and First Aid for adults, children, and infants. MVP would provide the training at the cost of $35 a person, and this docket wishes to subsidize the tickets. The course would be open to entire campus, but limited to 25 people. At the end of the course everyone will be certified in First Aid and CPR through the Red Cross. This training session would last eight hours. Senator Bandy voices a concern that since it is an all day course scheduled for a Sunday, that this may interfere with participation since it is a “study day.” Senator Tyson questions the cost of the subsidized tickets for the participants. The response is that this docket would pay $20 of the $35 dollars for each student. Representative Palmquist voices a concern about the original date of Sunday, April 18th since it is the Sunday of Family Weekend. Representative Palmquist asks if there wouldn’t be an alternative time. The response is that two dates were tentatively scheduled, Sunday, April 18th, and Sunday, April 24th. Sunday, April 18th was chosen over Sunday, April 24th because of the President’s inauguration on Saturday, April 23rd. Representative Palmquist reminds the Senate that the inauguration will be finished by the evening of Saturday, April 23rd, so that Sunday, April 24th, would be available. Senator Bandy reminds the Senator in charge of the Rugby Club to encourage their members to participate in this course. Senator Tyson agrees with Representative Palmquist about the date complications and wishes to change the date. Senator Wilkerson wishes to remind the Senate that no matter what weekend, it will not be impossible to fill the course with 25 people from a student population of 2,200. Senator Tyson makes a motion to table this docket until the date can be established. The response is that the group hasn’t called MVP yet, so that they could change the date. Senator Tyson makes a motion to withdraw his previous motion, and to strike the date from the docket. Senator Bandy agrees with Senator Tyson and wishes to make a friendly amendment so that the docket now reads “The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates five hundred dollars ($500.00) to fund a CPR training course.” Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-028 “Finance Allocation to Earth Advocates.” Representative Palmquist asks the question “What is the Friendship Village?” This response is that “The Friendship Village” is a film directed, written, and produced by a woman from Vancouver, British Columbia, about the environmental effects from the Vietnam War. This movie also looks at the health problems of children and adults from that area. This film would be shown during “Earth Week,” and the members of Earth Advocates have written to the writer/director/producer asking her to come speak for a small honorarium, and she has accepted. Representative Palmquist asks where the film will be shown. The response is that the film will be shown in SUB 201. Senator Bandy questions the availability of the Rausch Auditorium. The response is that the Rausch Auditorium has already been scheduled for an alternative use by another group. Senator Gibson requests a friendly amendment so that the docket will read “The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Seventy dollars ($75.00) to Earth Advocates for the
showing of *The Friendship Village.*” Senator Bandy agrees with Senator Gibson’s friendly amendment. Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-029 “Finance Allocation to Amelia Sattler, Kelly Hogue, Jana Yamada.” This docket would enable three UPS Psychology majors to take one of these previous experiments about the effect of music on film clips and present their research to the WPAC in Arizona. Senator Tyson requests the monetary breakdown from Senator Bandy. The response is that the money allocated will allow for hotel, airplane fares, registration fees, transportation fees, and the cost of using the UC and Psychology Departments. Vice President Magee moves to vote, and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-030 “Finance Allocation to Hui O Hawaii.” Senator Bandy states that the club Hui O Hawaii will try and reduce costs, try to get money refunded, etc, but that the Luau is a great tradition, and that it should be supported. Senator Gibson asks for a monetary breakdown since it is a large sum of money, and it would be nice to see where the money is going. Senator Gibson also asks whether or not these dockets fall under the 48 hour rule, and how does that rule work? The response is that these dockets do not fall under the 48 hour rule. Senator Wilkerson states that the Luau is amazing, that it draws people in from the community, and that the Senate should definitely support it. Senator Tyson requests a copy of the breakdown of the ASUPS Financial Accounts. Senator Anderson questions what will be shipped from Hawaii. The response is that clothing, flowers, food, decorations, and additions for the “emu pit” will be shipped. Everything that is shipped will be fresh. Representative Palmquist asks if the club Hui O Hawaii normally asks for money from the Senate. The response is that the club asked the Senate for money for the first time last year, and that with the increased costs of lighting, a new stage, videos, a bigger rig, that more money is required. Last year the increasing cost was offset by a raise in the price to attend the event by one to two dollars, but the club doesn’t want to have to raise the cost to attend every year. Senator Gibson asks if the club Hui O Hawaii will be requesting money from the Senate every year for this event. The response is that it will depend on who are the officers of the Hui O Hawaii club next year. Vice President moves to vote, and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-031 “Finance allocation to Anderson Langdon RA Staff and RHA.” This docket will provide costs reduction on 40 tickets to a Sonics basketball game. The game will be held the Friday after Spring Break. The Anderson Langdon RHA Staff is paying $100 towards the tickets which cost $12 on average. Each student would therefore have to pay $5, and the money from ASUPS would provide for transportation to and from the game. Vice President Magee moves to vote, and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-032 “Senate Retreat By-Law Suspension.” Vice President Magee states that these By-Laws require a Senate retreat within two weeks of the end of elections, which would have been last weekend, when no
one was even in office, and that it would be in everyone’s best interest to delay the retreat. Senator Bandy requests that on any dockets in the future concerning By-Laws and such, that a copy of the Law be attached to the docket and highlighted. Senator Tyson asks if the suspension of the By-Law will be indefinite. Vice President Magee responds that the suspension would be temporary, and that the retreat would therefore be placed approximately the first weekend after Spring Break. Tyson asks for an extension instead of a suspension. Senator Hines asks if that would be extending the By-Laws. The response is that an extension would save the party from having to prepare another docket to “un” suspend the By-Laws. Senator Bandy requests that the Senators stop being “nit-picky.” Senator Mitchel states that since the docket falls under the 48 hour rule, it should have been brought to the table at the beginning of the meeting. Senator Bandy responds that the docket is “ok” for now. Senator Tyson moves to bring the docket to the table under the 48 hour rule. Senator Mitchel seconds the motion. Discussion: None. Vice President Magee moves to vote to change the By-Law “suspension” to “extension.” The vote passes with Vice President Magee abstaining. The Docket is NOW on the table. Discussion: None. Vice President Magee moves to vote, and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines opposed and Vice President Magee abstaining.

Old Business:
Senator Tyson moves to return to the approval of minutes. The vote passes, and the meeting returns to the approval of minutes.

Approval of Minutes:
Senator Tyson requests an amendment to the minutes placing Senator Tyson on the “Senators Present” list.

Senator Hines moves to suspend normal order to move to the President’s Report. Senator Gibson seconds the motion and the vote passes.

President’s Report
President Cunningham states that he and Vice President Magee have had a great first two days in office, that they have had back-to-back interviews with applicants for the DPR, DTS, and DPS positions. President Cunningham states that it will be a tough choice to decide who is hired, but that it was encouraging to see such a large turnout for the positions. President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senate as Vice President Magee did earlier that applications for Media Heads and Programmers are in the ASUPPS office, and that the Senate should encourage those they know would do a good job to apply.

Announcements:
Senator Tyson reminds the Senate that nominations for Senate are in not in house voting, they must happen outside of Formal Senate.

Senator Gibson wishes everyone a good Spring Break.

Senator Tyson wishes to thank Vice President Magee for running the Senate this evening.
Senator Hines wishes to inform the Senate that it is 91 degrees Fahrenheit and sunny in Cancun, Mexico, and that he will be there in less than 18 hours, and promises to send everyone postcards.

Senator Bandy and the Recording Secretary wish to apologize for their “non-formal” attire this evening.

Senator Tyson motions to adjourn, Senator Bandy seconds.

Meeting adjourned at 6:45 p.m. PST with mass chaos and a loud yell of “Thank God!” from Vice President Magee.

*Senators remain afterwards for in house voting/nominations
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
25 March 2004
Call to Order: 6:06 PST

Members Present: President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Hines, Senator Mitchell, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Johnson, Senator Anderson, Senator Wilson

Members Tardy: Representative Palmquist (Excused)

Members Absent: Representative Brazell (Unexcused), Senator Leis (Unexcused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum
Senator Hines does NOT wish to address the Senate.

Executive Reports

President’s Report:
President Cunningham reminds the Senate that the Senate Retreat is this weekend and they will be leaving tomorrow as close to 3:00p.m. as possible. The ASUPS van and another van will be taken down. President Cunningham has also heard that there is an expensive hot tub at the hotel, and he encourages everyone to bring a swim suit. He also wishes to remind the Senate that those who are attending need to bring some money for breakfast, but that all other expenses (dinner, the comedy club, etc.) are taken care of. President Cunningham wishes to remind those attending that if they are not there (the ASUPS office) by 3:15p.m., they will be left behind. Senator Tyson questions the estimated time of return. President Cunningham responds that the program will end at breakfast Saturday morning and that the Senators can stay in Portland and hang out with President Cunningham, or they can choose to leave early. Senator Wilkerson questions if they will be required to wake up at 7:00a.m. Vice President Magee answers with an emphatic “Hell no!”

President Cunningham brings up the topic of the USA Today “Trial Reader Program. This program will distribute three different newspapers to Trimble, McIntyre, Anderson/Langdon and the SUB. This program is designed for those caught in the UPS “bubble” to become informed about local/regional/national/international news. This program will start Monday April 5th and will continue for four weeks with surveys at both the beginning and end of the trial period to see if this program would be worth continuing possibly as an ASUPS sponsored program.

President Cunningham brings up the point that the ASUPS sponsored event of the lecture tonight with Ron Jeremy has become a point of “contention.” President Cunningham encourages the Senate to listen to the constituents, and to direct comments received to President Cunningham and Vice President Magee.
President Cunningham wishes to tell the Senate that the hiring processes are going well and that the Media Head and Programmer applications are due tomorrow in the ASUPS office, and that interviews will start next week.

**Vice President's Report:** Vice President Magee states “that's me.”
Vice President Magee wishes to remind the Senate that the “Meeting of the Minds” will be held tonight after the Formal Senate Meeting at 7:00p.m. The “Meeting of the Minds” is an open forum for anyone on campus to voice their opinions on how the budget for this year should be spent.

Vice President Magee also reminds the Senate that the voting for the new Pro Tempe, Liaison, and Senate Chair will be held directly after tonight’s meeting.

Vice President Magee states that he is really excited for the Senate Retreat. He also wishes to make a point of stipulation that those attending will be eating a late dinner but that “we will be feeding you,” so that those attending should plan accordingly.

Vice President Magee states that there has been lots of budget work, but that most of the budgets have been turned in, and those who are disappointed that they did not get their budgets turned in on time, or if they did not turn in their budget at all, still can turn them in but it will be up to the Budget Committee as to whether or not those budgets will be reviewed.

**Vice President Magee is “glad he is awake.”**

**Staff Report**

**Dean of Students Report:**
Representative Palmquist wishes to apologize to the Senate for being late.

Representative Palmquist wishes to remind the Senate that the “Wee Hours” will be held this weekend on Saturday evening. There will be a swing dance in Marshall Hall held by Swing Out! and also massages held in the Murray Board room, but “not at the same time.”

Representative Palmquist also wishes to remind the Senate that Sigma Chi is holding their annual “Beach Party” this weekend. Senator Bandy asks “did you just say that?” to which Representative Palmquist responds “it’s okay.” **Vice President Magee requests that the recording secretary make a note that “Senator Bandy is freaked out.”**

Senator Palmquist states that the Ron Jeremy lecture tonight has become a source of controversy. President Cunningham reminds the Senate that the concerns fueling this controversy originated this morning.

Representative Palmquist reminds the Senate that the “Foolish Pleasures” short film festival will be held next Friday, April 2nd.
Representative Palmquist also wishes to remind the Senate that “lots of folks” will be gone this next week because of national conferences.

**Senate Reports**

**Pro Tempe Report:**

**Liaison Report:**

**Committees Report:**

**New Business:**

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-036 “Finance Allocation to UPSStageM.” This docket asks for reimbursement for the scheduled April 5th Broadway Music Review. This money would be reimbursement for programs, refreshments, and the Conspiracy of Hope booth because this club did not have a budget at the time. Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-033 “Director of Public Relations Appointment.” Vice President Magee tells the Senate that this long and arduous hiring process “created” Calla Ostrander. Senator White knows that Calla Ostrander has had lots of experience through the Senate and ASUPS work, but he asks how Calla will take what ASUPS does and bring it to a broader campus community. Calla responds that the DPR position is in charge of advertising, and also being a liaison to connect to clubs and actively publicize for them. Secondly, Calla hopes to work as a more neutral spokesperson for ASUPS answering questions and concerns directed towards ASUPS, and diffusing problems directed towards people individually. Calla wishes to get to know senators so that she can represent the Senate as a whole. She states that there is lots of repair work to be done to the publicity office, communications office, diversity center, and also many reparations of relationships between ASUPS and clubs not run by students so that the publicity office can run well and represent all groups on campus. Calla Ostrander states that she is looking forward to this job and that she hopes that she can do it well. Senator White states that the position of DPR is a very broad based job, and that Calla is looking to broaden it further. He asks whether or not she is thinking of hiring new staff members. Calla responds that she already has an assistant and that she can’t hire new people until the fall because of the numerous work study positions, but that she will be training new people and advertising for their positions so that she will not have to seek out people. Senator Bandy wishes to tell Calla Ostrander that she is excited that she is here because she has heard that she is a great leader. Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-034 “Director of Business Services Appointment.” Vice President Magee states that he and President Cunningham’s hard
work during the hiring process has been “blessed” with the hiring of Ben Zamzow. Vice President Magee states that Ben Zamzow has already done the job once before, and he hopes that he can bring lots of experience to the position. Senator Bandy questions where Ben Zamzow’s last name came from. Ben responds that his last name is from Poland. Senator White questions Ben what he likes to do in his free time. Ben Zamzow responds that he likes to be in the outdoors a lot; he likes to camp and fish. Senator White adds “outdoors and money.” Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Vice President Magee moves to pass Docket #04-035 “Director of Technology Services Appointment.” Vice President Magee states that “WE got Ted, and we’re really happy!” Senator White states that Ted Meriam will have a large role to fill taking over Josh’s place, and he questions what Ted sees himself doing in this position in the future and what he plans on doing to take it to the next level. Ted Meriam states that he is excited that the position of webmaster has become the DTS. Ted states that he hopes to be a bridge between lots of people; his own staff and the executive branch of ASUPS. He has many goals, aspirations, and work that needs to get done, Calla’s office for instance, and that the website and office need publicity. Ted states that one of his first tasks will be to get the budget online so that people can find out where their money has “gone.” Ted will be forming a unique relationship between OIS and ASUPS because he will soon be employed by both departments. Ted also hopes to get the student voice into technology. Ted believes that ASUPS and OIS need to work together. Ted states that he will be continuing many of the long term projects already in existence. Ted states that within technology there is an immense creative tool. Ted states that he hopes to increase the accessibility to the ASUPS webpage and also the club websites, and that Josh did a great job making it accessible first, that more CAN be done. Ted also states that there are lots of fun things to do with technology, and that those ideas are brewing in his mind, and that he would like thoughts and ideas from ASUPS on what he should do. Vice President Magee states that Ted Meriam has already adjusted the website so that you can log into Webmail through the ASUPS webpage. Senator White asks how Ted Meriam feels about the Commencement Walk. Ted responds that he feels it encompasses much honor and prestige, and that someday he hopes there will be a monument. Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Old Business:
Senator White moves to bring from the table Docket #04-024 “Election By Law Changes” and asks for discussion. Senator Gibson requests to be brought up to date on the details concerning this docket since they last dealt with it. President Cunningham states that the Media Board hasn’t reached a conclusion about the topic since it was last tabled. Senator Bandy requests that the docket be voted down and then reworked. Senator Hines wishes to remind everyone that if the docket is voted down, then it will become essentially a forgotten issue. Senator Wilkerson states Spring Break has just occurred and that there has been enough time for discussion. Senator Wilkerson also states that letting it sit for another week would not improve the situation and that the Senate should simply vote the docket down now. Senator Tyson questions how many senators contacted their clubs. Senator Gibson states that personally he has e-mailed all
of his clubs, but that none of them have responded. Senator Gibson also doesn’t see how shooting down the docket will make people discuss it more; that it will fail to bring the docket to the spotlight. Senator Gibson doesn’t know whether bringing the docket to the table and then voting it down would make it go any faster or slower. Senator Hines states that since this docket is old business, as any old business, it is quickly forgotten and that when it was first tabled it was essentially shot down then. Senator Hines suggests that the Senate bring up a new docket for New Business and go from there. President Cunningham states a point of order, that the Media Board DOES have a reason for keeping this docket in the Old Business; this docket is to firm up the by laws. Senator White apologizes for tabling the discussion for the docket since it is an important issue, something about “Florida and alligators....” Senator White states that the docket is still important but believes that it must be pulled down. Senator Gibson states that there is a big emphasis on the relationship between the ASUPS Senate and the Media Board, and that many members from the “Trail” staff were not present during the discussion the day the docket was first introduced. They discussed meeting sometime in the future, and Senator Gibson questions whether or not they have gotten together yet to discuss that issue. President Cunningham states that the leaders of the “Trail” did go to a newspaper conference and that they discussed the issue with many of the people there, but that he doesn’t know if anyone from the Media Board has taken the initiative to get together. Senator Gibson states that the senior staff members were going to talk to people about the subject, and he would like to know what they thought, so perhaps they should show up to the Senate. Senator White moves to bring the docket from the table. The docket moves from the table with Senator Gibson and Senator Mitchell Opposed, and Representative Palmquist and Vice President Magee abstaining. Discussion: Senator Bandy states that the docket was poorly worded the first time and that this time it is no better, and since the author is now out of office it won’t go anywhere. Senator White encourages the Senate to strike down the docket because of the apathy after Spring Break. Senator Hines agrees that the Senate should give the Media Board a “clean slate,” and the Senate should strike down the docket and have the Media Board write a new docket. Senator White call to question, would like to vote. Senator Tyson seconds Senator White’s call to question. Senator Gibson point of order, voting now to vote on docket? Vice President Magee “God why?” Vice President Magee moves to vote and the Docket Fails with Vice President Magee abstaining.

Announcements:

Senator Hines wishes to inform the Senate that a week from this Saturday there will be a “Logger Egg Hunt” which has been one of his and the president of RHA’s pet projects. Senator Hines passed out fliers which he encourages the Senators to place in their halls and to encourage the local kids from the community to come out for some fun. Senator Bandy questions if UPS students are allowed to participate. Senator Hines responds that the original idea was to have a campus wide egg hunt, but since this is the first time, UPS students are encouraged to come out and help. Senator Anderson questions where Senator Hines is advertising. Senator Hines responds that they are advertising in the Proctor District, in the newspaper, in the local elementary schools, and they have even given fliers to faculty and staff to encourage their children to come participate. Much
laughter and looking at Representative Palmquist. Senator White questions “what the deuce is a logger egg?” Senator Hines states that Senator White is missing the point. Logger Egg. Senator Hines states excitedly that “we’re giving away a bike!”

Senator White states that Representative Palmquist “stole his thunder,” but he also wishes to remind the Senate to participate in the Sigma Chi “Beach” Party this weekend, and to talk to members from Sigma Chi for information about the guest list.

Vice President Magee reminds the Senate to stay after the meeting for voting with “cute ballots and cute boxes.”

Senator Bandy questions if Vice President Magee knows about the “best dressed thing?” Vice President Magee says that he will give it “hands down” to Ted Meriam.

Senator White motions to adjourn, Senator Hines seconds.

Meeting adjourned at 6:42 p.m. PST
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
1 April 2004
Call to Order: 6:04 PST

Members Present:
President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Representative Palmquist, Senator Anderson, Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Hines, Senator Johnson, Senator Leis, Senator Mitchell “wanting your body,” Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wilson

Members Absent:
Representative Brazell (unexcused)

Members Tardy:
Senator White (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum

Executive Reports:
President’s Report:
President Cunningham is excited to tell the Senate that the USA Today program mentioned at the last Formal Senate will start distributing newspapers starting Monday, April 5th. Newspapers will be distributed to the SUB, Anderson/Langdon, McIntyre, and Trimble. The newspapers that will be distributed include The New York Times, USA Today, and The Tacoma Tribune. On Monday surveys will be taken about the program, and also at the end of the four week period. The program representatives have asked that a student be present at the table while they are taking the surveys, and President Cunningham encourages the Senators to participate stating that this would be a great opportunity for them to wear their new Senate shirts and be made “visible.” The shift on Monday is from 11a.m. to 1p.m. and Senators are encouraged to e-mail President Cunningham to sign up for an hour or two.

President Cunningham states that the program titled “Organized Crime” has been tabled indefinitely pending further discussion.

President Cunningham also states that he and Vice President Magee are well into the budget process, and that the Senate should expect budgets to be in front of them shortly.

President Cunningham reminds the Senators that applications for Media Heads and Programmers are due tomorrow at 5:00p.m. in the ASUPS office. Senator Wilkerson asks if applications have already been submitted. President Cunningham responds that a number of applications have already been taken for both Media Heads and Programmers. President Cunningham also reminds the Senate that applications for Tamanawas are available in the ASUPS office.
Vice President's Report:
Vice President Magee wishes to tell the Senate that the Media interviews are 8-10p.m. on Wednesday, April 7th, and Friday, April 9th. Vice President Magee states that most of the Media Board will be there and that deliberations will occur the week after.

Vice President Magee states that budget hearings end tomorrow. Vice President Magee states that some clubs still have not submitted a budget and that this “bothers” him that it hasn’t occurred. Vice President Magee wishes to warn the Senators that they may hear complaints from some of their clubs.

Vice President Magee states that the Rugby Club has covered their six bullet points to have their account unfrozen, so that issue will probably come up next week.

Vice President Magee states that he “loves his office, and it’s a lot of fun!”

Staff Report:

Dean of Students Report:
Representative Palmquist wishes to remind the Senate that Foolish Pleasures is this weekend. “Other than that, just moving through April because it’s April Fool’s Day!”

Senate Reports:

Pro Tempe Report:
Senator Gibson encourages the Senators to be thinking about Senate Projects, and that when they have an idea to contact him.

Senator Gibson is also very excited about having gone to bed at 9:30p.m. last night.

Chair Report:
Senator Hines states that he was contacted by Jeff Johnson in search of help to encourage students to get out for inauguration. Jeff Johnson hopes to reach students by encouraging those in their clubs and organizations to participate. Senator Hines wishes to tell the Senators that they need to contact their clubs and to encourage them to come out for inauguration. Senator Hines also states that Jeff Johnson was present at the informal Senate meeting on Tuesday, and he talked about how the Senators could use their contacts to encourage students to come out for inauguration.

Senator Hines states that his “pet project” [Logger Egg Hung] has been going well. Senator Hines states that they have distributed flyers to elementary schools, but that many schools are going on Spring Break this Saturday so that might affect attendance. Senator Hines also states that they have distributed flyers to the local neighborhoods encouraging the neighborhood children to participate. Senator Hines states that the next phase in advertising is to encourage the faculty and staff to bring their children.
**Liaison Report:**
President Cunningham wishes to tell the Senate that he has not been to bed since the night before last.

Senator Wilkerson states that she is excited about this job and that she is meeting with many people to talk about the job. Senator Wilkerson also states that she is meeting with Senator Bandy soon to discuss her previous experience as the Liaison.

Senator Wilkerson states that she is having a good day.

**Committees Report:**
Senator Bandy wishes to tell the Senate that the Finance Committee is fun, and that it needs people on it. Vice President Magee states that he has found two students to be on the Finance Committee and that he’s “working on it.”

Representative Palmquist states that the Media Board met Wednesday and the conversation that was held centered on the “sun setting on the media.” Representative Palmquist stated that the conversation held at the meeting was a good conversation, and that the Media Board is trying to make changes to the by-laws. Representative Palmquist stated that at the next meeting, the Media Board committee report will hopefully be “some piece of substantial something.”

Senator Wilkerson is still working on the off campus whistle committee. Senator Wilkerson states that they have found good deals on whistles. The project entails talking to security to come aid anyone who blows a whistle whether they are walking on or off campus. Senator Wilkerson states that a whistle blow signals that a person is in trouble and needs immediate assistance. For a person to participate in this program and receive a whistle, the person would have to sign a contract stating that they wouldn’t blow the whistle unless it is an emergency. Senator Wilkerson states that there have been several occurrences this year that might have been helped by this whistle program. Not only would the whistle signal that a person is in trouble, it would also help scare away the attacker because the loud noise would be more of a risk than the attacker is willing to take. Senator Hines states that he thinks it is a good idea to bring this program to campus.

**New Business:**
Senator Gibson moves to bring Docket #04-038 “Finance Allocation to UPSTART” to the table. Senator Bandy states that the UPStart vegan banquet was held last night and the group is looking for reimbursement. Senator Wilson asks how many people showed up to the banquet last night. The answer is that UPStart set out to sell 35 tickets, and that they ended up selling 51 with extra people showing up. Overall the banquet went really well. Senator Hines moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-039 “Finance Allocation to Phi Sigma” to the table. Senator Gibson asks for information about the symposium. The answer is that the spring undergraduate symposium has been going on for over 20 years and that professors
graduating from UPS have returned to present their research on physics, math, geology, chemistry, biology, etc. Students that have been doing research from this past summer up until now are allotted a 15 minute time period in which they can present and researches and professors can ask questions. Senator Gibson asks who the speaker for the symposium will be this year. The speakers for the symposium this year are Peter H. Fallaces and Donald H. William. Representative Palmquist requests that if this event happens annually that the representatives from Phi Sigma request the funds prior to the night before the event is scheduled to take place. The representatives apologize for their late request but state that Spring Break got in the way to which Senator Hines responds “that sounds familiar.” Senator Johnson questions if Phi Sigma holds any other fundraising activities. The is that they do not hold other fundraising activities because they would rather be contributing their time and effort to the environment and education program. Phi Sigma is given money about four times a year but most of that money goes directly to scholarships. The representatives from Phi Sigma state that they focus on concerning themselves with the community instead of fundraising. Senator Hines moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Tyson abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-040 “Finance Allocation to Radiance: A Celebration of Life” to the table. Senator Bandy states that this event is a kick off to Earth Week, and to direct all questions to Warren Schaefer. Warren Schaefer states that this is the third annual event and it is essentially a musical kick off to Earth Week. This event covers all academic areas at UPS, it includes the faculty, staff, and students. The purpose of this event is to enrich, educate, involve, and celebrate life. The event starts at 4p.m. on Friday, April 16th with a Drum Circle in the arboretum and “fire poi” as the sun sets. Once it gets dark, around 8p.m., the event will move to the garden level where there will be live DJs and other activities put on by clubs featuring art, biology, philosophy, music, and dance. So far there have been six DJs from the Seattle/Tacoma area and seven DJs from San Francisco, Santa Cruz, and Spokane that have expressed interest in being DJs at this event. Funds for this event, especially for the DJs, is included on the sheets that Warren passed out when this docket was first brought to the table. Also listed on the sheet is a website for the event with the same budget proposal which is a line-by-line breakdown. Warren states that this program is being put on by three very motivated students who want to bring a high quality production to the UPS campus. Senator Bandy states that the Finance Committee gave Warren’s budget proposal a lower monetary amount than asked for, and Senator Bandy questions if Warren is “okay” with this lower amount. Warren Schaefer replies that they are disappointed about the “recommended amount,” but pleased that the Finance Committee did recommend an amount. Warren states that the cost for the 4x4 color glossy flyers from Laser Writing Incorporated is $327.00 more than the money allocated. Warren states that the previous two years that this event has been put on, there has been a lower than expected attendance, according to Warren, due to lack of publicity resources. Warren feels that allocating significant funds for the flyers will bring more attendance but the funds will also support bringing the DJs from the Seattle/Tacoma area and also from California and Spokane. Warren wants to be able to bring these musician’s music, their culture, to UPS, but this requires more money. Senator Bandy states that the current proposal handed out when the docket was brought to the table has been changed from the docket brought to the Finance Committee; that
there was nothing about professional color flyers, and Senator Bandy encourages Warren to submit the current proposal to the Finance Committee again. Senator Gibson asks how many people attended the event last year. Warren responds that 60 people attended last year. Senator Johnson questions if Warren investigated other companies to find less expensive prices. Warren states that Laser Writing Incorporated had the cheapest cost of all of the other companies he investigated and are also giving them a 10% discount on the flyers. President Cunningham states that Warren Schaefer’s group received $400.00 from the Dean of Students Office this afternoon, and he questions how the group sees that donation affecting the general budget. Warren Schaefer states that that amount will go towards the budget in general, but that the event is in 16 days and the first of a four part order (250 x 4) will be ordered tonight and those funds received this afternoon will be immediately spent on that order since there are only 16 days left. Senator Gibson questions if it is feasible to expect people from Santa Cruz to drive all the way up to Tacoma to have a one hour slot and to only be paid $10.00 per hour. Senator Gibson states that this seems like a long way to drive for a one hour slot at $10.00 per hour. Senator Gibson also questions if Warren’s group has contacted those people and that they want to come and are actually able to do it. Warren Schaefer states that those people contacted have shown interested, and that their funding for gasoline costs is comparable to flight costs, that it is approximately $116.00 dollars to fly from Oakland to Sea/Tac, and that flying as a means of transportation is more reasonable. Warren also states that the time slots are flexible, and that they will be more like 1-2 hour slots (or 60-90 minutes depending on the number of DJs), but that these DJs just want to come and share their community, their culture, their music. President Cunningham questions the exact time for the event to end. On the proposal the end time states around 2-3 a.m., but President Cunningham questions if there are 13 DJs starting at 8p.m. Friday night, how that will be feasible. Warren responds that 6 DJs are confirmed, so that leaves 4 left. There are a total of 9 slots, and the cost of transportation depends on how much money the club will receive. If the performers from California and Spokane need more money to cover them and they do not come, that will leave the club with extra funds, that this group would either give the excess funds to environmental charities or back to ASUPS if so requested. Senator Bandy states that this current proposal is a lot different from the one received at the Finance Committee, and that the Docket is based on the proposal received Monday night. Senator Bandy states that since there is a different proposal now, there are a total of three proposals, and Senator Bandy encourages the Senate to consider voting on the current Docket instead of the current proposal, and that those who want to see the proposal of which the Docket is based off of should ask to see Vice President Magee’s copy. Warren Schaefer admits that they have submitted three proposals but the reason for this is to recalculate and get a closer fit to reality. Warren also apologizes for the confusion because he wasn’t aware of the process. Senator Bandy encourages Warren Schaefer to come back seeking reimbursement after the event is paid for, and that the Senate can’t look at this proposal because it wasn’t submitted Monday before 5p.m. Warren Schaefer questions the reimbursement process. Senator Bandy states that it is the same as submitting a proposal for the first time. President Cunningham states a point of order that there is no guarantee that ASUPS will reimburse this club for all or any of the event, but that the club does have the ability to ask for reimbursement. Representative Palmquist questions Senator Bandy if it would be possible for Warren Schaefer to come
before the Finance Committee this Monday with the current proposal. Senator Bandy states that it is more than possible for Warren to submit the current proposal on Monday, and she also encourages Warren Schaefer to come this next Monday with the current proposal. Senator Gibson questions Warren if this last proposal is the fully brushed out final draft of what the club wants. Warren Schaefer states that “he believes so,” but that reality is that things change, but his hard cut answer that Senator Gibson is looking for is “yes.” Senator Gibson requests that Warren Schaefer bring the current proposal to the Finance Committee on Monday, and Senator Gibson encourages the Senate to shoot down the current docket so there will only be one financial allocation instead of three. Senator Hines calls to question Warren Schaefer how soon do they need the funding to start the event. Warren states that the event is two weeks from now and they really need the funds tonight, or at least some funds tonight. Warren Schaefer states that there are many people waiting on this event, DJs, the printing office, UPS students, and that a time limit is important to any event. Warren states that there are only 15 days left, and the sooner funding can be granted would be most appreciated. Warren states that if they are granted funding tonight then the club can at least know that they can cover “X.” Senator Hines suggests giving Warren the money now and then having Warren approach the Finance Committee later. Senator Gibson states that he knows that Warren Schaefer wants professional DJs with different sounds, but that there are plenty of DJs in the local area and if this money is allocated and they can only bring one of those DJs, there is no guarantee to get more money. Senator Gibson states that by passing this docket the Senate is putting a lot of trust on personal decisions between now and next Thursday on how to spend the money. Warren Schaefer states that the trust questions are well qualified, but that Warren was an ASUPS Elections Programmer his sophomore year, and that if the money was allocated tonight, it would go only to the confirmed performers. Warren Schaefer wishes to stress the importance and “plead” with the Senate to understand that there are only 15 days left, and it would make a great difference if they were allocated the money tonight. If they are allocated the money, great, if not, they’d understand that it was due to the amendment of the previous docket. Senator Hines questions if there is any way this group can wait until next Thursday for finance allocation. Senator Hines asks if the allocation of $400.00 today from the DOS publicity would suffice until next Thursday, and if they could pay the DJs when they arrived. Warren Schaefer states that it would make him feel uncomfortable if they had to wait until next Thursday, and he states that he feels obligated as a good “host” to provide some compensation. Warren Schaefer states that even if he could get an indication of some funds being granted, he would feel a lot more comfortable. Senator Bandy states that the Finance Committee could make a better decision for financial allocation based on the current proposal. Senator Bandy states that the Finance Committee recommended that they allocate the money, but only the money based on the previous proposal on which the Docket was based on, not the current proposal on the table. Senator Wilkerson questions if the Senate likes the idea, shouldn’t they pass the docket and take care of the other business later. Senator Bandy questions if the $400.00 allocated today from the DOS Publicity should suffice for this week. Senator Wilkerson brings up the point that there are people from far away and many people here that are waiting on this idea, and if the Senate likes the idea, then they should pass it. Senator Bandy states that she was going to encourage the Senate to pass the docket, but now since the proposal is different,
she’s changed her mind. Senator Mitchell states that the $400.00 allocation should suffice until next week, and that the Finance Committee would be willing to allocate the same amount currently stated, if not more, since the proposal is written different. Vice President Magee states that the current amount is about the same amount stated on the proposal from Monday. Vice President Magee states that since there is a whole new sheet of information, he feels that passing this docket doesn’t do justice to the current information provided. Warren Schaefer agrees with Senator Wilkerson’s previous comments about passing an idea the Senate likes and worrying about which proposal to deal with later. Warren also states that waiting until next week would make their planning much more difficult and stressful, and that the reason he made changes to the document was based on the response from the Finance Committee and suggestions from Vice President Magee. Warren Schaefer agrees with Senator Mitchell’s statement that their club could wait until next week, but that they would feel very uncomfortable asking DJs from far away to come and that it’s not right to have to tell them to wait until next week. Warren states that it is not enough time to ask these DJs to make plans in their busy lives to accommodate this event and to come share their music/culture/sound with the UPS community. Warren Schaefer states that the current funds allocated today from the DOS publicity would not sustain the event, and that like a fire this event needs funds to feed it and time is passing quickly. Senator White wishes to apologize for being tardy, but questions Warren if this is the first time that an event of this caliber has happened. Warren restates that this is the third annual event, and it has been relatively successful, but it has faltered when it has come to participation due to, Warren believes, publicity. Warren Schaefer states that much time an energy have been invested by many people into this event, but that more people who would like to be involved could be involved. Senator White questions Warren if the local DJs are not sufficient. Warren responds that it is a reasonable thing for students at a college university to put on an event of this caliber, that it is an ambitious pursuit, but one of value. Warren Schaefer believes that if students at this university would want to attend this event, then it is a worthy cause, and that DJs from San Francisco and Spokane would be an attribute. Senator Hines asks for a show of hands of the Senators of who actually think that the DJs will come from San Francisco, Santa Cruz, and Spokane. Senator Hines personally feels that these DJs wouldn’t travel all the way to UPS to do a one hour slot, but that is his own personal take on the situation. Senator Bandy call to question to vote, Senator Mitchell seconds. Senator Hines moves to vote on this docket. The motion passes with Senator Hines abstaining. Senator Hines moves to pass the docket and the Docket Fails with Senator Leis, Representative Palmquist, Senator Wilkerson and Senator Tyson in Favor, and Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Parker, Senator Anderson, and Senator Mitchell Opposed and Senator Hines, Senator White, and Senator Wilson Abstaining. Senator White wishes to remind Senator Hines that the Chair has the opportunity to change the vote. Senator Hines wishes to tell Warren Schaefer to take good faith in the vote, and remains abstaining.

Senator Bandy motions to adjourn, Senator Wilkerson seconds.
Meeting adjourned at 7:00p.m. PST.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
8 April 2004
Call to Order: 6:05p.m. PST

Vice President Magee is wearing a leprechaun hat that makes him look a lot like the leprechaun from “Lucky Charms.” Vice President Magee states, “they’re always after me lucky charms!”

Members Present:
President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Senator Anderson, Senator Bandy, Senator Hines, Senator Leis, Senator Mitchell, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wilson

Members Absent:
Representative Brazell (unexcused), Representative Palmquist (unexcused), Senator Gibson (excused), Senator Johnson (excused), Mike Segawa (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum
Senator White moves to suspend normal order and move to New Business. Senator Parker seconds.

New Business:
Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-048 “Unfreezing the Rugby Team Account.” Vice President Magee states that the rugby team’s account was frozen until they had completed six bullet points to have it unfrozen. These six bullet points included having a complete roster, $20 dollar dues per player, a complete inventory, reading and following the guidelines for high risk sports clubs, proof that the players are putting in positive efforts into this club, and also meeting with Vice President Magee and the Dean of Students. Vice President Magee states that letters of apology were written stating “please unfreeze our account,” waivers and liability release forms have been signed, and a detailed statement of the monetary transactions within the club ($320.00 in the budget at $20.00 per player) has also been submitted. Vice President Magee states that the rugby club has passed all six bullet points, and that he believes that the account should be unfrozen. Senator Bandy asks who is the current president of the club. The response is that John Barsotti stepped down, and that Chad Montgomery is now the new president of the club. Senator White asks Chad Montgomery what he sees as the future of the UPS rugby team. Chad responds that they are trying to become more formal and serious as a club, that they are trying to get better, and that they even have a professional coach lined up to try to improve the club. Senator White questions if the club would be willing to change their “hellish” uniform colors. Chad Montgomery responds that they are in the process of changing out the colors to better relate to the school colors of maroon and white. Senator White calls to question and urges the Senate to please unfreeze the rugby account. Senator Bandy seconds the call to question. Senator Hines moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.
Senator Bandy moves to suspend normal order, and to return to the Executive Reports. Senator White seconds, and the Senate “moves from normal order to abnormal order.”

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Cunningham states that the USA Today program is going very well, and he encourages the Senators to listen to students opinions, and to ask the constituents if they think this program is valuable, and if they would be willing to pay a little extra to have this program. This program will run until the end of the month.

President Cunningham wishes to tell the Senate that the Budget Committee is past the middle of the budget process, and President Cunningham also wishes to extend a huge thank you to Senator Tyson and Senator Gibson for putting in many long hours. President Cunningham states that he is very confident that the ASUPS budget for next year will be a good one.

President Cunningham encourages the Senate to “go hunt for Easter Eggs with children,” and he also wishes to remind the Senate that they still need ushers for the President’s Inauguration.

Vice President Magee questions “go hunt children?”

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Magee states that two weeks ago, the Senate asked for a rundown of the finance allocation. Vice President Magee also states that he received an updated version which he passed out moments ago, and states that ASUPS is “doing fairly well,” and he believes that they are right on track and will be able to finish out the year in good standing.

Vice President Magee states that they are in the process of media hiring, but that they are going to make a small exception for those applying for Tamanawas, since the process might take a little longer due to the applications, or rather, lack thereof. Vice President Magee encourages the Senators to get able persons they know of to apply. Senator White questions if those applying for Tamanawas realize the amount of money that is involved. Vice President Magee replies that everyone applying is aware of the money involved in the Tamanawas position, but that that is a lot of money to “throw around,” especially since they are not sure of who the Media Head will be. Vice President Magee states that two people have applied for the Media Head position, and he knows two more will be applying soon.

Vice President Magee states that “damn it feels good to be a gangster!”

Staff Report:

Dean of Students Report:
Senate Reports:

Chair Report:
Senator Hines wishes to thank all those present on Tuesday to hear Mr. Johnson encourage them to contact clubs and to take an interest in what they’re doing, but also to encourage them to come out for inauguration.

Senator Hines states that the “Logger Egg Hunt” will take place this Saturday, and hopefully they will be able to get the Tacoma News Tribune to take pictures for the paper. Senator Hines also states that 600 plastic eggs have been donated, and that the same person who donated the plastic eggs also donated an Easter Bunny costume, but due to the fact that the costume is too small for Senator Hines, they are still in search of someone to be the Easter Bunny. Senator Hines encourages the Senate to “come help and play with little kids!”

Pro Tempe Report:

Liaison Report:
Senator Wilkerson states that she will be meeting with Senator Bandy following Senate today to get updated on the Liaison position, and also that she “will try, no WILL” get the club assignment sent out this weekend.

Committees Report:
Senator White states that the Union Board will be meeting to discuss the placement of the new stamp machine, since one of the computers is now down by the mailroom. Senator White also states that it was suggested that stamps also be available in the info center, but that there were many concerns that the stamps might be stolen from the info center. Senator White hasn’t heard of any “stamp thievery” rampant in Tacoma, but nevertheless if the Senators have any suggestions on where to put the new stamp machine to contact Senator White.

Senator Wilkerson states that the off-campus Whistle Project is going full “blow” since the recent attack. Senator Wilkerson states that they have picked a whistle, secured a discount, and are in the process of contacting other clubs for funds.

Senator Parker states that the “harassment” issue will be going around, circulating through the Student Diversity Center, and eventually coming before ASUPS.

New Business:
Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-041 to the table. Vice President Magee states that Dockets #04-041 through #04-047 were written so that clubs that aren’t currently recognized as ASUPS clubs can eventually become recognized so that they can possibly receive funding. Senator Wilkerson questions if it is possible to consider all the Dockets at once. Senator White states that they could block vote, but that each Docket represents a different club, so they need possibly to have discussions on each. Senator White states that it is a good idea to give a club a budget, and that new clubs if they are recognized can
come to finance at anytime to receive funds, and that if they give them money now, then the Senate doesn’t have to constantly deal with clubs coming before the Senate to ask for money. Senator White encourages the Senate to table the Dockets for discussion if the Senators don’t know specifically what the club is. Senator Bandy states that she is really excited about the proposal for the Ice Hockey club and that she knows the person who is organizing it, and thinks that he is a great guy. Senator Wilkerson questions if passing the Dockets opens up the possibility of the clubs having a budget, but that the Senate will still have to vote later on whether or not to give them a budget. Vice President Magee states that that is correct. Vice President Magee states that the Budget Committee is allowed to allocate funds during this process, but that every club will still have to come before the Senate to plead for funds, but that those will be taken in later. Senator White states that ASUPS is already sponsoring 70 plus clubs, and to have the other ones come in before the Senate would monopolize the meeting time and take away from the Budget Process. Senator Hines states that that none of the representatives from the clubs are present, and that he personally would like to ask them questions. Vice President Magee states that this process is strictly a formality, but that it is considered very necessary unless the Senate wants to make more work for next year’s finance committee, and even if the Dockets are voted down, the clubs will still be able to come before the Senate and plead their case for a budget. Senator Hines questions if there is a pool, a set amount, that the budgets of all the clubs draw out of. President Cunningham states that the Budget Committee is given all of the student fees, $180.00 per person to divvy up, but that certain budget floors need to be met: at least 3% needs to go to clubs, 25% to the Programmers, 20% to the Media, and the Budget Committee decides what to do with the remaining funds. President Cunningham states that if the clubs are not offered a budget during the formal budget process, that they could still come to the Finance Committee and ask for a budget. President Cunningham also states that some of these budgets are very small amounts, and other are very large, but the Budget Committee will bring the cases before the Senate when they have more information and time. President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senate that passing these Dockets does not mean they are voting on any set dollar amount. Senator Hines asks if the Senate will later be able to decide how much to give the clubs. The response is yes, the Senate will be able to decide later on a dollar amount. Senator Hines moves to pass Dockets #04-041 through #04-047. The Dockets Pass with Senator Tyson and Senator White Opposed and Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator White moves to bring Docket #04-049 “Finance allocation to Spring Family Weekend BBQ” to the table. Senator Mitchell states that this docket will help fund the Spring Weekend BBQ, held on Friday April 16th from 4-6p.m. This money would pay for the deposit for the equipment and a portion of the food costs. Senator Mitchell talked to the Student Development Office, and they estimated that 270 students live in residences, plus those who live off campus who would be attending, so that planning for 300 people would be appropriate. It’s strictly a BBQ with hamburgers, veggie burgers, hotdogs, and that the students would be cooking the food, so there would be no labor costs. President Cunningham asks if Senator Mitchell has applied for street closure. Senator Mitchell replies that they have applied for street closure, and that they will be
picking up the equipment from facilities the day of. Senator Hines moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Mitchell abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-050 “Finance Allocation to Radiance: a Celebration of Life” to the table. Vice President Magee states that Warren Schaefer came back to finance, but that at that time he had received an additional $400.00 from Circle K, so his budget total was $800.00, but that he still requested $659.00 from the Finance Committee. Vice President Magee states that Warren’s monetary request has increased by $150.00 from the previous request, and that the Finance Committee had originally decided that $235.00 would be sufficient for this event, but seeing that Warren Schaefer now has a budget of $800.00 dollars, Vice President Magee stated that they thought that no more money would be necessitated. Senator Leis asks if there was any indication to whether the DJs from California are coming to the event. Vice President Magee responds that all of the DJs who are coming are still from Tacoma. Vice President Magee also states that he informed Mr. Schaefer that he could return to go before the Senate to propose his case, but seeing that he is absent, the Senate will have to assume that Mr. Schaefer opted not to attend. Senator Hines moves to vote and the Docket Passes with Senator Bandy Opposed and Senator Wilkerson, Senator Parker, and Senator Hines abstaining.

**Old Business:**

**Announcements:**
Senator White states that “RDG is upon us,” and that hundreds of people (guys and girls but “mostly girls”) will be dancing in the Fieldhouse this Friday and Saturday at 7:30p.m. Senator White also states that there are 1,500 seats, so tickets will probably not sell out.

Senator Hines states that he has been conversing with Vice President Magee about possibly moving the Formal Senate next semester from 7-8p.m. instead of the current 6-7p.m. due to other time commitments.

Senator Mitchell would like to remind the Senate that ASUPS will not have a quorum next semester due to the large number of Senators with senior status and those Senator studying abroad (Senator Mitchell and Senator Wilkerson). Senator Mitchell believes that this issue needs to be addressed. Senator White point of information, that the president has the authority to appoint Senators. President Cunningham states that this process needs to start soon, and that he could appoint someone and bring it before the Senate or the Senate can set up a committee to pick the new Senators. Senator Hines states that he has no objections to appointing people, but for the general appearance of ASUPS, it would probably be the best interest of the Senate to make a committee for its “democratic” look. President Cunningham states that “then we will assemble a committee!”

Senator White motions to adjourn, Senator Mitchell seconds. Meeting adjourned at 6:38p.m. PST.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
15 April 2004
Call to Order: 6:05 p.m. PST

Senator White states that “Wes, you are not magically delicious.” Vice President Magee replies “that’s what you think!”

Members Present:
President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Representative Segawa, Senator Bandy, Senator Gibson, Senator Hines, Senator Leis, Senator Mitchell, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson, Senator Wilson

Members Absent:
Representative Brazell (unexcused), Representative Palmquist (excused), Senator Anderson (excused), Senator Johnson (unexcused), Senator Parker (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Cunningham states that it has “been a great big week,” with a large number of clubs that appealed, and that new amounts have already been sent to the Finance Committee for breakdowns and further questions.

President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senate that Formal Senate on Thursday, April 22, will start at 5:00 p.m. PST due to the fact that every club and organization will be coming before the Senate for a 5 minute question and answer session, so that the Senate will be able to approve each budget individually. President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senators that they will have the power to change the budget on the Senate floor. President Cunningham reminds the Senators that next Thursday’s Formal Senate is probably the most important Formal Senate meeting of the year, so make sure to block out 5:00 p.m. PST on all day timers and to be on time. President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senators to be very informed on the issues this coming Thursday since the meeting will be going very fast, and to feel free to contact President Cunningham or Vice President Magee with any questions.

President Cunningham wishes to tell the Senate that the Media and Programmer hiring will conclude with its last interviews on Friday, and the decisions about hiring will be made either Friday afternoon or Monday. President Cunningham states that on Monday those hired will be notified and that this new team will be trained and on the ball “proceeding at great speed.”
President Cunningham states that he is excited to be out of the Senate phase and in to the job itself.

President Cunningham states that the lectures chair, Kurt Sanders, has asked to withdraw Docket #04-052 “Finance Allocation to ASUPS Lectures Chair” due to the lecture falling through.

Senator Hines asks President Cunningham if he has sent out a breakdown of the Senate Budget. President Cunningham replies that the most current, but not complete, breakdown of the Senate Budget was put in every Senators box. President Cunningham states that more numbers and specifics will be forthcoming.

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Magee wishes to implore the Senators to contact either himself or President Cunningham as often as possible with questions about the budget, and about next week’s meeting since it is the biggest budget meeting of the year.

Vice President Magee states that President Cunningham has pretty much “brought the Senate up to date.”

Vice President Magee encourages the Senators to think of ways that the Senate can change the way in which clubs are brought to recognition status. Vice President Magee states that he believes that the procedures right now are too lenient, and he is looking to change the procedures.

Senator White asks if it would be possible to get a copy of last year’s budget to compare it to this year’s. President Cunningham states that he will bring a copy to the next meeting, since the percentages have significantly changed since last year.

Vice President Magee informs the Senate Secretary that he feels that he hasn’t said enough funny things this past meeting, so to feel free to interject as many random and made-up quotes as possible.

Staff Report:
The Director of Technology Services, Ted Meriam, wishes to address the Senate with a quick update on his current job status. DTS Meriam states that he is meeting with Josh with Josh H. to discuss where the ASUPS website currently stands. DTS Meriam wishes to ask the Senators two questions: 1.) Where do the Senators see the ASUPS website going, and as students, where would they like it to go? 2.) Where do the Senators want the Docket System going? As of now, the dockets are all on paper and once they have been passed or failed, they go into an archive system. With today’s current technology, do the Senators see this process as a waste of time? Should clubs have access to the dockets? Etc. Senator Bandy states that the paper dockets are a waste of paper, and that it would be a better idea for all of the Senators to access the dockets on the website or find some other way to be environmentally conscious. Senator Bandy also states that the dockets should be available to the public, but that it might be dangerous to publish a
docket before the Senate votes on it. Senator Hines states that he believes that it is a good idea to post the docket online so that the constituents can have access to the topics being voted on. Senator Mitchell agrees that posting the docket online is a good idea, but that maybe the postings should be more in a discussion format with no dollar amounts attached to avoid the “dangers of online docket posting.” Senator Bandy states that it would be “cool” to perhaps have an online poll concerning the docket that that may be a way to attract the interest of the constituents to what is happening in the Senate. DTS Meriam questions if Senator Mitchell would like to see a discussion board attached to the docket, so that the viewers can comment on the docket itself. Senator Mitchell states that the discussion boards would depend on how much use they would receive. Senator Mitchell believes that on-line polls for more specific issues, such as finance allocations for the Spring Formal Cruise, or the issues concerning the Rugby Team, would be a way for the Senators to get a better understating of where students stand on those issues. Senator Hines states that the goal of the Senators so far has been to get closer to their constituents, and that this would be a great way for the public to get more involved. Senator Gibson asks if there is any sort of forum currently for students to post messages on the ASUPS website. DTS Meriam responds that as of now, there aren’t any public forums, but that is where they are moving in the general sense. Senator Gibson states that these forums would be a way for students to hold discussions about the docket, to also discuss topics that may or may not come before the Senate, and a way for the constituents to get more involved in the Senate activity. Senator Hines states that it would be great to see a separate page for the Student Concerns Committee, so that people from the campus community can voice their concerns and get help with their problems. DTS Meriam asks if there are any more general ideas. Senator Gibson suggests a “nicer background” to which DTS Meriam responds “other than white?” To which there is a unanimous “yes!” Senator Hines suggests that access to Cascade from the ASUPS website would serve as a general “catch all.” Senator Wilkerson suggests a link listing the different Departments of UPS. Senator Gibson makes the profound statement “make the ASUPS website like the UPS website, but for students!”

Dean of Students Report:
Representative Segawa wishes to remind the Senate that there is the University Leadership Ceremony this Saturday at 3p.m. in Kilworth. Senator Segawa states that this weekend is Parents Weekend, and also the Luau. Representative Segawa also reminds the Senate the following weekend is Inauguration, and also Greek Week is coming up.

Representative Segawa reminds the Senate of two people who have received very prestigious awards: Lexi Harla received a scholarship for Physical Therapy, and also Kathleen Palms received the Legacy Award at the last Greek Conference. Representative Segawa also reminds the Senate that since Kathleen Palms is leaving, that Marta Palmquist will be chairing the committee in search of a new Greek Advisor.

Representative Segawa states that they are currently working on some Honor Court “stuff,” primarily the issue of Sexual Assault, and the University’s Policy about that topic.

Senate Reports:
Chair Report:
Senator Hines states that the Easter Egg hunt went well with approximately 80 children attending. Senator Hines also states that there were about 10 squirrels, and that 20 eggs were lost to these squirrels. Senator Hines had suggested that next year that they put rat poison in the eggs because of the squirrels, but that he was reminded that that would "probably hurt the kids..." Senator Hines states that there were great comments made by the parents, and that there was a great response by the community. Senator Hines wishes to thank everyone for all their help, especially Senator Bandy who helped "stuff my eggs." To which everyone laughs and Senator Hines yells, "Ah! My EASTER eggs!"

Senator Hines also is excited about Inauguration and reminds the Senators to contact their clubs and get them involved in the Inauguration events.

Pro Tempe Report:
Senator Gibson states that nothing is new, and that he still has a headache, but that he took "2 Ibuprofen before I cam here."

Liaison Report:
Senator Wilkerson states that she is getting her assignments done, and that it took her about an hour to make the docket that will be voted on tonight. Senator Bandy questions "how come I have more clubs than anyone else?" To which Senator Hines replies that Senator Bandy is the Rookie of the Year, so she gets the most, and also that Senator Wilkerson "sucks." To which Senator Wilkerson responds "Thanks John."

Committees Report:
Senator White says that the Union Board is still meeting to try and find a place for that "damn stamp machine!" Senator White encourages all of the Senators that if they have any idea of where it should go to contact him, otherwise the stamps might be sold at the information center, but they are still unsure of what to do about the "stamp thievery." According to Senator White, "everyone should be warned, stamps can be stolen at any time!"

New Business:
Senator White moves to bring Docket #04-051 "Recognition of the ASUPS Club Ice Hockey" to the table. Vice President Magee states that it is very hard for a high risk club to become recognized, but that he is highly impressed with the applications and information that the Ice Hockey Club has provided him with. Vice President Magee states that as far as he can tell, Pat Riley and Scott Rezina, the president and vice president of the club, have passed all the necessary tests. Vice President Magee states that he thinks it would be a benefit to the campus to have such a club, and that there is a lot of interest as shown by the high attendance at the interest meetings. Pat Riley and Scott Rezina state that they have attending the budget meetings and passed the risk assessment requirements for the club. They state that the UPS Ice Hockey Club would be placed in an ACHA Division 2 League which would include such schools as UW, Wash. St, and possibly some of the PAC 10 schools. The Ice Hockey Club representatives state that the league would run from October to February, and that currently the team has 16
members, and they are expecting a total of 20 at the beginning of the season next year. Senator Mitchell “point of order” to which Vice President Magee basically null and voids with the “48 hour rule-ness, i.e., the dockets are OK.” Senator White where the “home” location will be and also how they will be transporting the players to and from practices/games. The representatives state that they will be playing their games at an ice arena by PLU, they will be practicing at the Puget Sound Hockey Center (2 practices a week), and that they will most likely carpool to and from practices and home games, but will apply for the ASUPS vans for away games. Senator Hines wishes to commend the representatives for their proposals stating that it is a “breath of fresh air,” and Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-051, and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-053 “Finance Allocation to the Off-Campus Committee” to the table. Mass confusion ensues because of the withdrawn docket #04-052, which President Cunningham states is now null and void, i.e. it doesn’t exist. Senator Bandy states that the off-campus committee’s “whistle project” is a great idea, and she will definitely vote for it. Senator Wilkerson asks the Senate if they have any specific questions. Senator Hines asks where the whistles will be available. Senator Wilkerson states that they will be first offered at a table in the SUB, but that after a couple days, they will be moved to CHWS and Security. Senator Mitchell asks what colors the whistles will be. Senator Wilkerson responds that they will be three dozen glow in the dark, teal, purple, yellow, orange, black and blue, and will all be stamped with the UPS logo. Senator Hines states that as a representative of Campus Security, his coworkers think that it is a great idea. Representative Segawa states that students who use the whistle inappropriately will be put through the system defined in their contact that they signed upon receiving the whistle. Senator Hines questions what will happen if someone not in the program blows a whistle to which Representative Segawa states “we’ll shoot them!” to which Senator Mitchell states “don’t put that in the minutes!” to which Vice President Magee states “definitely put that in the minutes!” Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-053 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Wilkerson abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-054 “Liaison Appointments” to the table. Senator White states point of order inciting the “48 hour rule” which states that the dockets must be voted on and that discussion has to be moved to the table. Hines moves to vote to bring the docket to the table. The Docket moves to the table with Senator Hines abstaining. *The Docket is NOW on the table. Senator Mitchell questions which Senator will receive the newly recognized Ice Hockey Club, to which Senator Gibson responds “give it to Bandy!” Senator Mitchell suggests that Senator Wilkerson make a friendly amendment to the Docket to which Senator Wilkerson responds “the decision shall be based upon rock, paper, scissors!” Then Senator Wilkerson makes a friendly amendment so that Senator Tyson will receive the Ice Hockey Club. Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-054 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Old Business:
Announcements:
Senator Bandy states that she has sent out an e-mail to some of the Greek Houses talking about the leadership opportunities in ASUPS, and that she has gotten some great responses, and has been discussing the responses with President Cunningham.

Senator Mitchell encourages the Senator to attend the Spring Family Weekend BBQ, since ASUPS is helping fund it. Senator Mitchell states that the BBQ will be held tomorrow evening, with food starting at 5p.m., Music starting at 6p.m., and lasting until 8p.m. In case it does rain, Marshall Hall has been reserved, so come to the BBQ, no matter what the weather!

Senator Bandy wishes to tell the Senate that Tiffany Barrans Senior Voice Recital is this Sunday at 6p.m.

Senator Wilson questions the procedure of obtaining quorum for next year. President Cunningham states that that issue will be addressed next week.

Senator Wilson asks how many positions will be open. Senator Mitchell responds that 3 positions will be open, but they will have 1 less Senator than will make quorum. Senator Hines states that they are missing a Greek Senator, an Off-Campus Senator, and a House Representative.

Senator White motions to adjourn, Senator Bandy seconds.
Meeting adjourned at 6:46p.m. PST.
ASUPS “The Most INFORMAL, Formal Senate Meeting”
Murray Board Room
22 April 2004
Call to Order: 5:05 p.m. PST

Members Present:

Members Absent:
Representative Brazell (unexcused), Senator Parker (excused), Senator White (excused)

Members Tardy:
Senator Johnson (excused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum
Senator Bandy moves to suspend normal order and move to New Business, Senator Gibson seconds.

New Business:
Michael Allen, the representative from ASUPS JUST states that their budget is “ok.” Senator Wilkerson questions what the JUST Club does. The response is that the JUST Club promotes what students can do to influence the government’s foreign policy, and it makes them aware of their rights as U.S. citizens here and abroad. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS JUST Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Elizabeth Walker, the representative from Amnesty International states “thanks for the money.” Senator Wilkerson questions what the Amnesty International Club does. The response is that the club has two main focuses. The first is to write letters on behalf of political prisoners and those persons who are constantly oppressed and persecuted, and the second focus is to build awareness on campus through various activities, speakers, etc. Senator Bandy asks if the amount given in the budget is justified. Elizabeth Walker states that “yes, it is ok.” Senator Hines moves to pass the Amnesty International Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Bandy and Senator Hines abstaining.

Rachel Satran, the representative from ASUPS JSO, states that their club was short on cash this year, so “thanks for the money.” Rachel Satran stated that most of the Budget went to the Passover Seder, but that the money also goes to other religious activities for cultural awareness and recognizing holidays throughout the year. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS JSO Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Ted Meriam, the representative from the Film and Theatre Society states that the club is a long rooted tradition going back five years to Justin Garland who founded the club. Ted
Meriam states that Justin saw a need on campus to attend local film and theater in Tacoma, and Ted Meriam is proud to state that for just $15.00 a student can get transportation to and from, and a seat in the theater. Ted Meriam states that the club tries to attend a film or theater production once a month, and that they use the Budget to offset the transportation costs. Senator Bandy pleads with Ted Meriam to “please give a workshop on how to present Budget Approvals to everyone else!” Senator Hines moves to pass the Film and Theatre Society Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

The Representatives from the 2nd annual ASUPS Conspiracy of Hope state that this event provides a week of activities including a carnival, a benefit concert, the metro dive, and they end with a guest speaker. The Representatives state that all of the proceeds go to a certain charity, this year the money went to Bridges: a center for grieving children, and the previous year it went to Gateway: a center for learning opportunities for young adults. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Conspiracy of Hope Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Eugene Hubbs, the representative from ASUPS Cultural Events states that they asked for a slight increase from what the club received last year and that they are “happy with what they got.” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Cultural Events Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Vice President Magee states that he can serve as a representative for the ASUPS Photo Services and simply states “thank you.” Senator Wilkerson states that the ASUPS Photo Services take pictures for the trail, purchase new cameras, etc. Senator Gibson asks if the ASUPS Photo Services will be involved with Tamanawas. The response is that yes, they will help out. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Photo Services Budget and the Budget Passes with Vice President Magee and Senator Hines abstaining.

Vice President Magee also states at this time that he can serve as a representative for the ASUPS Campus Films and states “no problems.” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Campus Films Budget and the Budget Passes with Vice President Magee and Senator Hines abstaining.

President Cunningham, the representative from ASUPS KUPS, states that they are very happy with their budget, and very grateful to ASUPS. President Cunningham states that KUPS does not purchase music, since the station receives 50-80 CDs a week, but that the money goes towards operation fees, paying dues, buying rights to play music over the air, internet streaming, staff stipends, and buying promotional gear such as bumper stickers. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS KUPS Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Ben Johnson, the representative from the Geology Club states that they weren’t allotted much money this year for several reasons, the first being that they were late with their Budget application, and the others were issues such as going through a rough transition and all of the money allocated last year wasn’t spent. Senator Wilkerson questions what
the Geology Club spends their money on. Ben Johnson states that they use it to fund fieldtrips, trips to geology conferences, speakers, etc. Senator Gibson, point of information, the Geology Club can go into the red, but once they make enough money to pay that off, they will be kicked back up into the black. Senator Leis questions why the Geology Club budget is only $16.00. The response is that it was $166.00 originally, with an estimated $150.00 revenue thus equaling $16.00. Vice President Magee urges Ben Johnson to come see him to discuss the possibilities of the budget going into the red. Senator Hines moves to pass the Geology Club Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Austin Roberts is the representative from ASUPS Sound and Lights. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Sound and Lights Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Curt Sanders, the representative from ASUPS Lectures, is questioned if he has any grievances with the money allocated in the budget. Curt Sanders replies "yeah," but he's been through the budget. Curt Sanders does state one thing for the record that he is accepting the budget on the condition that he can put the money not spent from this year into a lecture for next year, so that he will reach his requested budget. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Lectures Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Phui Le, the representative from ASUPS APASU states that the club really appreciates the budget, "thank you very much." Senator Hines questions what the club plans to do with the budget. The response is that they will use it to fund a sushi night, other cultural food nights, move nights, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS APASU Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Bandy tells a knock-knock joke.

The Senate decides to blanket vote the ASUPS Administration and General Operations. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Administration and General Operations Budget and the Budget Passes with Vice President Magee and Senator Hines abstaining.

Harlan Smith, the representative from the Investment Club states that the budget this year is adequate for all the "stuff" they want to do. Senator Hines questions what the club will use the budget for. Harlan Smith replies that the budget goes towards dues to a national organization that they want to join, food and beverages from some events, and basic supplies such as pens, papers, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the Investment Club Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Wilson moves to suspend normal order and return to the Executive Reports, Senator Tyson seconds.
Executive Reports:
President's Report:
President Cunningham states that they are approving budgets today, and to stay and approve, and he thanks everyone for attending.

President Cunningham also encourages everyone to attend the inauguration tomorrow where they will have the privilege of seeing President Cunningham speak, there will be lots of free food, and also he's heard that President Ron Thomas is being inaugurated.

President Cunningham wishes to remind the Senate the Spring Cruise is on Saturday to which Vice President Magee states “everyone’s doing it!” Senator Mitchell questions the total capacity of the boat to which President Cunningham states that there are spots for 350 people on the boat.

President Cunningham reminds the Senate that the people from USA Today will be back next week on campus to take surveys, and that they would like a Senator to be present at the table during that time.

Senator Tyson moves to suspend normal order and return to New Business, Senator Mitchell seconds.

New Business:
Caitlin Blomquist, the representative from the ASUPS International Club states that she “came to accept the budget.” Senator Hines questions what the club does. The answer is that they are a forum of international and American students that get together to learn about each other and their cultures. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS International Club Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to suspend New Business and return to the Executive Reports, Senator Mitchell seconds.

Executive Reports:
Vice President's Report:
Vice President Magee states that they have made their selections for Programmers and Media Heads, and that they will be before the Senate next week and hopefully the Senate will “be proud of our selections.”

Senator Tyson moves to suspend normal order and return to New Business, Senator Mitchell seconds.

New Business:
Marin Addis, the representative from ASUPS U-Meth, state that they are “happy with their budget.” Senator Wilkerson questions what the club will do with the money. The response is that they will plan more events off-campus such as attending a Mariners Game, attending restaurants, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS U-Meth Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.
Tyler Roush, the representative from ASUPS The Trail, is “pretty happy with the budget.” Senator Bandy questions how Tyler Roush feels about the election media “catastrophe.” Tyler Roush states that they believe that they were within their right to endorse a candidate, but that they did not go about it the right way. In the future, they would like to have a week for the candidates to respond, and they would talk to both candidates and then decide whether or not to make the endorsement. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS The Trail Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Thomas Ciesielski, the representative from the Breakfast Club, states that they are very happy with what they received, and that most of the money goes towards publicizing the events. Senator Hines moves to pass the Breakfast Club Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Thomas Ciesielski, the representative from ASUPS Lawg Dawgs, states that they are not very pleased with the budget. Thomas Ciesielski states that what they received is 15% of what they asked for, and that is not enough to continue with their goals. Senator Bandy questions what the club does. The response is that the club’s goal is to increase campus and community support for the UPS athletics through events such as BBQs, ice cream socials, etc. Thomas Ciesielski states that ASUPS Lawg Dawgs actually doesn’t want the budget because they are working closely with the Student Athletic Advisory Council, and the Athletic Director Amy Hackett, to try and create a long term budget. They feel that this way they would be working more closely with the athletes and the athletic department. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Lawg Dawgs Budget and the Budget Fails with Vice President Magee and Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Hines declares that “ASUPS does not have a staff representative, and I move to disqualify her vote.” Thus, Jane Brazell has been voted OUT of Senate.

*WE HAVE QUORUM!

Senator Mitchell moves to suspend normal order and return to the Senate Reports, Senator Bandy seconds.

**Senate Reports:**

**Chair Report:**

Senator Hines states that “it sucks that everyone couldn’t be here!”

Senator Tyson moves to suspend normal order and return to New Business, Senator Mitchell seconds.

**New Business:**

Scott Brozena, the representative from UPS Club Ice Hockey, states that originally they had 24 games, but now they have the chance to add 3 more games at $350.00 each. Senator Mitchell suggests that they play the scheduled games first, and approach the Finance Committee for the other games later. Senator Gibson questions when these extra
games need to be scheduled by. The response is that they need to be scheduled and paid for by June 1st. Senator Bandy suggests that the club submit their proposal to the Finance Committee before 5p.m. on Monday, and attend the meeting that night. Senator Hines moves to pass the UPS Club Ice Hockey Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Nick Edwards, the representative from The Internationalist, states that they are “very happy with the budget.” Senator Hines moves to pass The Internationalist Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

The representative from the Young Democrats states “thank you very much, you were very generous.” Senator Hines questions what the club does with the money, and what the club does. The response is that the money goes towards advertising, campaigning information, etc, and that their main goal is to promote activism on campus, go to conventions, fund speakers, trips, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the Young Democrats Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Spencer Cushing, the representative from ASUPS Crosscurrents, states that he “feels pretty good about the budget.” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Crosscurrents Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Andrew Miller, the representative from ASUPS Underground Jazz ASUPS Northwest Sounds, states that he “feels great about the budget.” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Underground Jazz and ASUPS Northwest Sounds Budgets, and the Budgets Pass with Senator Hines abstaining.

Erica McGillivray, the representative from the Pagan Student Alliance states that the “budget is exactly what we need!” Senator Hines moves to pass the Pagan Student Alliance Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Erica McGillivray, the representative from B-GLAD, states that “everyone was happy with the budget!” Senator Gibson questions what B-GLAD does with their budget. The response is that they do lots of events during Queer History Month, there is National Coming Out Day, they put on speakers, movie nights, and the Drag Show which is coming up next Friday. Senator Tyson states that B-GLAD along with Drummers for Peace have been returning ALL of his e-mails, and the thanks them for that. The Senate Secretary states that “I LOVE the penguins!” Senator Hines moves to pass the B-GLAD Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Zach Crofton, the representative from ASUPS Campus Music Network, when questioned about how he feels about the budget states “yeah.” Senator Johnson questions what is CMN? Zach Crofton responds that the Campus Music Network helps musicians meet each other, and for people to join/form bands, put on performances, find venues, and record on a CD that comes out at the end of the year. Senator Hines moves to pass ASUPS CMN Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.
Jessica Mason, the representative from UPSStageM, states that they will be attending “Little Shop of Horrors” next year in Seattle, and also that they are happy with the budget. The Senate Secretary is excited about the show next year! Senator Hines moves to pass the UPSStageM Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Cara Evans, the representative from ASUPS Special Events, states that the budget is “great.” Senator Tyson how the preparation for the Spring Cruise on Saturday is going, and if people can purchase tickets at the boat. The answer is that the preparations are going well, and no, people will not be able to purchase tickets at the boat. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Special Events Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Kristi Thorne, the representative from ASUPS Campus Greens, states that the budget is “thumbs up, it’s awesome!” Senator Hines questions what the club does with the budget. The response is that the club wants to show a large outdoor film, attend forums in Seattle, and promote the Green Party. Senator Hines thought that the Campus Greens meant that the club was in to “green stuff.” *much laughter and mockery. Vice President Magee adds, “They’re St. Patty’s Day fans!” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Campus Greens Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Hines tells the UPS Rugby representative, John Zager, “You’re up dog.” John Zager states that he would like the budget to be more, but that they will be able to get through first semester next year with what is allotted. Senator Hines moves to pass the UPS Rugby Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Let the records reflect that at this time Senator Hines and President Cunningham are singing, and Senator Tyson states that “they need to stick with their day jobs.”

Senator Tyson moves to suspend normal order and return to the Senate Reports, Senator Mitchell seconds.

**Senate Reports:**

**Pro Tempe Report:**
Senator Gibson states that he has no report. President Cunningham questions how the Finance Committee meeting Monday night was. Senator Gibson throws a pen (MY pen) at President Cunningham, and President Cunningham requests that the records show that Senator Gibson has no sense of humor.

**Liaison Report:**
Senator Wilkerson states her disappointment that the Office of Communications didn’t “hype up” the food being served after the inauguration.

Senator Tyson moves to suspend normal order and return to New Business, Senator Mitchell seconds.
New Business:
Galen Griggs, the representative from the Archery Club, thinks that the “budget is great!” Senator Tyson questions what Galen Griggs plans to do to keep the club up and running after next year. Galen Griggs knows that the club will be very active next year, but he doesn’t know about the year after. Senator Anderson asks if they have had a good turn out. Galen Griggs responds that there are only 6 bows, so that they can only take a car load or two, but usually about 5 people show up. Senator Bandy encourages Galen Griggs to publicize more next year so that the club continues, since ASUPS has put a lot of money in to the club. Senator Hines moves to pass the Archery Club Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Elisa G., the representative from ASUPS Club de Nuevo Mexico, says that the budget is “perfectly fine.” Senator Hines questions what the club does with their budget. The response is that most of the money goes in to annual events such as enchilada dinners, Christmas luminattis, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Club de Nuevo Mexico and states that he is “Proud to be an American.” Elisa G. responds that it is “comments like that John Hines that makes the state of New Mexico the only one who has to write U.S.A. on their license plates!” President Cunningham wants to make sure that the minutes reflect that Senator Hines just got “told.” The Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Ryan Chapman, the representative from Praxis Imago, feels about the budget that “it’s nice.” Senator Hines moves to pass the Praxis Imago Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Becca Baldwin, the representative from the New Music Society, feels “very good” about the budget. The New Music Society will bring experts in new music to give lectures and master classes. There has been a deficit and a need for exposure to the last 50 years of music and to new modern music. The club will hold various activities to expose more people to new music such as attending concerts, holding a composer’s forum, holding a composition contest, etc. Senator Hines questions the genre of the last 50 years of music they will be looking at. The answer is “contemporary art music,” or as Senator Hines restates “hoity-toity classical music.” Senator Hines moves to pass the New Music Society Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Amanda, the representative from Women’s Voices, states that the budget is “ok.” Vice President Magee is sticking out his tongue at the representative who is reciprocating. Senator Wilkerson questions if the representative has been involved in the discussions about the sexual assault policy on campus? The answer is no, but they will e-mail each other. Senator Hines moves to pass the Women’s Voices Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

President Cunningham will act as the representative of ASUPS Tamanwas. President Cunningham states that the chosen candidates for Tamanwas will be before the Senate next week. President Cunningham would like the minutes to reflect that he is NOT French. *ICE CREAM TRUCK! Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Tamanwas
Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining and the Senate Secretary attempting to vote.

Announcements:
President Cunningham reminds the Senate to make sure everyone is present next Tuesday and Thursday. Senator Gibson questions the plan of action. President Cunningham states that people will be re-contacted, and that they will attend Formal Senate next Thursday at 6:00p.m.

Senator Tyson motions to adjourn, Senator Anderson seconds.
Meeting adjourned at 7:19p.m. PST.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room
29 April 2004
Call to Order: 6:00p.m.PST

Members Present:
President Cunningham, Vice President Magee, Representative Segawa, Senator
Anderson, Senator Bandy (excused absence at 6:15p.m.), Senator Gibson, Senator Hines,
Senator Mitchell, Senator Parker, Senator Tyson, Senator White, Senator Wilkerson,
Senator Wilson

Members Absent:
Senator Leis (unexcused)

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum:

Senator Mitchell moves to suspend normal order and move to New Business, Senator
Parker seconds.

New Business:
Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-058 “Appointment of Programmers.” The new
Cultural Events Chair is Rebecca Baldwin. Vice President Magee states that although
she could not be here in person today, he did receive a letter from her accepting her
position. Senator Wilkerson questions the letter as to why Rebecca was interested in
being the Cultural Events Chair. Vice President Magee responds that Rebecca Baldwin
has been involved in a lot of cultural events, and has worked with Eugene Hubbs in the
past as well. She is also very active in the music building, and Rebecca thought that
would be a good way to infuse culture on campus through music. Alison Graettinger is
the new Campus Films Chair. Alison states that she is really looking forward to this
position, and she is interested in interacting more with the different club on campus.
Senator Wilkerson questions if the attendance at Campus Films has increased due to the
remodeling of Rausch Auditorium. Alison states that she doesn’t know, but that they
have had increased attendance due to increased advertisement. Van Lang Pham is the
new Popular Entertainment Chair. Van states that he is very excited about the position,
and he is looking forward to seeing a lot come out of popular entertainment. Senator
White asks if Van feels that since he is a freshman if he thinks he has lack of experience
on campus. Van responds that he is very busy on campus, for example he’s a member of
the Seward RHA, he’s very involved in the Music Department, and he has past
experience from organizing major high school events such as Prom. Senator Gibson
questions if Van is interested in staying in this position for the next three years? Van
responds that he would like to, he saw what Eugene Hubbs was able to do, and if it is
possible, and if he does well next year, Van would like to continue with the position.
Senator White states for the record that “the candidate is very well spoken and I think we
should put him in now!” Jerin Falkner is the new Northwest Sounds Chair. Jerin states
that she is “so excited” about her job. Senator White questions if Jerin will schedule
herself. Jerin emphatically responds “no.” Alex Bernhardt is the new Lectures Chair. Alex states that he is “stoked.” Senator Gibson questions if Alex has any preliminary thoughts on who he wants to bring to campus. Alex states that he is not sure, and that big names could cause uncalled for hype especially if they don’t come through. Senator Wilkerson questions what Alex will focus the lectures on. Alex responds that he will try and diversify the lectures. Senator White states that “Senator Bernhardt...electee Bernhardt has done an exemplary job in everything he has done, but he does look like Buddy Holly.” Senator Hines states for the record that “Senator White is wearing flip-flops.” Cara Evans is the continuing Special Events Chair. Senator Hines questions if Cara is excited about her job. Cara responds that she is very excited. Senator Gibson states that Cara has done a great job this year, and he votes to “put her back in there!” Zach Crofton is the continuing Campus Music Network Chair. President Cunningham states that “it’s theme day today at Senate.” Senator Hines questions if Zach is excited about his job. Zach states that he is as excited as he was three years ago when he first got the job. President Cunningham states for the record that Zach is “very talented and very dedicated to his job and that the work is tireless and unrecognized, and Zach is currently producing a show now.” Zach states for the record that the Campus Music Network will not create “indy-emo bands.” Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-058, and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-057 “Appointment of Media Heads” to the table. Senator Gibson wishes to thank Christine Dupuis, the new Tamanawas Head. Vice President Magee reminds the Senate that when the Tamanawas fund was liquidated (in response to the $10.00 plus per student budget, etc.) that all the money that as in the fund was slowly distributed throughout all of the clubs, and this money is being raised in order to make a fresh start for Tamanawas instead of having to take back all of its money from the different clubs. Senator White questions what Christine plans to do with the yearbook. Christine replies that she has a strong year booking background, and that she will make a good year book. Senator Wilson states for the record that Christine’s year booking experience is on a yearbook that is nationally acclaimed. Vice President Magee states that the new KUPS General Manger Keith Ferguson is abroad, but that he did send a letter accepting his position. President Cunningham reads the acceptance letter, and at the conclusion states that Keith has already initiated hiring the new KUPS Core Staff, even though he is an “ocean and a continent away.” Senator Hines states “any more questions for the letter?” Doug Sprague is the Trail Head. Senator White questions how Doug feels about the general topic of the media endorsing candidates during elections? Doug states that that is a topic that needs to be looked in to and decided upon. Andrea Magee is the Photo Service Head. Andrea states that she is “thrilled about her job.” Senator Wilkerson states that she is “pulling a Dave,” and states for the record that Andrea is going to do an awesome job, and she is excited to work with her. Spencer Cushing is the continuing Crosscurrents Head, although he is absent at this time. President Cunningham states that Spencer has done an incredible job this year, and he will continue to do so next year. Vice President Magee states that he would like to make a friendly amendment to the Docket removing Spencer Cushing since he is not present to formally accept his position. The new Praxis Imago Heads are Tim Linnemann and Julie Westlin-Naigus. Tim states that he is “invigorated” about his position, and Julie sent a
letter accepting her position. Senator Hines states that “invigorated” is the biggest word that has come before the Senate in a long time, “indubitably.” Hines moves to pass Docket #04-057 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-056 “Approval of the 2004-2005 ASUPS Budget” to the table. Senator White states a point of order that they are unable to vote on the Docket at this time and so it must be tabled. Senator Hines moves to table Docket #04-056 and the Docket is Tabled with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Mitchell moves to bring Docket #04-061 “Recognition of UPSStageM” to the table. Vice President Magee yields his time to the representative. The representative states that they are planning to expand on what they’ve done in the past year, they plan on attending two shows in the fall (“Little Shop of Horrors” and “The Secret Garden”), and that their fall musical review will be of “controversial musicals.” The representative states that they will also incorporate film nights and reading novels, but they haven’t planned for second semester yet. Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-061 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Mitchell moves to bring Docket #04-062 “Recognition of UPS Writers’ Guild” to the table.” Vice President Magee again yields his time to the representative. The representative states that they have two goals for the club. The first is to create an environment of writing; that is to form groups of writers with similar interests, getting more interaction with the department, more social events throughout the semester, etc, and second, to bring in authors, give workshops, and invite professors to speak to the club. Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-062 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Tyson abstaining.

Senator Wilson moves to bring Docket #04-063 “Recognition of VOX” to the table. Vice President Magee once again yields his time to the representative. The representative states that they are interested in reinstating their very successful programs this year, and also those they are interested in working with CHWS, Student Services, etc. Senator Wilson questions what “VOX” stands for. The representative states that it is supposed to mean “voice of the public/people.” Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-063 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Tyson abstaining.

Senator Wilson moves to bring Docket #04-060 “Funds Rollover Petition for ASUPS Lectures” to the table. Vice President Magee states that “finally I’m the representative!” Vice President Magee states that the current Lectures Chair Kurt Sanders wishes to rollover his unused funds from this year to the account for next year. Senator White brings up a point of discussion, that rollovers are seen as instruments of evils as they are usually used to short one class on projects in order to do a big program. Senator White urges the Senate to use extreme caution when voting on rollovers. Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-060 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines and Vice President Magee abstaining.
Senator Tyson moves to bring Docket #04-059 “Finance Allocation to ASUPS Special Events” to the table. President Cunningham yields his time to the representative. The representative states that the money is going towards Mayhem on Saturday. Senator Wilkerson states that she likes the posters. Senator Hines moves to pass Docket #04-059 and the Docket Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Senator Hines moves to return to normal order, and Senator Gibson seconds.

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Cunningham states that the Senate Search Committee has met, and will meet again this weekend. President Cunningham states that candidates need to submit a letter introducing themselves, and stating why they think a student senate is important, to the ASUPS Office no later than 5p.m. tomorrow. President Cunningham states that the committee will decide whether or not to have interviews, and then their decisions will be passed on a Docket created under the 48 hour rule at Tuesday’s Senate. President Cunningham states that currently there are four positions available since Senator Johnson resigned last night. President Cunningham reminds the Senate that these positions are temporary, but that they can run to be re-elected. Senator Wilkerson questions how many letters have been submitted for the Senator positions, and President Cunningham states that there has been one so far, but he anticipates receiving more tomorrow. Senator Mitchell reminds the Senate that as of noon today the information for the temporary Senator positions has been posted on the ASUPS Website.

President Cunningham states that there will be large inflatable toys and food starting at 6p.m. on Todd Field, since it is Mayhem! this weekend. President Cunningham states that he believes this is a great collaboration between the Programmers and RHA, and that it will be Mayhem until dark, and then “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off” shown on Todd Field.

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Magee states that he has been working on two main tasks over the last week; the first is the election guidelines. Vice President Magee states that he had the privilege of meeting with the Elections Committee on Wednesday and that the Docket will come before the Senate shortly. The second task that he has been working on compiling a list of all of the “minute details,” the “ins and outs” of being a Senator, the “stuff that’s not in the by-laws.” However, the Senate will not see the final draft until this fall.

Vice President Magee states that they are almost done with the Budget, but that he is deeply disappointed in the GO Club and others for not showing although they each had three to four notices, and also with Spencer Cushing for not showing up to accept his Media Head position tonight. Vice President Magee states that these are still good people, but that it is cause for concern.

Vice President Magee states “go to Mayhem on Saturday!”
Senator Tyson questions if Senator are being assigned to committees yet. The response is that they are not being assigned as of yet since nine positions will be open, and it depends on who runs in the Fall.

Senator Wilson questions if there will be big changes to the Election Guidelines. Vice President Magee states that they are not big changes, mostly word changes such as Sec. IIB, Sec. 1, 2, 3 concerning flyers and signs. Decisions such as how much things should cost and how dependent candidates can be on outside sources. Senator White states that another concern is the initial signatures or “votes of confidence.” They are changing Point 1 Sec. A to read “recognition of candidacy,” hoping that that will help speed up the process. Senator Wilson questions the wording of Sec. 1, A, 2 and Vice President Magee makes a friendly amendment so that Sec. 1, A, 2 will read “signature requirements for recognition of candidacy.

President Cunningham is excused to go help Zach Crofton with the concert downstairs.

Staff Report:

Dean of Students Report:
Representative Segawa states that these are the last days of classes, and that lots of events are coming up, so attend them.

Senate Reports:

Chair Report:
Senator Hines states that what he and Vice President Magee have written about the “ins and outs” of being a Senator, and if the Senate has any suggestions to talk to himself or Vice President Magee. Senator Hines also states that he is sorry to see Senator Johnson go, as he is always sorry to see someone go.

Senator Hines states that he wants to address Dockets #04-064 and #04-065, that they didn’t get turned in until today, and that they will be put on Tuesday’s schedule.

Pro Tempe Report:
Senator Gibson states “I’ll make this short and sweet, period.” He also states that the Senate Project Fund is $17.00 in the hole, and they must go to finance.

Liaison Report:
Senator Wilkerson states that she is just “waiting for my whistles.” Hopefully the whistles will be in tomorrow, and the committee will be able to hand them out next week.

Committees Report:

Old Business:
Christine Stenstrom, the representative from VOX, says “thumbs up” to their budget. Senator Hines thanks all of the representatives for being here tonight. Senator Hines moves to pass the VOX Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Colleen Woodrow, the representative from Habitat for Humanity says “thanks for the budget.” Senator Hines urges the club to come to Finance Committee if they need extra funds. Senator Hines moves to pass the Habitat for Humanity Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Tyson abstaining.

The representative from Sisi Tupo Pamoja says that they “appreciate that ASUPS has given them a little bit more than last year.” Senator Wilkerson questions if they have any more events happening, and the response is that they are finished for the year. Senator Hines moves to pass the Sisi Tupo Pamoja Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

The representative from the UPS Writer’s Guild states that the budget is “alright.” Senator Gibson states that they are recorded as making $100.00 in revenue, and he questions where that money will come from. The response is that it will come from fund raisers, coffee house performances, etc. Vice President Magee questions how membership is going. The response is that there are 25 people so far, and they are having a meeting this Tuesday and a sign up sheet for the club at the English Department Awards Ceremony on Monday. Senator Hines moves to pass the UPS Writer’s Guild Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines and Senator Tyson abstaining.

The representative from the Student Health Committee states that they are “very satisfied with their budget.” Senator Wilkerson questions what kind of events the club put on last year. The response is that they hosted the de-stress fest, workshops on how to get a good night’s sleep, alcohol awareness, nutrition, skin care, etc. Senator Hines moves to pass the Student Health Awareness Committee Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

The representative from VAVA states that their budget is reduced from last year, and she is surprised and a little worried because of the increase in membership. Senator Hines questions what projects they will be undertaking. The answer is that they will be working with the off-campus senator for next year and Mike Segawa about the sexual harassment policy, etc. Vice President Magee, after having found his records, states they VAVA has actually had a slight increase in budget from last year, because the Budget Committee cut all of the money incorporated for speakers/honorariums, etc, from all of the clubs, and instead are instructing them to approach the Finance Committee when they have a clearer idea of what exactly they are doing. Senator Hines moves to pass the VAVA Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Vice President Magee is the representative for the ASUPS Popular Entertainment Budget. Vice President Magee states “no comment, the budge looked very nice.” Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Popular Entertainment Budget, and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines and Senator White abstaining.
Scott McAmis, the representative from ASUPS Lacrosse states that he is “really happy with the budget.” Scott also wishes to thank the Senate and ASUPS for their support, and because of their support they are seeded first going in to the championship match this weekend against number two, Whitman. Senator Hines moves to pass the ASUPS Lacrosse Budget and the Budget Passes with Senator Hines abstaining.

Vice President Magee states that Docket #04-055 “Finance Allocation to Lighthouse” was found, this is the missing Docket that never came before the Senate. Vice President Magee states that Finance decided to table the Docket due to the lack of information on what they were funding reimbursements, expenditures, and unsure of their outside sources, as well as their outside accounts.

**Announcements:**
Senator Hines states “such is the life of a double agent.”

Senator Parker will not be at Senate the next week because she will be presenting her Senior Thesis.

Senator White states that because of ridiculousness and an inaccurate count, the original Senior Gift of beer stines, or “beverage containers,” will be not ordered due to extreme costs. Therefore, Senator White states that he is going with his secondary gift, a similar logo, but on a coffee mug instead. Senator White says that he will be coming before Finance on Monday, and hopefully the Senate will allocate him the funds necessary on Tuesday. Senator White encourages Senator Hines to get on the ball earlier next year.

Senator Tyson reminds everyone that B-GLAD is having a Drag Show tomorrow night, $3.00 for General Admission, and $1.00 if you’re dressed in drag. Senator Wilkerson questions if Senator Tyson will be dressing in drag. Senator Tyson responds emphatically “hell no!”

Senator Hines extends his congratulations and thanks to Senator Parker for all of her hard work, since this is her last meeting.

Senator Tyson motions to adjourn, Senator Parker seconds.
Meeting adjourned at 7:07p.m. PST
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Title: ASUPS Fall 2004 Election Guidelines
Author: Wesley Magee

The ASUPS Senate hereby permits the Election process to proceed under the Fall 2004 guidelines.

Signature: __________________________

Pass _______
Veto _______
## Elections Timeline
### Fall 2004
*(subject to change)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fri, Sept 17&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>WSC 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nominations Start!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri, Sept 24&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>WSC 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nominations Close. Mandatory Candidate’s Meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat, Sept 25&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12:01 AM</td>
<td>WSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campaigning Officially Begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon, Sept 27&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5:45 PM</td>
<td>WSC 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greek Speeches #1: Meet in ASUPS Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues, Sept 28&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td>Trimble Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Residence Hall Speeches/ Campaign Kickoff Event!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***This date is subject to change. We’ll use the signup sheet’s contact info to announce changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs, Sept 30&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>Marshall Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marshall Hall Speeches and Debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon, Oct 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5:45 PM</td>
<td>WSC 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greek Speeches #2: Meet in the ASUPS Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues, Oct 5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Marshall Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Primary if Needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs, Oct 7&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>WSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Election Day #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri, Oct 9&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td>WSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Election Day #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues, Oct 12&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Murray Board Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inauguration – Informal Senate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to ensure this election is fair and of high quality, the ASUPS Senate and the Elections Committee have enacted the following procedural guidelines. These guidelines provide a minimum standard for campaign practices.

I. Requirements to Run
A. Recognition of Candidacy - Each candidate must have a petition that includes a certain number of signatures in order to run for that office. The petition will include the signature, name, and residential address of the signer and must be turned in by 7:00 PM on the day before the commencement of campaigning. The number of required signatures depends on the position for which the candidate is running as outlined below.

1. The signing of a petition merely indicates support for the petitioner’s candidacy and it is not a pledge to vote for that individual. Students can sign as many petitions as they want.

2. Signature Requirements for Votes of Confidence
   a. Freshman Senator - 30 signatures from members of the Freshman class, with no more than five from any single Residence Hall or House.
   b. Residence Hall Senator - 30 signatures from students living in a residence hall this semester, with no more than five signatures from any one residence hall.
   c. University Residence House Senator - 30 signatures from students living in on-campus housing, with no more than five from any one house. On-campus housing includes specialty freshman housing but not residence halls or Greek housing.
   d. Off-Campus Housing Senator - 20 signatures from students living off campus, with no more than five from any one house.
   e. Greek Senator - 30 signatures from students that are active members and residents of Greek social houses, with no more than five from any one house.
   f. Class Senators (Sophomore, Junior, Senior) - 30 signatures from members of their class, with no more than five signatures from any single residence hall, house, Greek house, or off-campus residence.
   g. Senator at Large - 50 signatures total. 35 from students who live on campus this semester (including Greek Houses) and 15 from students who plan to live off campus next semester. No more than five signatures from any one Greek house, Residence hall, on-campus house, or off-campus house.
   h. Executives - 70 signatures total, with no more than five signatures from any one Greek house, residence hall, on-campus house, or off-campus residence.

B. Interviews - Each candidate must formally interview a current a predecessor of their position for candidacy in order to better understand the position for which they are running. A verification form, signed by the Senator or Executive interviewed, must be turned in along with the Recognition of Confidence form in order for the candidate’s name to appear on the ballot. Verification of the interview must be submitted between the beginning of the nominations and the day
II. Publicity
A. All campaigning must be conducted in accordance with all applicable University rules and regulations
B. Definitions
1. Flyers - flyers shall be designated as distributed campaign materials not affixed to a surface and 8 ½” x 11” or smaller.
2. Posters - posters shall be designated as posted campaign materials affixed to a surface and 11” x 17” or smaller.
3. Signs - signs shall be designated as posted campaign materials affixed to a surface and larger than 11” x 17”.
C. Flyer, poster, and sign placement
1. Any candidate or ticket is allowed one sign of a size not to exceed six feet in length and three feet in width, and three additional signs not larger than three feet by three feet in Marshall Hall/Loft/Rotunda of the Wheelock Student Center. Under no circumstances may the top of a sign exceed twenty feet in height. All signs must in addition comply with the Wheelock Student Center Sign and Ladder Use Policy (see attached).
2. Signs may be placed only on brick surfaces and the metal base of the wooden railing between Marshall Hall and the Loft.
3. Flyers will be considered posters if either of the following criteria are met.
   a. They are posted on a surface in the Wheelock Student Center.
   b. They are placed together or arranged to convey a message on surfaces in the Wheelock Student Center. Such arrangements will count as one
of the allotted posters and must fit within required size limits.
Individual posters posted by members of a ticket will be considered as
one sign if placed together.

4. Posters will be considered signs if either of the following criteria is met:
   a. They are posted on a surface in the Wheelock Student Center.
   b. They are placed together or arranged to convey a message on surfaces
      in the Wheelock Student Center. Such arrangements will count as one
      of the allotted signs and must fit within required size limits. Individual
      signs posted by members of a ticket will be considered as one sign if
      placed together.

5. Candidates may place flyers/posters in Residence Halls, Greek Houses, or
   University-owned houses as long as the following criteria are met:
   a. Flyers/Posters must be stamped by the Information Center or the
      ASUPS Publicity Office, and;
   b. Candidates may not post flyers/posters in Residence Halls, Greek
      Houses, or University-owned houses unless:
      i. The poster is affixed on the candidate’s own door; or
      ii. The poster is affixed on the door by the resident to whom the
           door belongs; or
      iii. The Resident Assistant, Greek House Coordinator, or
           Community Coordinator puts up the poster.
   c. Candidates cannot campaign door-to-door in residence halls, on-
      campus houses, Greek houses, or off-campus residences.
   d. The number of posters per candidate or ticket in any one residence
      hall may not exceed:
      20 in Todd/Phibbs;
      20 in Anderson/Langdon;
      8 in University;
      8 in Smith;
      8 in Harrington;
      8 in Schiff;
      20 in Trimble;
      10 in Seward; and
      8 in Regester
      Any posters in excess of the preceding limits may be removed by
      Student Development Staff (including RAs) and members of the
      Elections Committee.
   e. A candidate may not put posters on the doors of other residents
      without their consent.
   f. Residents may put posters on their own doors; these do not count
      towards the Hall total.

6. Sticky Tack is the only adhesive allowed for placing posters in halls
   a. Posters may be posted only on designated surfaces; and
   b. Only two (2) posters per candidate or ticket may be placed on an
      individual bulletin board.

7. No campaign materials may be posted or distributed in the Library or
   Fieldhouse.

8. All posters, flyers, and signs must be stamped and approved by the
   Information Center or ASUPS Publicity Office.

9. No flyers distributed on tables in the Wheelock Student Center may be
   printed on Astrobright paper.
10. No signs, flyers, posters, or verbal or written campaigning will be allowed within visual or auditory range of the election polling area on the day(s) of polling.

11. Candidates must remove all campaign materials from Marshall Hall within 24 hours of the close of polls and academic buildings within three days. The results of the election will not be released until all campaign materials have been removed from Marshall Hall.

D. A candidate may not spend more than his/her allotted budget. Any and all donations to campaign must be subtracted from that campaign’s budget.

1. Campaign spending includes all cash, goods, and services at the fair market value, as determined by the Elections Committee, provided for and utilized in support of a candidate’s election. This is to include all new materials at the purchased rate and/or fair market value on all previously owned materials used in support of the candidate during the campaign. See attachment for a list of current fair market value prices for many basics as determined by the Elections Committee.

2. Senate candidates may spend no more than fifty (50) dollars; and

3. Executive candidates may spend only up to one hundred (100) dollars. When running on a ticket, each member of that ticket must remain within his or her individual $100 spending limit.

4. All candidates are required to submit a complete accounting sheet of campaign expenditures within 24 hours of the close of polls in order to validate the elections.

5. Any non-print based publicity (i.e. websites, KUPS announcements) must be approved by the Elections Committee and value placed by the committee prior to action.

E. The Elections Committee shall regulate and enforce the election proceedings in accordance with the ASUPS Constitution and By-Laws (See Article IV, Section 4).

III. Role of the Committee

A. If, at any time, a candidate has a question concerning the validity of another candidate’s publicity, or of his/her own publicity, he/she is encouraged to contact the ASUPS Vice President or President immediately, who will, in turn, contact the Elections Committee to deal with violations or questions of validation.

B. Complaints

1. Any complaint about campaign practices of a candidate must be placed in writing and submitted to the Committee, care of the ASUPS Vice President, for review at any time during the election process. After three weeks have elapsed following the election, no complaints will be received by the ASUPS Vice President or the Elections Committee.

2. All complaints will be addressed equally by the criteria outlined below.

3. The Committee will determine the validity of any election complaint, basing its decision on the ASUPS Constitution, By-Laws, Election Guidelines, and the discretion of the committee, and may decide whether or not to call an emergency meeting to handle complaints based on the severity of the complaint. The levels of severity are as follows:

   a. A Level One violation constitutes a breach of campaign finance, breach of Integrity Code during active campaigning, de-facing or removing another candidates material; and
   b. A Level Two violation constitutes a breach of publicity guidelines.

4. A verified violation is determined by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Elections Committee.
C. Consequences

1. A complaint involving a level one issue requires a physical meeting of the Elections Committee.
   a. Upon one (1) verified level one violation, a candidate will lose his or her right to maintain any publicity in the WSC.
   b. Upon two (2) verified violations, a candidate’s name will be removed from the ballot.
   c. Upon three (3) verified violations, a candidate will lose his or her right to maintain any publicity on campus, and the Elections Committee may levy additional penalties at its discretion, including disqualification.

2. A complaint involving a level two violation requires a visual verification of the alleged violation by two (2) members of the Elections Committee.
   a. Upon one (1) verified level two violation, a candidate will lose his or her right to maintain any publicity in Marshall Hall.
   b. Upon two (2) verified violations, a candidate will lose his or her right to maintain any publicity in the Wheelock Student Center.
   c. The consequence(s) of a subsequent level two violation falls under the discretion of the Committee, and may, among other things, involve the loss of any and all publicity rights.

IV. ASUPS Endorsements

A. Elected Officials and Inter-Office Personnel
   1. The ASUPS elected officials and inter-office personnel, as described in Article III of the ASUPS By-Laws, are restricted from using their elected or appointed title to endorse candidate(s).

B. Elections Committee members
   1. Members of the Elections Committee are restricted from publicly endorsing any candidate(s).
Title: Removal from Office of the Staff Representative  
Author: John Hines (Senate Chair)

The ASUPS Senate hereby recalls Jane Brazell from the office of Staff Representative for more than two unexcused absences during her term.
Title: Crosscurrents Editor Appointment
Author: Wesley Magee (on behalf of Media Board)

Be it resolved that the ASUPS Senate affirm the appointment of Spencer Cushing to the position of ASUPS Crosscurrents Editor for the 2004-2005 school year.
Title: Finance Allocation to  
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates One Hundred and Eighty Dollars ($180.00) to Kelly Hogue, Amelia Sattler, and Amanda Yamada for reimbursement from attending the Western Psychological Association Convention on April 22-24, 2004.
Title: Finance Allocation to Ice Hockey Club
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Three Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($350.00) to the ASUPS Ice Hockey Club so that they might pay for ice time, and play three additional games in the upcoming season.
Title: Finance Allocation to John Hines  
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Sixty-five dollars and twenty-seven cents ($65.27) to John Hines for reimbursement for a bike bought for the Logger Egg Hunt.
Title: Finance Allocation to ASUPS Lacrosse  
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Three Thousand Dollars ($3000.00) to ASUPS Lacrosse for travel costs so that the team might attend the National League Championship in St. Louis Thursday May 12-14.
Title: Finance Allocation to ASUPS Senior Gift
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Twenty One Hundred Dollars ($2100.00) to the ASUPS Senior Gift of beverage mugs.
Title: Finance Allocation to ASUPS SPURS
Author: Laurel Bandy

The ASUPS Senate hereby allocates Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00) to ASUPS SPURS for registration costs for the annual ASUPS convention which will be held October 8-10, 2004.
Title: Temporary Senator Appointment
Author: Wesley Magee (on behalf of Senate Search Committee)

Be it resolved that the ASUPS Senate affirm the following temporary appointments to the position of ASUPS Senator for the 2004-2005 school year.

Leah Rommereim – Residence House Senator
Ryan Dumm – Greek Senator
Ryan Coon – Off-campus Senator
Charysse Reaser – Senator at Large

Signature: __________________________
Pass: _____
Veto: _____
Title: Approval of 2004-2005 ASUPS Budget
Author: Wesley Magee (on behalf of the Budget Committee)

The ASUPS Senate hereby approves the proposed budget for the 2004-2005 school year.